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While rapid grovtth of reading-s t udy prog·r:u.ms on
college and university campuses
occurred ivi thi n the past few
·f requently been

cha. r~cte;:-ized

acro~:;s

decadc~s,

th2 United States !~ as

t:his grm•: tJ1 has

in p7:cfess:i.onal v:rit:i..ng by

diver·sity in met.hods 1 matex.·ia 1 s, conte nt a.r:.d operational
practices.

Some uncertainty as to the

n~cd.

value of such

programs has also been repod·. ed .in the liLe::..-ature,

The

primary problem addressed in this study has been to in tegrate
t.he find

~ngs

from t.he literature to determine if college and

university programs generally were tene f icial to students
participa ting in them, and to inquire:

such

pt·og:r~ms \•? ere

(1) f o r \vhat groups

designed, ( 2} '\>!hat content and op2ra tio ~a l

facto:t:s vere identified, und ( 3) what r2lationship, if any,
existed between content and operation factors and program
effects.
Extensive search procedure s were utilized to identify

1.

2
~t'I'Teen

resea:rch reports and dissertations written

1960-1 977

relating to the effectiveness of college reading-study
Sixty-six studies were located which appeared to

programs.

meet the research criteria, and utilized adequate to good
measures of research control in reporting program results.
Twenty-eight of these studies reported their data in

us~able

statistical form, v:hich included reporting mean ga.ins bet';..reen
treatment a.nd comparison groups in one or a. combinat ion of
the fol lm,r ing five variables:

change s

Comprehe-r1si on, in Grade Point

Average~

Study Ha bits.

.

111

Reading Rate,

in

in Vocabulary and in

'I'hese t\\'enty-eight studie s) '\vhich included

sixty-six treatment effects, represented 6,046 students

en::-olled in four year college or university reading-study
or· \vho served as control groups ..

prog-r~m s

eight nt.udies compd.sed the .Hata·aAnalysis.

These tvrent.yAn additional

fifteen studies, representing l.,l65 student s reported program
effect s in useable quantifiable form but: did not use control
groups
the

~n

their investigations.

M e~~-~na lysi s

compa .r E~

their

These

~ere

not included in

but were analysed and reported in order to

similarity of findings for hypothesis two.

The !-leta-Analysis pr·ocedure proposed by Gene Glass
as a method of "extracting the message" in a quantity of

n -; sean:h studies, utilized "effect size" statistics for each
treatment outcome reported.

This "effect size" as measured

on t .h e outcome variables, was the difference bet\veen treated
and untreated groups divided by the within group standard
deviation.

Each effect size thus became an observation and

3

inferential statistics were applied; ln this

case~

the

dependent t-t.est was used to determine if the t.wo groups
diffe red significantly.

Each study '"as examined for the

repo rt ed inclusion of (1) six content fdctors, (2) fifteen
operation factors, and for ( 3) pt-ogram effects .
Serious problems of program repo r tj.n g were noted .
Published reports and disse.rta tions frequent ly d i d not
include sufficient information to permi t subsec!uent

investigat o rs to de t ermine program content ;•nd ope r a tj.on a l
practices "d.thout maldng broa d, um.;z\ rranted assumptions,
This paucity of reporting inf0rmation 1¥as a limit ati on to

the investigati on.
Four hypotheses were tested and the

foll~ifi ng

conclusions were dra-v.m :
1.

College reading-study p rpgt·ums were

f.ou1~ d

to have

statistica lly significctnt overall beneficial e f fects on
students participating

1n

such instruction.

the treated g r oup mean \vas . 94 standard

On the average

dE~ via t ions

above the

control group mean on the composite of a ll outco;ne vari u. oJ.es .
2.

Tre a tment groups surpassed untreated groups on f our

of five specific variables tested indicating that studentb
who JK.rticipated in such instruction made grea te r gains than

nonparticipants in Reading :Rate measures, in Comprehension,
in Gra de Point Averages and in Vocabulary measures.

Reading

Rate gaim_; exceeded all other variables examine d, on the
average moving treated students to the 97t.h percentile over
control groups without treatment.

4

3.

The majority o f

studie~

did nol adequately

repo~t

content and operc.tional factors to a llow conclusive findings

to be dr.awn.

The number of studies reporting comp lete

program content and operation factors was small, howevor

severa l significant correlations were obtained with tl1ose
programs rr;porting complete data.

Prograrns "' hich reported

inclus ion of the six content factors app>:ar.ed to ha.ve

<.<

slight ly greater effectiveness, and program e ff ectiveness
favored those studies which included diagncstic and
part.icipa tory instructi onal methods .

LongE:·:.: h ours of

instruction did not appear to influence program effectiveness
in any of the program categories exrun.:tned .
ness

ap~ared

I- rog ra m effect. i.ve -··

to be related to factors ether than len0tb c1nd

duration of instruction.

Nineteen t.ent.utive r e comi!.endations

were made at the conclusion of

th~

statistical analysis.

These recommendations were neither totally supported nor
contradicted by the research.
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INTRODUCTION '1.' 0 THE PROBLEM
11

I have spent my lifetime learning to read."
Goet he at age seventy-one
~nd

The challenge of developing college reading
study competencies is not a new

educ~tion a l

iss~e,

but it

has been accelerated to some degree in the past. dec:a.de by
among other factors, the numerous reports

(i f

d::: - c.U ning

Scholast:ic Aptitude Test scores for ent er i ng freshmen in
colleges ucross the nation.

The c urrent. s tat-us of co llege

reading-study p r ograms can be seen to fo cus in three areasc
( 1) recent grmrt h of college reading -study

t)l'Oc;Jl'a !rls ,

( 2) diversity of college reading-study p.t'.J~;rtu:ts and
{3) results o f diversity.

In Californ ia alone 80.2 percent of the state
controlled colleges and universities now have reading-study
assis tance programs and almost all {90.4 percent) became
operationa l since 1963.

1

One recent nation- wide survey

found nearly all centers in institutions o£ higher

1

.

.

'

.

.

.

H.C. Dev1r1an, "Survey of Funct1ons 1n Call.fornla's
Two and Four Year Public Colleges and Universities,"
Proceedinos of the Seventh Annual Conference, (Oakland, Ca.s
western CollegeReading Association, 197~r;-pp. 63-70.
1

2

education ln the United

old.

St~tes

were less than ten years

2

In the keynote address of the Western College
Reading Association•s ninth annual conference, President
o~

Patricia Heard shared her pragma tic perspertive

the

evolving fieJ .d) saying:
Comprehe n::-:; ive learning assistance pJ.-ogra.mming for
college c ampuses is apparently an ide a whose time
has comE• . College administr~to:c s increusingJ y
aclmowledge learning skills centers as integral
parts of the ech.lCr:t d .c:nal process.
Obviously} with
achievenu~nt and <.~ccept<:HlCe, come ob.l iqat ions. 3
Heard credits t.:.he :rim..~ r-!aoaz_ine_ report. of Stctnford • s
Learning Assistance Center as a public re!aticns coup and
milestone for the movement, the

ac~..nm-:J.edgement

in a

national news magazine that even Stanford studen·Ls utilize
reading--study ass 5stance progra ms.

Such p!: ograms she

suggests, fare better administratively und political ly w·hen
they are relevant to all students on campus, not just to
disabled learners.

4

2

M.C. Devirian, Gwyn Enright and Guy Smith, ·~
Survey of Learning Program Centers in u.s. Institutions of
Higher Education," Proceedinos of the ~.ighth Ann_ual
Confg_r·e_Itce , ( Ln .p.
I.Vestern College Reading Association ,
1975), pp. 69-76.
See also same authors, "A National Survey
of Learning <md Study Skills Programs" in Headir~
C~1tj.on g..r.:_d _l!.1.£{}.lirz, Twenty-fourth Year.boo}c, (Clemson,
South Carolina: National Reading Conference, 1975), pp.
67-73.

J:

3

.

.

.

.

0

PatrlCla Heard, "College Learn1.ng Spec1al1st.s:
A Profession Corning o f Age," Proceedings of the Ninth
Annual Conference, ([n.p.]: Western College Reading
Association, 1976 ), pp. 1-9.
4

I b'1d.,

p. 3 •

3

College reading-study prog rams appear to be
characteri zed by diversh:y and complexity o f methods,
materials, content and opera tions.

Numerous attempts have

been made to assess these progran·,s Jn orde r to identi fy
effective program components.

'l'he follmd.ng are brief

summaries of some of this research.
Lowe reviewed various college and university
responses to the need · for reading-study compe tency in his
history of the college reading movement from 1915 to
l970.

5

Enright traced the current application of college

reading-study programs/learning assi.stance centers to
earlier programs and practices o f
and thirties.

tl~

nineteen twe1d ies

The idea that a student could study to

become a better student she credited to a study s kills
guide first published in 1916.

6

Programs have long attempted to distinguish between
remedjal and developmental services.

Harvard's 1.970 report

of thei.r reading program underscored the theme that reac.ing
skills are skills vlhich all students might master more

5

A.J. Lowe, "Surveys of College Reading Improvement
lo"'>g
- ,,.
f__' o---:.
11 eq2 ana.L~
' "d Jt
_,,_ - .·o6!.~
b, " ~_ur.1or
. . Rea d'1.ng
Er.Qsrrams , eds. George Schick. and Nerr ill Hay. Sixteen th
Yearbook. (Clemson, South Carolina& National Reading
Conference, 1967), pp. 75-81.
P rogrc.nns.•

6

.
.
,, . 1
Gwyn Enr 1ght,
"College Learn1ng
Sr..l.l s s
Frontierland Origins of the Learning Assistance Center,"
Proceedin9.S._2_f the EicJ.bth 1\n~aJ:.S~Jnferf>nce, (Ln.p. j :
Western College Reading Association, 1975), pp. 81-92.

--

4

eff<-?ctive ly.

The mean v er:·bal score of Lhe Harvard freshmen
i~prove

who accept the opportunity to

their re a ding is in

the 99 t.h percentile of high school seniors in the United
States.

7

Yet accounts of reading-study skills programs

for the academically elite were balanced by reports of
programs for high-risk, special admission students who would
have difficulty remaining in college without special
assistance.

8 9 10 11
' '
'

In 1940 Gl adfe lter suggested that all students,
.

.

.

s1mply by attend1.ng college, 1.ncre<Ase

d

.

1n

.

.

...-ead lng s1nlls.

12

Since th at time the literature on re ading-study programs
has been preoccupied with a steadily increasing volume of

7 Roder1.c
. C. Hodgins, "The

'l'ext is the Adversary,"
Teache r s Coll eqe Record, Vol. 72 (September, J970), 7-22.

8

Wayne D. Lee, " Who Can Prof i. t :.1os t from Developmental Reading at College-Adult Levels?" ~oll~A d u lt
Reading Instruction~ (Newark, Del.:
Interna t ional Reading
Association, 1964), pp . 45-58.
9

.
.
A
.
.
W1ll1am
nderson, "Evaluat1on
of College ReadJ_nq
and Study Skills Frograms, P roblems and Approaches," Readir.!Q
~·J orld, Vol. 14, No.3,
(Narch, 1975), 191-197.

10
,:ro.seph Hui a and Emery Bliesmer, " f' rediction of
Succes::; o f Special Groups of University Fresrunen,"
Be:(J. ::·c:_t:-i ~~ts _9. .l:±f!_Inves~ioations on heading) Twenty-fifth
Yearbo0 K: . (C.JPmsor.! South Carolina:
National Reading
Conference, 1976)) p~ . 88-95.
11

.

.

'

.

.

.

Jerry RctJrn·:v.ter 1 "Corr.pre nens1on and MlnOrlt.y
Students," B£Y.9.] \lU9.n iz Lr.g__Collcge_Leu r.·n ino Skills,
Proce ,;: din q s of th2 1'-;in':h r:onf ~ :re nce, {LH.p.]:
Western
College Reading Associ.ation, 1976), pp. 148-154.
12

Hi11ard GJ.adfeH.er , "An Analysis o: Reading and
English Changes that Occur During the Freshmen Year in
College," Jm!rnal of .1\medC'Zln Assoc.iati on of Colleqiate
Regi str<lrs, XX (July, 1945) , pp. 527-43.

5

reports and experimental studies claiming beneficial
effects and improved scholastic success for participating
students.

13

These results of reading-study assistance have

been measured by a variety of methods.

Although these

studies are consistently reviewed in the literature, no
systematic method of drawing generalizations has been
developed and these findings have not beEm integrated.
Herman reflected the thinking of many ¥lhen he
concluded:

A general description of a college reading
improvement program is irnpos~~ible, p r imarily
because too many differences exist among programs.
There is little agreement on the t ype of student
enrollment, length of t he p r ogram, r..et l1ods and
materi a ls used for instruc tion, and p r ogram
evaluation. The only aspect c ontmon t o all.
programs is the basic goal of help ing the
student become better able to h and .l e his
a.cademic work .14
Other researchers support this position t .hat b e cause such
diverse and complex patterns of organization and measures
of success exist for college reading-study instruction,

13 George Scu~ck,
~·
.
. College Rea d'l.ng
"D1.. vers~ty
ln
Frograms" in Colleoe -Adult . Readi~ng I[lst::-§tion, P 2.ul Leedy
ed., Perspectives in Reading Series (Newark , Del.:
International Reading Association, 1964), pp. 14-17.
14
James Herman, "The Effect of a Reading Improvement Proqram Upon Academic Achievement in College,"
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, llniversity of Connecticut,
1972), p. 2.

6
•

•

1 .
the y were only abl e to ldent lfy trenus

In contrast to this

thinJ~ing,

15sl6,17

F<1 irba nk.;:; 2adressed

the question of diversity by exam ining the cor,tent, and
operational aspects of .. succe ssful" progrums and ,,ra.s able to
identify t\·renty-eight content factors and sevcn-b:en
opera t iona l f a ctors in sixty well-des igned r esearch studies
,
.
t.lga~e
... d • 18
sne
~nves

The following yea,r ,

she found

l.l_

"successful tendency,. for student s who p 2, :ct.it:- ipa.t cxi in
reading-s t ud y instruction and a posi tive

~ffec t

on overa l l

.
. e1g
. h ty-seven stua1e
,. s. 19
gra d e po1nt
average 1n

may be considered tentative due to an i ni'.ibil i ty to c ontro l
cert ain variables, but they do offer a me 2 ningful
integration of instruct iona l compone nts found in "successful''
programs.

15

Nary Harshbarger and Laurence Harshbarger, ~

Survr~v o(~11rrent Pra9t.i.ces i n Coll e9§_E_e tilliJ!fLJ;~ prQY.£)_ne!ltz.
Cours~e- Of f e_red by Four Year Deorec~-9T_§_I?.Lil:lSL.l:.ub1.j._s~

Institu tio_Ds in the Hid-~<Jest, U.S. Ed t: c o:i:. ional Rcsour·ces
Informat.ion Center, ERIC Document ED l2J 601, 1976.
16Dev~r1.an,
..
Enright, Smith, op . cit ., pp. 74 - 75.
17 R. A
.
· . Husl1.n,

.
.
"W h at. 's Happ en~ng
~n Col l e g e and
University Development al Reading Programsr Report of a
Recent Survey," Readi.!l.q, World, Vol.. 14, No. 3, (March 1975),
202-214.
18
.
. b n.nks,
· l'far1lyn
Fa1r

'.
"T h e Eff e ct ot- Colleg e Reaolng
Improvement Programs on Academic Achievemen t 1 ' ' In t~e ract iq!}..!.
p.esea rf:h ilnd Pra ctice for Co1le~- A_9'--l}_ L.Read in_g, 'I'\ventythird Yearbook, (Clems on, South Carolina: Na tional Reading
Conference, Inc., 1974), pp. 105-114.
19

.
.
.
h.
Nar1lyn
Fa1rbanks,
"Relations
1p Between Research '
Control and Reported Results of College Reading Improvement
Prograr.1s," Fea di ng : .C onve ntion _and. Ing_~.!_U,y, Twenty-fourth
Yearbook, (Clemson, South Carolina: National Reading
Conference, Inc., 1975), pp. 80-93.

7

Results

of~ Diversity

rihile understanding that

pro~-rrams

must meet the need

of differe nt population groups, Griese prot ested t his lack
of synthesis saying:
Such a situation - which exists in the case of
reading - indicates either that the subje ct lacks
a body of principles 1 and th us is not truly a
college subject, or that the body of principles
to be taught and expanded has not been adequa tely
identif ied . . • • it appears more reasonable to
conclude that, indeed , a majority o f the colleges
do have courses in reading, but the actual content
and in~tructicnal procedures exist in a state of
limbo.~o

This review of the contemporary stat.us of college
reading -study prog rams has indicated:

(l) that the college

reading -study field has rapidly gained a place on the
college and unive1·sity campus; (2) college reading-·r:::tudy
programs appear to
materials,

cont,~nt

br~

chara.ct.er ized by di versit.y in method,.

and operation; and ( 3) the lack of

integration of content and methodology may inhibit serious
acceptance of college level reading-study progr-ams.
I I.
State~_of

THE PROBLEN

the Problem

The primary problem addressed in this study involved
integration of the findings of the vast body of reading
readi~g-

literature to determine if college and university

20

.

.

1

Arnold Gr1.ese, Readl.J1q_ImQ t'SD·:~~~.li..3.U....l§_Cq__!lege
Level, U.S. Educational Resources Inform3tion Center, ERIC
Document ED 016 584 , November, 1967, p. 5 presented at
National Council of Teachers of English Conference (Honolulu,
November, 1967).

8

st.udy programs r..rr.?.n t:=rally prove beneficial to · those
participating in them.

Included within this question were

t:he follov.ring sub-problems:
1.

For what student groups vlere college reading·-

study programs designed?

Were programs designed to fulfill

remedial/corrective, supportive, developmental or other

a~>

yet unspe d .f ied funct.ions7
2.

ffimt program conlent and program operation

factors were identified within program reports?
3.

What relationship, if any, exists b e b .> een these

progran content and operation factors and reported program
effects?

This

1.

st~0y

is import a nt for the following reasons:

"Although reading research has been

systematically reviewed; abstracted and surveyed for
years, integrations of the literature are rare,"

acco.rd.i.r~g

to Gene V. Glass in his Presidential address to the
"'
.
E· (~uc:at.1ona
~
'
1 R
r.merJ.car:.
• esearc h

2.

'
' t.J.on. 21
AssocJ.a

This study will provide a broad perspective to

the evolving field beyond that of the status survey which,
although valuable in giving needed definition, does not
inv·estigate the question of pro9ram effectiveness in tenns
of stated objectives.

21 Gene

v , Glass, "Pr1mary,
.
Secondary and Meta-

Analysis of Eesearch," _!::ducational
10, (November 1976), 3-8.

Researcher~

Vol. 5, No.

I

9
3.

By identifying crnnponents of

progr~ms,

this study will provide a greater range of options to
program developers and practitioners.

4.

This study may be of inter.est to

administrators, publishers,

~t

practitioners~

al because it identifies

elements of college reading-study programs a.s ¥Tell as
content and operational factors.
PurQose of the Study
It ,.,as the purpose of this study to ( 1) analy::::;e
published research reports relating to the effectiveness
of college and university reading - st.udy programs,
(2)

identify program content and operational factors

reported in studies which met the research design criteria
and (3) integrate these findings into a model(s) for
developing and/or assessing college and university level
reading-study programs.
PROCEDURES
The fallowing procedural steps "'ere followed in
conducting the present study:
Selection
Standard search procedures were used to identify
the literature reporting results of college and university
reading-study programs published between 1960-1977.

The

studies included within this extensive review were those
whichz

(a) involved ·students already enrolled in colleges

l(

or. univers ities in the United Stat es ,

(b)

empha~ized

reading a.nd /or study skill s and (c) reported prog ram r e sult:s
in quantifiable terms.

Studies "'ere categorized into three groups 1

tho s c~

with severe methodological limitations, those with minor
methodological limitations and those with \-!ell-designed

methodology .

The bases for this c at egoriza tion '.:ith

respect to design adequacy were as fol lows:

(a) the

presence or absence of a control group, (b) the method of
assuring initially comparabl e groups and (c) t he sarnpJ.e
size.
Studies with severe resear c h methodological

limi tations '\<Jere eliminated from further considsra t ion
following the modification of the Glass technique suggested

by Mat1sf ield and Busse.

22

: . :M. : :e. : :t:.;::a:....-}._n_a_l_Y:._'3_i s

The meta-·analysis procedure 'va s proposed by Glass
in llis presidential address to the .1\.merican Educationc.l
Rest~arch

A.:;sociation, its purpose being to ••• "analyse the

22 R.S.

·
MansfH~ld

·
and T.V. Busse, "Meta- A nalys1s
of
Researchs A Rejoinder to Glass, .. Educat ion rt~ Resean;: h~.;:,
Vol. 6, No. 9, (October, 1977), 3.

.

ana l yses.. •

23,2 4

11
I

It has been

su9ge- si:·. G:~d

need i n the rea ding fi eld where

so _ m~ch

.:.1s a. particular
research has been

undertaken and so lit t. le integra tion ha s been reported due

in part to

~ ~ search

desig n var i able s and

student populations, p r ogram

emph ~ses

diver sit~

of

and c onte nt and
? -·

operation fa cto rs, a ll of \·l hich limit comparability . .... :J

p r ug i."'am content fact o rs identified in the Fa irbanl<s study
were used as analysis criteria f or content factors in the

present s t udy.
l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

26

The.se factors '"'ere as fol l mY":-5

t

Hain idea
Analyzing paragraphs
Setting up purposes
Recognizing inferences
Drawing conclusions
Di fferentiating fact and op inion
Reilding charts and graphs
OnLl in ing
Sequenc ing ideas
SU1Tiil1arizing, notetaldng

Context clues
Affixes, roots
Etymol ogy
Di ctionar y study
Notecards, word lists
Synonyms, antonyms

Wor d attack
Rea d ing in literat ure
Reading 1n Mathemati cs
Reading ~n Sciences

23

Gla ss, op. cit., p. 3.

24

Mary L. Smit h and Ge ne Glass 1 "Meta--Analysis of
Psychot hera py Outco~\es," ~mer i c_a !l PsychQ.loqist_ , Vol. 32,
No. 9, (September, 1977), 752-760.
25
Glass, op. cit., p. 7.
26F a lruanks,
. h~
1974, op. cit., p. 109.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25~

26.
27.
28.

Reading in Social Sciences
Flexibility in rate
Acceleration
Mechanics in rate
Lisleni n g
Using the library
Scheduling time
Examination preparation

p rogram operational factors also identified in thr:: Fairhanl<s
study were used as criteria for analysis o f oper ational
factors.
1

.A,

•

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
J.le

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

27

These factors were as fo llows:

Tests used diagnostically
Students informed of strengths and W-9aknesses
Stu.dent participation in planning
Student p a rticipation in evaluation
Use of time for lecture and demonstr~ti.on
Use o f time for discussion
Use of time for practice: Group needs
Use of t ime for pract1ce:
Indiv idual ne e d s
Group size:
maximum of t.i<fenty
Class meetingss
two or mo r e pe r week
Length of meeting: maximum 2 hours
Durat·· ion of program: 6 \veeks or more
Coll·~ ge credi t given
Program compulsory: all freshmen
Prog ra m compu l sory s "High-r isk•• freshmen
Program voluntary
Total hours of instruction:
a.
0-20, b.
21-30, c.
31-40, d. Ove r 40
An important: aspect of the meta-analysis p roced:xre

is the magnitude of the effect.

This effect size was the

mean difference betwPen the treated and control subjects
. .
1 standar d d ev1at1on
.
.
d1v1.ded
by t1e
of the control group. 28

27
28

Fairbanks, 1974, loc. cit.

smith and Glass, op. cit., p. 753.

/

<

13
rf'he fonnula for this calcu l ation

Es :;: <ir -

xc)

sc
A complete explanation of this research met hodology has
been included in Chapter 3 of this study.
Hod~l

Development
Finally, statistical analyses on well-designed

studies vie re perfonned to relate program con tent· and
operation factors to progr am effectiveness.
ASSUMP'l' I ONS, LIHITATI ONS AND DELIHITATI ONS

'l'he cu.rrent study 1·1 as based upon several assu..rnptions.
1.

The deletion of studies with s e vere methodologica l

limitations did not distort the generr"i l findings rela ·t ive to
research in college reading-study p1·ogr ams.
2.

J.. imiting this study to the time span 1960·· 1977

was adequate to ansvrer the question of this study.

3.

The sample of fifty dissertations accessed vas

adequate to serve the purposes of this study.

Limi tat io_11s_
1.

One limitation of this study '"as the incomplete

reporting of content and operational factors for many
published studies.
2.

This study did not identify other aspects of

college reading-study programs such as staff training,

1

14

budget and funding practices , admini strat ion influences,
departmental affiliations or student motivations,

While of

interest, these vrere beyon.d the scope of this . investigation.
Delimitations
1,

This study was limited to the available reported

results of college reading-study programs published bet"\veen
1960-1977 vlhich met the selection criteria,

2.

Cost cons iderations limited the number of

availa.ble disserta tions to fifty vlhich met the selection
criteria.
3.

The studies selected for inclus i on were limited

to · those in vlhich (a) the students involved were already
enrolled in college or university, (b) the program
e mphasized reading and/or study skills, (c) the program
effect \vas reported in quantifiable terms.
DEFINITIONS
The follmring definitions of terms vrere used
throughout this study:
Critical ~ readinCLskills:

the process of evaluating

vhat one has read by comparison to other sources, considering
new ideas or informati on and detecting bias; considered to
.
.
29
be higher-level comprehenslon skllls.

flexibili!:,y of rate:

29
Inc~~ase

a learned skill that allows the

. an d Ed ward R. S1pay,
.
Al be rt J. Harr1s
~H~o~w~t~o
Reaqin£LApility, 6th ed. (New YorkJ David McKay,

1975), p. 484.

15
reade.i:" to vary his rate o f 1:eadir1g ;;.ccording to his purpose
an d

~
t1~

.
nature of h'1s rea d'1ng mat er1a1
. 30

l.!~X..D_ing~

Cen t er_:

the term used by Smith, Enright and

Devirian in their n ati onwide survey of learning and study
skills progr ams used to describe Learning Assistance
Centers , Learning Resource Centers, Reading-Writing Labs 1
Reading-Study Cente r s, Tutoria l Centers, Study Skills
Centers or any of the variet y of pla ces u.sed for instruction
.
.
.
31
1.n rea("1lng and study slalls.

analysis of a large c ollection of anal ysis results from

indi vidUi:\ 1 studies f or the purpose of int e grating the
. d'
. 32
f 1.n-.1ngs

identified by Fair banks a nd .listed on pa g·es

11~12

of this

study used to describe specific aspects of reading-

study prog rams invest igated in this study.
proqr.:nm

..Q.,.!:_>~ional

factors:

33

the seventeen factors

identified by Fairbanl{:S and listed on page 12 of this
study used to describe specific practices of readingst·udy programs such as length of hours, size of group,
-~---------

30~b'd
J. .l

• ,

p. 546.

31 s 'th
m.1
, Enright, Devirian, op. cit., p. 67.
32
33

Gene Glass, op. cit., p. 3.
Fairbanks, 1974, op. cit., p. 109.

16

duration of course~ etc.
Readinq:

34

an activity '\vhich involves the comprehension

and interpretation of · ideas symbolized by '\-tritten or
printed language.

35

~!Lcli.lliL..£2!!!2rehe.nsioQ.:

those skills identified by

Davis as (1) recall of word meanings,

(2) finding answers

to explicit questions; (3) weaving together ideas in content,
( 4) dra w.i.ng inferenc es from content, ( 5)

dru~.Ying

inferences

from context, and {6) · critical reading were used in this
study to represent ·· basic comprehension skills .
Read-i!~<?L!- developm~ntal:

36

inst ruction designed to

systemically develop the skills and abilities considered

essential at. each grade level.

37

As described by Harris

and Sipay it includes the mechanics of reading (five
behaviors) and the ·comprehension of reading (seventeen
.
) • 38
learned b ehav.1ors

has been applied to the processes of

cor~ective

and/or

remedial instruction given to students who have not
~------

Del'-1J'n G. Schubert, ~-pict~~<?.nary of Terms and
Concel?ts in neadh)g, (Springfield, Illinois: Charles c.
Thomas, 1964), p. 201.
35

36F. B. Dav.1s,
.
.
.
.
.
"Researc h 1n
Compre h ens1.on
1.n
Read.1ng,"
Reading Research Ouarterly, Vol. III, No. 4, (Newark, Del.:
Internati ona l Reading Association, 1968), 541.
37

schubert, op. cit., p. 205.

38 Harr1s
. and S1pay,
.
.
op. c1t.,
p. 9 •

17
developed the skills and abilities considered essentia l at
.
t h e1r

gra d e level. 39

has been used to describe those programs offering
instruction in reading and study skills.

40

those skills involved in the ability to

Study skills:

locate and comprehend needed materials, to organize and
record "i!ta t

is read 1 to listen and recall, and to u ..~det·line

.

.
.
are 1ncluded
1n
t.h e components of stud y sk1. lls. 41

SUM}'f..ARY
In this chapter the growth and diversity of college
readi ng-study programs "'as reviewed, the need for integ ration
of re search findings was indicated and a procedure to
accompl ish the necessary integration ,.,.as outlined.
The re1r1ainder of the study was divided into the
follmdng division..s:
Literature

Relate~

(l) Chapter 2:

t o This Study,

Review of the

(2) Chapter 3:

Description of the Design and Procedure of the St udy,

(3) Chapter 4:

Presentation of the Results and Findings of

the Study, (4) Chapter 5:

Conclusions Based Upon the

Investigation a.nd Recommendations for Further Study.

19

Ibid. 1 pp. 15-17.

40

Author•s tenn based on useage in college reading
literature.
41

Harris and Sipay, op. cit., pp. 7-10, 488-497.
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Chapter 2
REV IEW OF THE LITE RNCuRE AND RELATED RESEARCH

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The diversity existent in college rea ding-study
skills programs was reflected in ::he pr·ofessional l ite r c.tt ure .
The rapid increase in the number of
discussed by Alton Ra ygor e t_
Literatu r e.

1

u

re sea ~:ch

articl es was

in a 1973 Re view of

His review contained 349 reseat ch arti cles

which he comp ared in quantity to the 75 included in a prior
review by Bliesmer (1960).

Raygor noted that s ome 50 percent

of all article s of interest to reading researchers were found
in only ten journals.

Expanding h is search to twe nty

journa ls produced only an incre ased 15 pe1·cEmt coverage of
articles.
For the present study, in addition to a comprehensive
manual search of this literature which included individua l
cross-checking of periodical and dissertation bibliographies ,
the researcher used the comput er facilities at University of
Califon1ia, Davis to scan more than 49,000 entries.
yielded 676 references.

This

The criterion words and terms used

1Alton Raygor and others, "1.973 Review of Re s earch
in College-Adult Reading," Int era ction:
Resea rch a nd Practice
in ColJ.ege-Adul t Readin gs 23rd Yea rboolc (C lem son, South
Carolina: The National Reading Conference, 1973), pp. 23-88.
18

19
in this sea r c h are i n cluded 1n Appendix A .
were rev iewed and placed in categories.

The se ref erences

Many of them were

not pertinent to or were actually detailed sub-topics
vocabul ary , comprehension, etc.) of the present

(~·~·,

inw~stigation .

Three major divis i ons of this extensive body of literature
'\otere e xamined in the p re sent chapter.

'I'hese 'i·rere :

(1) hist oric al reviews and definitive surveys of programs

designed to give pers pective to the emerging fi eld ;

(2) repo rts o f specific instructi ona l s trategies and the
content of cou r ses; and (3) experimental st.udies investigo.ting
the effect o f instruction.

These th ree divisions cove ring

approx imate ly 200 references, h ave b een considered
cat<-'! go r ica. lly in the current chapter .

II. HISTORI CAL REVIEWS AND SUHVEYS
OF COLLEGE READING-STUDY PROGR.;Ms
Narrative historical reports o f program de vel opment
comprised a large proportion of the literat ure initially
revieived in this study.

While not gene ral ly based on

empirical data, these reports nevertheless revie1ved the
historical development of individual progra ms as 'ivell as t.he
trends a nd growth from the perspective of individua l p r og r am
developers and college reading authorities.

A significant

history o :: the college reading movement was written by
Leedy as his doctoral dissertation in 1958.

2

2

Subsequent

P.D. Leedy, "A History of O!::"igin and Development of
Instruction ir. Reading at the College Level," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, New York University, 1958).

20
researchers have referred to this work frequently.
Historical Reviews
Lowe ( 1970 ).

3

Lowe traced the history of college

reading improvement programs from 1915, listing major facto rs
influencing the movement by decade.

He also traced the

current trends through extensive compiling of surveys,
which will be discussed at length later in this section.
4
Enright ( 1975 ).

In her recent surnm;o},ry of the

"frontierland of reading instruction", Enright cat 2gorized
reading and study programs under the broad def inition of
"learning assistance programs" and examined program goals.
Early college rea ding programs appec:.r tc have been based on
the assU[!",ption that a student's skills must be learned like
a doctor,s, la1-ryer•s, swimmer's, or any other apprentice.
Considering programs by decades, as Lm.,re did ea.t·lier,
Enright noted that remedial reading programs of the 1940's-·
1950's slowly gained support on only a few college campus8 s.
Weekly conferences in a remedial reading course afforded
"individualization."

Private conferences \·Tere sche duled for

seriously deficient students, but few developmental programs
were designed to extend the skills of college readers.

3
A .J. Lowe, "The Rise of College Reading; The Good,
The Bad, and The Indifferent: 1915-1970, .. u.s. Educational
Resources In:ormation Center, ERIC Document ED 040 013, 1970.
4£

' h t,
nr~g

'
'
F rontJ.er.
Gwyn.
"College Learn1.ng
Skl.llss
land Origins of the Learning Assistance Center," Proceedings
of tl)e ~iahth Annual Conference, Western College Reading
Association, <[n.p., 1975j), pp. 81-92.

21
Recognition that reading n::rnediation was

i~1aq_equate

led to

programs of the 1950's-1960•s designed f or the 1...rhole student.
These programs often operated from the service orientation of
college reading and study sJd.lls programs

j

and served as an

assistance referral base fo r content tutoring, remedial
instruction, and i ndividualj_zed counselin g services.

In the

1960's-1970's many of the philosophies and theo.ries which
previously had only been describedt became an actua lity with
'

diagnosti c - p rescr iptive instruct ion,; self-programming,
individua l intervie\•Is and evaluat ion of grm.;th.
Th~

Harvard P r oa,..;:;:..<!ill.•

The b roud rar;ge of program

goals, objectives and philosophy was noted by writers of
. individua l accounts of p r o gram his torical growth and was
t~m

illustrated by

Harvard faculty.

reports, t.he firs t a 1959 report to the
Perry (195 9),

5

the director of the

uni versityt s Bureau of Study, revie1.;ed tvTenty years o f
reading-study instruction for Harvard's freshmen.

His review

has lY2en cited as a singularly effective example of
~.

.

corrununJ.c a~J. on.

6

The original experiment in reading improve-

ment there he credited to an experin1ent in 1938

'~rh ich

consisted of an instructor, some 30 students, a projector,
and the first t@.Lvay d Re n.g in.g_Ei lms, and was viewed as a

5 wm. G. Perry, Jr., "Student Use and Misuse of
Reading Skills&

A Report to the Faculty," Harvard
Vol. 29, No. 3, (Summer, 1959}, 193-200.

Educat.iona.~view,

6

Ibid., p. 193.

22
remedial e f fo r t.

In 1946 b o th

were re - evalua ted.

prog r ~m

and stude n ts enrolled

The Bureau o f Study discovered that all

freshmen entering Harvard.

including those in the "remedial

course" score d better than 85 percent o f college freshmen
in the country.
up-graded .

The

cour~' e

was sub::.equently r-eorga nized and

Perry desc.d. 'bed the ef feet in these terms:

The amount of en t l'n!_siasn tha l exi s ts in thi.~~
community ·to rea d bet t er · or if not. bette r , then
at least f0 ster-is evidenced by the fa c t t ha t we
soon fo u nd ourselv es with ne arly 8C10 pe ople
enro l led in t ~ e course. When we e xa mine d the r o ll 1
vle f oun d that vre h ad some 400 f r csh..rnc: n f r om Ha rva rd
and Hac! c lif f e , 150 upperclassme n, 230 g r a dua te
student·.s f r om th e Vetd.ous schonl s& espec 5.r5, lly U mt
of Busine ss Administration, and 2 pr o ~es sors -from
the Law School.7

Approaching the text as an "adversr.u::·y,"

techniques used in the course.

--

h~:

rec o unt ed s pecif i c

Perry c o n c lud ed v: ith the

observation that wh a t Harvard stud e n t s l acke d wa s n ot the
mechanicc1l skills of re a ding,

••• "but. the a l; ility to adjus t

themselves to the varie ty of reading mat e ri a ls and purpo ses
that exist on a college lev el."B

f1odgin§..J ..1..970l

9

Hriting about t he same progn:t m,

rel ated the evolution of the goal to teach already sup e r i or
students to app ly their skills courageously to the extensive

reading required at the university level.

7
8

Both

accoun t. ~

rbid., pp. 193.
rbid., pp. 195.

9 Roderic C. Hodgins, "The Text is the Ad,·c~ rs;) r): ,"
Teachers Colleae Rt:c ord, Vol. 72, No. l (Colu.rnbia Universi t y,
September, 1970), 7 - 22.
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revie\'wd techniques used to deal '\.J-'.t h

obsolesc(;-~n.t

r:e;_,_ cling

skil.ls learned from previous academic e,periencesj c rammi ng
readi . ng~

techniques, experiences with idea

test-taking approaches,

Similar de ve lopment ul goals were

reviewed by McHargue (1975)
Sha"' ( 1961 )_,

11

and analysis of

10

with Stanford students.

writing in the Sixtie t h Nationv. l

Society for Study Education

Yearboo l~,

found ·Hhile nt::n(? rous

reading- stud y clif:.icult.ies

studies indicate the prevalence o f

among college students, a majority of colleges faile d t o
provide instruction in reading skills or l imited s uch

instruc t· ion to r emedial or corrective sc::rv ices .

He sugge st s

that the value of reading instruction h<1s r: ol be e r: r r-::ad.i.. 1y
apparent to some college administrators.

He n oted t he

development of three basic organizationa l p a tte r ns
college reading improvement p rograms:
special service; (2) a part of a langua ge arts course ; or
(3)

a n intrinsic part of each subject.

He did no t e the

general objective st at ed by most c o llege re a ding p r ograms
~ia s

"to help the students to read

t~ o

capac it y", a nd f ound

t hat functional approaches in se tting up dif fere nt p r ograms

10

0

H1chael R. McHargue, "A

•

of Classroombased and _ Self-Nanaged Academic Reading Efficiency Training
Frograms," (Unpublished .F-h.D. dissertation, St anford
Univers i ty, 1975), University Microfilms, No. 76-5771,
pp. 1-17.
Compar~s on

Col 1 ege," DC"\•e 1_ot:me n t __
l1L£1lKLThr_9uqh Rc J dina, Sixtieth Yearbo o k, Na tion~d Society
for Lhe Study o! Education, Nelson B. Henry, ed., (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1961), pp. 336-354.
l1 Ph 1ll1p Saw,
h
0

•

"Rea. d 1.ng
0

~n
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for differing population and institutional needs
inevitab l y led to differing objec tives .

Furthermore,

These stem from diffe renc es in the curriculum,
administration, int erests and qualifications of
teachers, textbooks u sed, library facilities, and
the student body it se l f . These variables may
partly account for the diversit y of?prac t ices
found in college reading progra ms.~ ~
Sha-...:, however, identified one common object..:ive that he
believed h a d clearly emerged from the diversity of programs.
That object ive was . of "iP.culcating the study-type of
comprehcmsicn skills . "

He suggested those skills were the

ability to identify and grasp main ideas, and to a pply b oth
inductive and deductive reasoning.

While Shaw utilized

extensive reporting of progra m content in his review, he
·did not indicate if his conclusions were de r ived from a
synthesis of subjective reasoni ng, his own experiences or
.
. .
. d.
pre d om1nantly
emp:tr:tcal
f1.n
.1ngs. 13

Carter and HcGinnUL_il966)

14

revie\ved the history of

college reading at Western Michigan University f r om 1944-1966
and shared eight principles gleaned from their study.

One

important finding was the importance of a student's understanding of his reading ability and acceptance of
responsibility for his reading improvement.

12

13

14

Ibl.'d,, pp. 345 •
rbid.

.
.
H.L. Carter and D.J. McG1nn1s, Some Factors to be
Considered in Conducting a College-Adult Rea djna F roqram,
u.s. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, ERIC
Document ED 011 822, December, 1966.

2 r:J
.
'
I 1 cg..,Q'
Co.J.v1.n~
,_1_ lS

__

cone 1 u d c d

t }1a t·.

'
co 11 ege read1ng

programs should include four objectives:

( 1 ) that every

college s t udent c an and should imp r ove his reading and study
skills to an optimum level;

(2) that college re a ding and

study involves complex skills which may be developed through
instruct ion and practice; (3) that reading is on l y on.e
factor~

but a very important one, in the total ad j ustment in

which s t uden t s need specialized assis t ance;

(4) t hat

specialize d attention to reading is desi r able beca use of
the wide range of reading abilities and favo rable i nfluence
of

reading ability on academic progress.

Surveys of P ra c t ices

.illlfl...Llill£.tjons

Definitive state sut ve ys conducted to d et ermine the
sta t us, p r actices and func t ion s of college - uni v e r sity
reading and study programs were included in t h's c ate gory.
The typical pattern for state and reg i onal s u rve ys appeared
to be the mailing of que s ticnnaires inquir i ng h ow ma ny
programs exist, hov many stude n t s vmre serv ed, v a r i ous
institutional p r ofile data, what tex ts and mat erials were
usedt how n1uch individualization was afforded,

and some

detennination among clinical-remedial, corrective-supporti v e
and/or developmental program functions,

althou~l

such

terminology was not always clearly defined.

15 C.arles
h
•
R. Col vin,

·
1
•
'
.
P h 1los~pnv
a n~ Ob JP Ctlve s o~
College Reading Prqgrams, Paper presented at Se minar,
Interna tional Reading Association, (Anaheim, Ca ., 1970),
ERIC Document ED 045 284, Hay, 1970, pp. 3.
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A chronological listing of state and regio;:-, al
surveys studied as related 1 it e ra ture in
investigation includes the f ollowing:
Lovre (Virginia, 1963),
(Florida, 1967),
Schick (1964),

19

21

17

26

·w hetstone (1972),
Deviri a n (197 4 ),
Huslin (1975),

24

Berger (1970),

28

22

Thurst on (1965),

Colvin (1968) ,

27

25

20

23

Geerlofs and

New York St2te Depa rtment of

Sweiger (1971),

29

Booth (1972),

Devirian, Enright, Smith (1975),

Hammond (1976) ,

37

30

35

Harshbarger ( 1976),

National Conference Teachers of English (1 976 );
and Swiss (1976).

Lowe

31 Fairbanks (1973), 32 Phill ips (1973), 33

34

36

18

Lowe and Stefurak (Geor g ia, 1969),

Buffone (1965),

Education (1971),

.
. 16
H2klas (1954),

Lm1e (Summary, 1929-1966),

Carter and McGinnis (1966),
Kling (1968),

th~;:' pr eserit

39

JP
u

Ulsen

40
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Efficiency S1-dlls Developmental P r ograms :
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19701971," Unpublished paper, Kay H . Whetstone, Coo rd inator of
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36 Ronald A . HuslJ.n,
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Af t er reviewing 49 surveys of college

reading-study programs from 1929-1966, Lowe suggested that
the interpretation of survey data must be undertaken
cautiously since all institutions of higher learning were
not included and it was not known exactly how many prog ra.ms
actually existed.

Ho-v1ever his analysis of the trends

reported in the surveys was valuable as it reflected changing
programst status .
In a later

st~dy

(1967) he credited the earliest

sustained effort to formally help college students with
reading to a report by Moore ..§:.t::__ H_? rvard in 1915.

42

Lowe h::1s

combined the -vrriting of historical revie1vs vlith extensi-.re
investigation of program and state surveys, and has utilized
reYie\vs o f surveys to indicate trends in the college readi n g
movement.

43

Because of a lack of standardized reading

38

Hary Harshbarger and La-vnenc e Harshbarge r, "A
Survey of Current Practices in College Reading Improvement
Courses Offered by Four-Year Deg r ee-Granting Institutions in
the Hid-l'lest, " U.s. Educational Resources Inf orrna t ion Cent. er ~
ERIC Document ED 123 601, 1976.
39

L~arning_ Skills Centers:

A Conference on CoJ._,Legg
and Communication Skills Report. ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills and the National
Conference of Teachers of English, (Urbana, Illinois, 1976).
Compositio~

40

T. Olsen and T. Svriss, "ERIC/RCS:
Pro grams, .. .Journal o f Reading, March, 1976.
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Lowe , l o c. c it., (1966).
Lowe, loc. cit., (196 7) .
Lowe, loc. cit., (1963 ) .
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tests, study habits inventories, or more sophisticated
research techniques, he found that q u a ntitative evaluative
data Has not reported by .surveys prio r to 1920 and c:.;ubjecti.v:?
evaluative statements cha ract erized the Parliest progr2m
reporting.
Lowe found in the period fr om 1920-1929, t hat thos e
institu tion s which offered college rea ding instruction
frequently includ ed it as a part Cl f
or freshmen orientation.

"hmr to study" p r-ogr<-:.ms

'I'hey generally stc1ted ot- implied

some type of evaluation was given, often a measurement of
increase in reading rate and/or comprehension.

During the

1930's, programs were primarily sponsored b y Ed uca t ion and
Psycho l ogy Depa rtments and emphasized study
compre hen si on and speed of rea d i ng.

h a bits~

Some ga.ve a.cademic

credit, although no agreement as to the nutnber of: sessior.s,
the materials used or the length o f the p r o gram was re}:.l<.Jrt.. t2d.
The return of veterans in the 194 0' s

p~ompted

numerous

reading-study improvement programs, the fi rs t publication of
Robinson's Effective Study text (now in its 4th edition),
increase d sponsorship of programs by English depa rtment s and
. .
a r1s1ng
nu.:-nber of courses offered for acadenu. c ere d'1t. 44

Lowe found nineteen surveys of college reading
reported between 1950-1959, a greater number of dissertations
were written on the subject and three reading associations were
formed--the National Reading Conference, College Reading

44

Lowe, loc. cit., 1967.
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As~wciation,

and the

:inte"-ra t. ior! ?.' ~-

Reading Associaticn.

In.cr_e ased commercial iza t.ior1 of college-adult read i.ng occur-rf::d
with new technology such a3:

(1) the Controlled Reader and

othe r mechanical devices to assist rate and eye movement;
(2)

popul ar programs for "speed reading", and (3) development.

of p r ogra rmned materials to aid individualization.

Lowe

identif i;.:;d two distinct types of courses which began to be
offe red more frequently on college campus e s: remedial and/or
cor rective courses for poor readers, and spee d reading
cou rses for t hose vlho '"ere a dequate readers, but desired to
.

1.mprove.

45
- · or1e
B u ff

f)1.9§5_)
.L;

.46

In his disser tation Buffone

reported the responses to a lengthy and comprehen sive
questionnai re sent to one hundred randomly selected state
colleges and universities in forty states with a 96 per cen t
return.

Only seventeen of t.he institutions res ponding h a d

no progr am s.

Fifty-seven reported having some developm-e nL:d

reading programs for college students, and Ui.ese p .r og.t-am s most
frequently emphasized voc abulary development. 1 study skills,
and rate and comprehensi on improvement.

Buffone identified

the general practice among those colleges and universities
that included a reading program in their curriculum to include

one or more of the following aspects:

45 Lowe,
46

. 'd •
1b1

Buffone, op. cit.

(1) reading instruction

32

for teachers ,

(2)

develo~ nen tal

re a ding for coll ege students,

and/or (3) remedial reading instruct ion.
Deviriall..J]_i} 73)}

7

The Devid.an survey of California

ins-t itutions, which served as a model for an expanded nationwide study the follo wing year (197 4) utilized a comprehensive
computerized format to rank major services presently performed
in learning centers in Califo r nia's institutions o f higlv:? .::
education.

These were (1) reading,

(3) writing,

(2) study

skills~

(4) mathematics, {5) tutorial service s , and

(6) counseling.

She did not explore the content of center

programs 1 however, in her study.
Devirian.L.....Enright g:md S!_nith (12}51.

48

\·rere

respon s ib le for ,.,hat appears to be the firs t comprehensive
national computerized survey o f Learning Ce nt ers in
institutions of higher education. · This was conducted to
discern general trends, functions o.nd purposes of a.ll college
and university Learnin9 Centers.

Their instrument mailed to

3,389 campuses of 2,783 institutions in the fall o f 1974,
consisted of 70 items covering d ata on administration , budget,
other programs, facility, staffing, clients, hardware/software.
and evaluation.
reported.

A 38 percent campus return ra t e was

The results were statistically analyzed, cross-

tabulated and categorized on a computer format.

47

48

.

.

.

Dev1r1an, op. c1t.
. .
E nr1g
. h t, Sm1t
. h , 1 oc. c1t.
.
Dev1r1an,
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In spite of the
trends were discerna bla:

p2~cent

of low returns, certain

(1) Over half (61 percent) of

respondents r eported hav:i ng p r·ogram centers, yet more t h<im
half of those centers were less than five years old, and
nearly all (85 percent) were less than ten years old.

(2) Progrc.m centers called "learning centers" and "learning
....___ -

resource centers" were mo re likely to have become
operational since 1970; while 54 percent of progr am centers
called "reading/vlrit..ing labs" were initiated earlier.
(3) Of those program centers offering credit,

"reading/

writing labs" tended to offer credit more frequently than
either ••learning c•=nters., or .,learning resource centers".
Further studies of this type are planned by the
authors, and they are aware of the impo r t a nce o f such
repJ.icat. ion:
Furthe r comparative analysis .•. is necessary to
determine hm-1 the movement v.rill cant inue to evolve.
For example, 'tiill the Learning Center offer more
courses for credit and become an academic depc.trtn;ent
or will it continue as an academic support agency?
Will the functions of Learning Centers be modified
to include instruction in the content fields? Will
the Lectrning Center movement gain continuity or '"ill
each program center be totally unique? 49
Additional follow-up procedures are planned to increase the
rate of institutional return in future studies.
Regional and nation-wide surveys have helped to
define the student population groups for which programs are
designed.

49

They also have indicated operational trends.

'

I b.ld •

3·4

Ho·wever, they usua 11 y

df:~f

ine cont e nt factors only in t he

broad, qcnera 1 terms

consis t t~nt

vli t h thl:? s u;:- vey Lec h nique.

They do indicate the

inc:r ~asi ng

trend to pr ovi d e some :orm

of reading-study skills instruction on American college and

university campuses f or both remedi al and developme nta l
student populations.

Te ~ch o r s '

A subcomm ittee o f the National Counc i l of

u~

English , operating separately from the varic us r eadlng
organizat ions reported above, rece n tly u n d0 rt onl< <1 p <J stct:> rd
survey o f college learning cente rs to de ter mine Lhe d eure e
to which they utilized indi vidua 1 i zecl an cl,/or p; ·c:g :

i:d!·Jl.

cd

inst r uct. ion a n d promo t: ed or hincte1:ed t h e cb j f:>cU ves o'?

En~; l.i s !1

Th::-; com.mit tee d ef ined leurning sk _' 11 s to i ncl ud(:~

course s.

rea ding for bot h comprehension and
effective stud y ing.

speed~

writing, and

They sen t 159 b r ie f q ucsti0nna i r o s to

selected colleges and t·eceived 75 respon ses .

T!·;ey conclt~ded

that "it seems unlikely that mechanization •ri ll r ep lace
instructors" .. , or that "sk il ls c ente!s
.
. .
51
mec h an1c:al aspects of wr1t1ng."

C<ll'E~

only about the

A wide di vergenc e a ppe ars

to exist between the quali t y of resea r ch rt.:: port e d in t his
study and the status-type surveys reported b y c urrent
reading literature.

50

51

However, the NCTE surve y :

.
.
Nat l onol Councll o f Teachers'

Ibid., pp. 16.

o:-

(1) employed

. h

Enql:t ~.

,

Joc . c j t .
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only a limited samp li n g of s kills cen ter s , yet gene ralized
their c onc lusions widely;

(2) derived subjective Value

judgments f:com their report which d id not tjt ili.ze empiric.al

findin gs;

(3) did not re!er to the broa d body of survey

lite rature on s imi l ar and
other i nvesti gators .

ov:.::rlc-~ ppi ng

skills prepared by

The a ppar-e nt n~ cent .:int e rest by t.he

NCTE in this problem of such long- s ta nding concern wa s also
noted, but '"as n ot explained in the study.

This dispt:>ri ty rFC fle c t ed a concern re - occ urr ing
througho ut college reading li u~ rat u re :

"Have

devclot:>menr~

a1

prog rams for read i ng instructi on been i ncJ.uded in Lhe- college
curri cul a or ha ve the y been vie'n· ed as

<1

di stinct and se p a !.'<lt. e

non-credit s upp lemental and only r emedial f unc t ion?''
the NCTE s tudy evidenced i n teres t

Wh ile

i n s ta ffing ~a tlas and

both qua li t y and degree o f ind i.v iduaU.z a lion offered in
Learning Centers, their ambivalent concerns were not

clari f ied by their report.

The i r apparen ' d isreg5:rd for

exis tent reading research in the s ame field suggest s a
serious limi t ation to their f indings.
SU~Jl

of

Surveys and Reviews

These reviews of st at e and

region~l

surveys have

ind i cated the grm.:ing nurnber of college reading improvemen t
and study p rogra ms and the variety of program titles
existence.

no~

in

Typically identified we .•:e at least two distinct

f unctions of cour s es or p rograms :

(1) remed ia l o r

correcti ve prog r ams for poor readers, and (2) de v el opme nt al

\

cours e s for those who vtanted to irr.pn:nie reading skills.
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A

Hide diver s ity of coun;e o perationa:i. p ractices has been
reported.

This frequently has revealed concern for

individualized vs. mechanized aspec t s of instruction.
Investigators typically have not repo r ted the content aspe cts
in prog ram surveys although they frequently enqui r ed int:o the
types and titles of mat e rials utilized.

An inc r e asing number

of cours es were of f ered for credit and as an ongoing aspect_

of college instruc tion .

Se veral p rogrilms, specifica lly

those a t Harva rd a nd Stanford, reported college reading
programs which were designed t o t each already academicclly
con1petent students to apply their reading study skills mere
effect iv ely .

Other instituti ons lim ited reading-stud y skills

ins truction to s t udFnt s with severe to inhibiting deficienci2s.
III.

INSTRUCT IONAL STRATEGIES

In this sec t ion the researcher examined tw o aspects
of instruct i o n a 1 st. ra t egies as r eported in p ubli s he d
expe r imental inves ti g at ions between 1960-1977:

(1)

methods of instruction in college rea ding prog ram s

6

di ffe1~ing

and

(2) content and operational factors re ported by the
ex per i mental studies.

Both of these aspects have been

revie wed separately.
Differing Methods of Instruction
A nllinber of investigators were interested 1n

th~

effectiveness of different methods of instruction to improve
the reading abilities of their college populations.
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Chronologically li9ted, the f ollm·1i ng exper lmental
investigations examined the effect of a wid e variety of
Long (1962),

instructional technique s :
Rosenheck (1962),
(1965),
(1966),
(1 969),
( 1972),
(1973),

56
59
62
65
68

53

Rankin (1963),

Berger (1966),

Feinberg, Long and

Niv~s (1965), 55 Pauk

57 Gerber ( 1966), 58 Ikenberry et a1

Trautwein (1968),
Ratekin (1971),

63

60

69

Phillips (1969),

61

Yuthas

Whittal~er (1971), 64 Colvin

Sante usanio (1972),
Brandt (1975),

54

52

66

Santucci (1972),

McHargue (1975),~

0

67

G. Wr ight

E~net (lq76). 71

Brief summaries of the instr uctiona J methods u sed ir! a.J.l
programs considered in this investigation have been

includ ~~d

in Tables I , II, III.
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Co lv1n,
"A St.u
Treatments 1n
a Coll ege Readir1g Program,'' J{eadj,n.g_Wor:·ld, Vol. 11, 1972,
227- 231.
GS C.R.
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RlC1 :a rd F-'. S(lnteusdnlo ,

" The Rel a tJ. c ns h.1p of
Indi vi dual Diffe~ences to Two Instructional Approaches in a
Co ll e ge Rc ac! i ng-St udy Skil ls Course ," ( Unpubl ishcd dc1cto.ra 1
di ssertation , University of Massachu setts), University

39)
Long { 1962) •

'l'h is s t udy c o mpare d b!O rr:et hod~.:;

72

use of pr inted materials with the

~s~

of me c h a n ica l

~

l' i1e

dev ic~s

for improv ing the reading e ffi c iency of col le g e students
enrolled a.t the Uni vers ity of Okl aho:r:a Read ing La. b ot"at.o ry.
Six cla s ses recei ved the t\'<'O methods o f

instruction fo.r eight

weeks.

e~u ival

No credit was offe red but a fee

nt to one

regula r c redit hour o f i nstruction was charge d .
effective 1ess of the t\·to met h o ds '\-las
mean gains from p re-te s t
comp rehension.

c c mpa.n~ d

The

on thE:: b a s.is o:

to p ost··test for re :\ -::li '1Cf r<.:,Le and

Compa ra bili t y b et-wee n the

t1;c:

m':?thods

\F• ~~

--------- Micro films, Ann Arbor ,

Mich igan~

1 9 7 2t

73 ~ 1 ,1,6 7 -} .
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Microf il ms, Ann Arbor~ Mich igan, 1973 , 7 4 -6 257.
68

69
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Psvch o l o_gy, September 1975, 22, pp . 377-383.
70

McHargue,

loc. cit.

71

Narilyn G. Ea ne t , "An Inv e sti g ation of t h e HEA l'
Reading/Study Pr ocedure:
It's Rationale and Ef fi cacy,"
(Unpubli she d doctoral dissertation, U11iversity of Miss our i Kans a s City), Uni v ersity Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1976, 76-2[1,347.
72

Long, loc. cit.
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not examined; no outside

tre~tment

g ~ oup ~~s

included, and no

expl<: nut i on for thi s departure frDm resea rch control
proc edu res vias given.

AJ. Cn.o ugh all purU.cipa n t s were

apparently volunteers p r ocedu res 'tve.r-e used to determine
that no statistically significant differences were present
before inst ruct ion began.

'l' he t.\;o met hods '\>rere found to be

equa lly effective for improving r ate of re a ding and level
of c o.mp r ehe n::;ion, h Oiie ver

t h £~

<=>x periment a.l grou p u.s ing

printed materials scored si gni ficantly higher in a subt.est o •.
.{'

pa ra g ro.ph comprehension than the group using m2chanical
device s.
A mandato r y cou rse in college s tudy sk ills ~as
desc rib~d by Feinberg, Long a nd Rosenheck (1 962 ) 73 who
~oncluded

that be st resu l ts are secured when s t ud ent s

recogn ize

th<~ir

own n eed f o r tra in ing.

Negat i ve respon s e t ·:)

ins t ruct ion and testing from the st ude n ts a pparently
invalidat ed a ll test results fr om this course.
Ranld n ( 1_9.§1.l74 att.e:npted to determ ine the cffect.s

of speed - reading training compare d t o c omprehension emphasis.
Cont rar}' to e x pectat i.onst he found that the student s in the
speed-comp rehension g r oup significantly improved their ra te
with no significant di f ferences in vocabulary or comprehens ion.
He suggested one possible cause of poor comprehension may be

the act of slow reading itself.

73 Fe1nberg,
'
.
Long and Rosenheck, loc. c1t.
74

.

.

Rank1n, loc. c1t.
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~ :~!;:_~l'_ J..l.2§::q_. / .)
d evelop;r,enL<:: l

In a study re po :~:~ t e d by Nikt.t s a

~c::- ;:; ch P-r·- OL".i cnt ed

C l. >lSS

wa s comp a r e d t o a

machi nc - or i e nt0.d clas s l<:w ght by the s .ctme in s t

di f f erent semeste rs .

n ~c tor

b ut at

The U O>ach c r-or i. e n te d g z:ou p ··e c:e i ve d

demonstrat ion s of ef f e ct i ve tech n iq u0s wh i le the ma chine Rot h g ro up s cove rea simi l a r

s t udy W8re noted .

s .u:

?. 11!! l

)' s i s. .
!'!-~

j

c : f o ur met.h o js · f colle g f! .read ing instruct .i

. JJ

·;s ;:) g 2:JS

s tu den t s ett Syr;; c us e Uni vers i ty .

r a. nd oml y as s .i gn P.d to instruct ors a nd thr ee sec t

iG!lS

f or e t-lch

( l ) Paper b a ck Scanning 1 ( 2) Controlled Pa ci ng, (3) ron tr o! led

' .,

loc. cit.

' -' 1\ .i l( ;-,. s ,

76

!'a uk ,

77,.

l e e . cit. .

u ~~tg er ,

l c; ;..:. c i .
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Reading, and ( 4 ) Tachistascopic tech n iques.

The instructors

were familiarized with the investigation fo r mat and met
sem ina~s.

regularl.y in staff

All -experimental groups made

gains in reading rate and flexibility , but no one method
resulted in sign i ficant changes in comprehension.

The control

group did not ma ke sign:i.f icant g<:dns in eit.her comprehension

or in reading flexibility.
demonstr~t.ed

method.

The pape r ba ck scanning method

signi f icantly superior resul t s ove r a nv ot her

Eight wee ks after completion of instruc tion,

participants

~1e re

retes t e-d a nd

~, ppeared

to h a ve ma inta ined

their gains in rate.
78
Ge dx-?r ( 1966.)_
attempted to evaluat.3 ":l·,:Lch o f four

alternative od.ent a tion- study me thod s -v1ere most

e ff f~ c t iv2

with freshm e n but results were incor:.cl.usi ve.
Ikenbe r ry_( 1966)
study., inv12st.iga ted

th~

z

79

in

?

compl 4'2te -vrell -- designe. d

effects of a reduce d cred i t load

and reading-s t. ul'jy inE?truction.

He concluded that failure ··

prone freshme n assigned to a spec ial reading class and a

reduced credit load enjoyed improved

acad emi~

achievement

and reduced withdrawal rates.

}'rautwe:i.n {).9 68 )

80

compared reading gal.ns made by

students receivi.ng counseling and orientation vs.
orientation alone within the framework of a General Psychology

78
79

Gerber, loc. cit.

Ikenberry et al, loc. cit.

80'
1rautwe1n, loc. c1t.
0

•

course.

Studento were sa t isfied with training, but no

significant dif f ere nces were found.
Phillips

(1969~ 81 inves t. iga led

the re l at ive e ffe ctive-

ness of three methods of teaching reading to disad vanta ged
black college freshmen in North Carolina, u t ilizing s t uden t s
who ";e re voluntal-ily en .r oll'2d in a no-c edit n? a ding skills
course.

Four classes fro!t1 a tot.a l of four teen we re

rcu~d om:y

select£"'!d. for t.his ;Study and then randorn ly u.ssigned to
diffe r e nt instructional

ap p r oad ~ s.

th ~ e Q

The

(1) Individu&.l.ize d r e a ding, (2) 1·each e r-gu.ided
(3) Aud io-vis ua l b a sed reading.
ins truction.

melh o d s

w e~ 0 :

reL.<dj ng ~

A c ontr ol g r ,up

() nd

l· ·~c.- c iv ed

n0

Phil li ps found no signi ficant d .i : : eJ·-· w·r·" s

among the three treatments with respec t

t o the di f f e r ent

instruc tional a ppr oache s, however the tea

·l ~ r- g uid e d

method

involved a slight ly la r ge r d ifference b e .ween medn s t h a n
othe r methods.

The control group ma. d e the

}.(,t;.Ts~

t ~~

SJ .} it!S o -!.

the four groups.

Yut has

(196~.

82

c!ppnH c r~r::;

An invest i g a tion o f t ·.,•o

to the teaching of remedial reading at t h e UJ:iver-s i ty c•f
Colorado compared a traditional cl assromn met h o d

t a~< gl 1'L

by

professional instructors to a laborat ory method using o ther
college students as supervisors.

No signi fica nt

differences were found in any o f the c·omp a r

81 P h'l
.
1. l1ps,
loc. cit.

82

Yuthas, loc. cit.

j sr·1r~ s ~i

l t h rJ .JQh

~. ~ 1J.."~
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an<::..l ysis was difficult to pursw2

beca u ~;e

of severe att .d _ticn

of - the control group.
Ratelcin (1971)_

83

compared r ea ding sKills instruction

to study skills instruction and was not able to identify
signifi cant differences in effects of the tuo types of
instruction .

84
vlhit;t ak!ll_il21ll
examined the effr?ct.ivenf?-ss of
t.ext-book and ma chine orient ed appro~~ ch.

machine group appeared to have made a

2,

ShG fmJ.nd tht:

sli~1- - t

ga.in but it

was not significant statistically.
Colv:i:n.

(1~)2] 85

attempted to identi f y a t.r-ea.t.m ent

wltich brought g r e a ter imp rovement in r ate,
vocabul a ry and tot al reading scores.

c~ n pr Ghe ns i on,

He ut ilized fo ur

(1) gr oup I receive d instruct ion which u t ilize d

groups:

reading films, lectures, class
~xercises;

text, and

d~scussions,

a f_; rogran;m(::d

(2) group II utilized f ilms, lectures

and text only; (3) group III used lectures and text, and
(4) group IV used only a progra mmed text.

Imp rovement scores

between groups were so slight that further analysis s eemed
futile.

He noted however, that .the highest dropout rates

occurred in group IV.

~~rteusani o
83

( 197 21

86

compared freshmen randomly

.
.
Ratek1n, loc. c1t.

84 Wh'lttaker, loc. c1t.
.

85 c 1 ·
0 Vln, 1 OC. Cl.· t •
86 Santeusan1c,
.
1 oc. c1t.
.

assigned to one of three g ro ups :

a

n0~-credit

teacher

direct ed reading-study sk ills cl ass ; a non-credit student
dir.ectE:d reading-study ski ll s cl a ss and a control group
receiving no treatment in re ading-study skills.

Student

participat ion was required as a condition for acceptance a t
Suffolk Univ8rsity in Boston.

No significant i mprovements

in scholastic standing were noted on a comparison of verbal
grade point averages after ins tr uction.

Stud ent participants

in this study were selected from the lowest leve l of college
applicants .
Santucci ( 197 2)

87

compared group p r.·ccess training and

stud y skills training to r aise self-confidence lcve Js of
disadvantag·ed freshmen.

A combined treatment produced

highe r grade point avera ge change s.

G.L ._.!~right. {_1973} 88 inves-t igated three instructional
treatments on disadvantaged urban black stud0nts and found
signi ficant
in reading.

ga i ns made by all met.hods over no instruction
'reacher-directed, forced-pace instruct. ion

appeared to produce most significant rate and comprehension
gains when combined with periodic individual practice.
Brandt_i).97Sl

89

.inquired into the issue of internal

vs. external locus of control and performance correlated vrith

87

.
.
Santucc1, lac. c1t.

88

.
.
G.L. Wright, loc. c1t.

89

Brandt, loc. cit.
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improved reading rate and. comprehension using
treatment.

methods of

t'dO

The results supported the relative effectiveness

of motivated instruction over controlled

instruc tion . ~nd

non-specific treatment, but did not r.:.ssociate personality
factors with improvement in reading ability.
McHar-gue (1975)

90

compared (1 ) Classroom-base d,

(2) Self-pa ced with (3) Self-managed academi.c reading
effi ciency tr.·a ining programs on ••ve ry
enrolled at Stanford University.

b1~ ight"

st ude nls

He \.ra. s i r.t.c.rcsted in the

rela t :i.ve e ffect of the three methods of reading

improven<f.:l ~. t

on students' reading efficiency sco re s, as well as the
personality ftictor·s which enable people to manage their
own training.

As in the carefully controlled Hern1an s t udy

cited on page 95 of this section, ?v!cHa.r gue a lso i.ncorpoi'ated
the findings of past. re searchers ·in desi gni. ng his s t udy J a nd
utilized stringent research control factors.

A randoml y

assigned group of 108 volunteers completed the ni1:2 -. .:e<?k
cou rse.

The major between-group comparison indicated tha t

Post-Test Reading Efficiency means for the three

trea.tnh~nt.

groups were not significantly different, but all three were
significantly higher than those of the cont rol group.
McHargue suggested f ollow-up research would be valuablE· to
dete rmine what the results would be w·ith different
populat ions in different settings provided with the same

90

McHargue, lac. cit.
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training.
Eanet (1976)

91

compa red a

ne~

study procedure to the

"t raditional" Rocinson's SQ3R method.

The assessment

procedu r es used did not support the effectiveness of either
study/rea ding method.
R~~rts

of

Cours~ .

Cont ent factors

The researcher

al~o

examined e a ch expe rimental

investigation in terms of its description of the student
population group v1hich utilized
services.

colle~_JE

read in·; -J-st udy

Of the sixty-six studies, only seven did not

provide ctdequate information to permit c.l a ss i fic a t i un
according to this criterion.
The diversity of program cont ent factors i d entified by
othf-'.!r investigators appeared to be less dive rse

i·tl''i E.:: rl

t he

p r ograms were categorized in terms of the studen t papu l ation
served.

Four categories were utilized:

(1) the content of

progra ms developed for high-risk, open admission stude z1ts
which were considered under the term Corrective Programs;
(2) the content of programs for students on academic

p~obation

which were considered under the term Academic Support
Programs; (3) the contPnt of prograrr::; for ente::-ing freshmen
and genC?ral college students

1~hich

were considered under the

term Developmental Programs; (4) unclass if ied programs.

This

section considers each of t hese aspects of program content.

91

Eanct, loc. cit.

I
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The sixty - s ix studi e s were examined to d e t ermine the
extent to which they repor ted program cont ent in sufficient
detail to allow replicati o n of their findin g s.

Complete

summari es of course content for all programs a. re included
in Tables I, II, III, IV.

Fo llowing this examinat ion of

content, Prog ram Operationa l Method s -vrill be cons idered .
Cours e

~Qlltf?nt

of_ Corrective PJ;og,rilms.

Twenty- f ou r st ud i es

'I'Thich i dent if: ied t heir populations as lmr-achievers o r
"disad vantaged students" 'ivere examined for their descript ion
of program content.
Rank in (1963),

94

Mattil a (19 60),

Sosebee (1963),

Ikenberry et al (196 6),
Phillips (19 69 ),
Lowe (1 970),

(1971),

105

1 03

100

97

92

Clark (19 63 ),

95 , Berger (19 66 ), 96

Regensberg (1966),

Yuthas (1969),

101

Whittaker ( 1 971),

108

106

98

Le s nik (19 6 8 ),

Friend (19 70),

Ca rpenter and Sa wyer (197 1),

Ratekin (1971),

93

104

Fa yne

S'va lm and Cox (1 971) ,

Colvin (1972),

109

10 2

107

Harshba r g e r {1 972),

110

.
{ 1 972) , 111 Sa ntucc1. ( 1 972) , 112 G. Wr1ght
.
Sante usan1o
(1973),
( 1975) .

11 3

Turner, Sais and Gatewood (197 4),

114

Ree s e

115

92

Ruth H. Hattila, "An Experimental Stud y of a Basic
Comm unications Skills Frogram for Freshmen at New Nexico
h'estern Coll e ge," (Unpublished doctoral di ssertation,
University of Arizona), University Microfilms, Ann Ar bor,
Michigan, 1960, 60-5633.
93

Clifford H . Clark, ·~n Analysis of Reading
Def ici encies and Corrective Treatment Among Freshmen Students
From the l-'a c if ic ,\ rea Enrolled at the Church College o f
Hawaii,'' (Unpublished doctoral di ssertation, Brigham Young
University), University Microfilms, An n Arbor , Michigan,
1963, 64-2998.

99

49

qLl

.

.

- 'RanJ-an, loc. c1.t.

95

Al len L. Sose b ee , "Four Year Foll O,tl-Up of Stude n ts
in the Indi a n a Univers ity .Reading Program, " ( Unpubli shed
doctora l di ssertati o n, Indiana University), University
Microfilms, An n Arbor, Michigan, 1963, 64 - 5142.
96
97
98

Berger, loc. cit.
rxenberry et al, lac. cit.
G(::orge E. Regensbe rg,

"Relat ionship Between
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Only three studies desc: z 5 l:<:!C coUl:se

sufficiently t.o pe rmit

replic~tiort

(1963); rhi ll ips (1969)).

co:1t ~n•

(Mattila (19(>0) r Clark

Frequently, con t0.nt descriptions

for corrective programs referred t o .inst.ruction in broad ly

d ef initi ve terms as h aving included

lessa ~s

in

vuc~bulary1

reading rate, comprehens ion, and study sk ills .
Lis ts of equipment, materi a ls and texts

p rovided by five invest igator s,

I l->:enberry

Regensburg (1 96 6); Yuthas ( 19 69);

Reese (1 975 ) .

u sr~c!

v:ere

(19 6(, ) ;

Whittake~

( l971);

Yuthas (1969) apparen "" ly d r:: pe.nded upt.•: .l t.h0.
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Underst.a_nding kit s supp .l erre nt.2d b y Ct)ntroll ed P.c:aclj nq
lessons at approximately j uni or }> i gh reading l eve ls (GH
level) for both teacher-d i re ct e d and st ud ent-superv i s e d
sections of his investiga ti on .

Carpen t e r and Sawye r (1971)

referr·ed to the use of "self -·pro g.rammed materials, " but: did
Santeusan io (1 972 ) utili zed the McGraw-

not describe them.
Hill_B a~ic Skills

Syst em testing pro fi le, b ut d id n ot

indica te Hhat o ther components

Hb~ e

includ e d

jn

his se l f-

sel ected, self - direct ed, self-corrected curriculum.

He

provided only a list o f topics aud did not indicate i f othe r
programmed materi nls '"hich are avaj.l a ble f o r t.his system
were use d .
ernph a~.;es

Rcgensherg ( 1 96 6)

pro vid P.d a l isL of t exts and

u ti li zed in his program but negl ected any

discussion of con tent.

Nine st udi e s r ef e rred t o some study or counse l ing
intervent ion or a combination of thos e compone n t s f o r the
remedia l population.

The most fr equently mentioned aspects

of ins tr uctional conten t were notet aking, outlining, time
~anagement

or sched uling, recall and li stening skills,

research skills, orga nizat i on, a nd examina t ion prepa ration.
Of t he studies which referred to combined st udy-counseling
treatments , only one,

(Lesnik, 1968), provided a pattern for

the individual interview procedure which '"a s followed.
Ikenberry ( 1966) incorpora ted a couns eling a ppr oach \vi th
reduc0d cours e load as well as p r oviding ins truction in
vocabulary, r e ading flexibility, comprehension and study
s kills.

He included lists of the co u r s e objectives and
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procedures in very general t erms .
One representative illustration of the type of
description of course content encountered has b een selected

from Hatt.il a's ( 1960) account of a freshmen orientation
program.

116

After the first six weeks, the experimental subjects
met twice each week as a class group for instruction
which emphasized the development of basic communicati on
skil.ls. The work each class day included re~ding,
writing, listening, and discussion activit ies and
exercises. No prepared manuals or workbooks were used,
.Hm·; ever, students vrere informed of the values of some
of these materials and were encouraged to make
individual use of them. They were particular·ly
enco uraged to read parts of Robinson's ~ff_~.£Li ve .st.~.qy
and to che c k their own abilities in spe lling a.nd
aritrunetic by taking the tests provided in this text.

Of the eighteen sessions, nine employed reading as
the c entra l activity; three employe d short lectures
and dict a tions as central activities; and, three
utilized vocabulary exercises as the central a c tivity.
Reading material s for the course employed content from
the areas of science, history, and literature. All of
the material was of a mature but non-technical n a tu r e.
Study guides which s et a purpose fo r reading and
permitted a check on comprehension ·Here provided with
each reading selection. Voca bulary exercises, dictation
and discussion were not isol at e d drills but we re rela t ed
to topics presented in the lectures or readings.
Nattila supplemented this desc r iption \vi th an outline of the
course and the references used in the appendix to her study.
The course was outlined for eighteen class sessions; the
.
.
117
complete outlJ.ne for top1c two was as follov-rs t

116

117

.
Matt1la,
op.

. ..

c1~.,

Ibid., p. 110.

pp. 73-74.
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Il.

Topic:
A.
B.

Taking Cl ass Notes

Summa rizing the main i dea fr .J:n orul
presentations
Taking a short dicta t ion.

Heference:

S tua rt Chase, T'he Ty .r:-anny_...Q_f_~Q.rds
New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company , 1 938.
pp. 3 - 29.

.

Investigators have apparently been c a ugh t by the
dilerruna of how
supplied.

;n~oach

description of cours e content should be

Ph illips (1969) resolved the issue by including

a Readinq , Study Skills and Co rrelated Ins tructiona l
Materials Guide for all three app roache s in her study of
black college freshm en, as '\-/ell as including daily less o n
plans.

Her attent ion to these details h as made this sL udy

118
.
.
of real value t o su b sequent 1nvest 1gators.

Correc tive program reports may have re f l ected the
tendency by their investigat ors to view program content f o r
remedial stud ent s as obvious extensions o f secondary-level
skills instruction.

They may h ave utili z ed co rrecti ve

readi ng techniques combined wit.h study-counse li ng
interve n tions designed to prepare these popula ti ons for
academic demands.

How·e ver, specific st. a tements to this

effect were not encountered.
A summary of course content aspects of these
studies was included in Table I.

118

Phi11ips, op. cit., pp. 136-142, 147-165.
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TABLE I
SU~~RY

OF CORRECTIVE PROGRAMS
1960 - 1.977

24 STUDIES

POPULATION N -- 3,926

Control Rating:
Adequate = Good research design
Moderate = Minor limitations
Deficient = Serious design problems
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TABLE I

------------------STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH

CONTROL

R. Mattila

1960

University of Arizona
Dissertation

r

Rating:

Moderate

--------?---------------------------------·
PROGRAN
OBJECTIVE

STUDE N'r
DESCRIVriON

---

Compared an experimental orientation program
emphasizing basic corcununication skills to an
existing orientation plan.

~tering
j

freshmen at New Mexico Ivestern College
~~ average or below average ability.
N:::lOO
(final N=80)

-----+·-----·------------------~------

PROGRAM

CONTENT

Experimental group received instruction in
listening to lectures, taking notes, r eading
iate and comprehension; outline of co u rse
cont ent included.

------------~i~----------------------------------------~---- -----Sections met in assembly test sessions for 6
PROGRAM

OPERAT ION

weeks; then groups of 50 met 2 d a ys e ach \ote ek
for 2 hours for 9 weeks; lecture method
primarily us2d.

---------- +------------------------------------------------------·
-Motivation for learning and unusual

PROGRAt-1
EFFECT

environmental influences not ed a s poor ; nGit her
group made significa nt gains in listen i ng o r
reading but did g ain in vocabulary and total
reading; fewer students dropped out of
experimental group.
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TABLE I

STUDY
DESCRI PTION

------RESEARCH
CONTROL

c.

Clarl(

1963

~

<'O N'I'.

Br.ighum Young University
Dissertation

-+------------- --- -- --~-- --··~--------------·

Rating:

Adequa t e

------ ·--+--------------~-----------------------·

PROGRAM

OBJEC·r iVE

Attempted to:
(1) identify and diagnose
reading deficiencies of handicapped students,
( 2) develop und evaluate a remedi al prograr;\ 1
(3) make recommendations f or ongoing progr a ms.

·--------+----------~------------------~---·

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Hatched pairs of Pacific area freshmen who
scored below the 25th percentile of
Cooperative English Test were r andomly
assigned to either experimental o r control
groups . N::72

--------------~-------·----------------------------------------------------Instruction 'vas organi zed in 4 phase s: group ,

PfWGRAM

CO!'>.Tti'EN'r

lab, outside assignments and vH?ekly individual
con feren ces; description o f cont ent included.

PROGRAN
OPERl\TIOt\

Stud ents met 3 times weekly all year in a
di agnostic-prescript ive program; ope r ational
factors included.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Comprehensive lists and explanations of
deficiencies provided; a signi f icant di f fere~ce
in reading grmrth was achieved by the
experimental group, but had lit tl e immedi.i.!t e
effect upon general academic achievement of
disabled readers during study.
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TABLE I, CONT.

STUDY

E. Rankin

1963

Texas Christian University

DESCRII-TION

Paper

RESEARCH

CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate

------------1------------------·------------------------------------PHOGRAM
Determined the effects on reading improveme~t
OBJECTIVE

of speed training vs. comprehension.

------------~--------------------------~----------------------------

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Students with poor comprehension enrol led in
reading courses; few students equa led or
exceeded 50th percentile of nationa l norms for
rate or comp rehensi on. N=96

--------+-------------·---------~-----------

PROGRl\.1'1

CONTENT

Speed-emphasis portion used various r a te
improvement techniques and equip~ en t ;
comprehension-emphasis por t. ion \vu r l\.ed on
specific skills, received train i ng in
effective study skills and spent time with
vocabulary lessons.
Limited descript i on _of conten t

included.

------------~----------------------·----------------------------------

PROGRAN

OPEF._ATION

PROGP.At-1

EFFECT

Semester long program met in groups of about
20 students each 4 times weekly; other content
factors not described.

Contrary to expectations, the speed
comprehension g roup read significantly faster
with no signi fi cant dif f erences in vocabulary,
comprehension or total test score; suggests
one possible cause of poor comprehension may
be slow reading itself.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

A. Sosebee

1963

Indiana University
Dissertat ion

---· --------~r-------------------------------------------------------RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate

-------------~----------·-----------------------------------------·-·----

PROGR.P1M
OBJECTIVE

Fou r year followup of students enrolled in a
reading p r ogram to determine their ac h ievemen t ,
dro p o ut rate, and personal evaluation compared
to non-partjcipants.

·----------- ·~~------------~------------------------------·--------------

STUDENT
DES('RI PTI ON

-------

Lovl scorir1g freshmen who h ad enro Lled

vo luntar ily i n the course were compared t o
non-enrollees.
N=2 00
-----·-----~-------------- ·----~~~

Pf<OGRAM
CONTENT

Indiv id ualized and g r oup pra c tice given in
main idea reading, comprehens ion , de tai l
reading, skirr~ing, flexibility, n o t eta ki ng ,
conce ntration et al.; limited de scri p tion o f
content included.

PROGRAM

Two hours credit gi v en for the semest er course
which met 2 times weekly; opera tion factors
included.

OPERATION

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Neither school success (aca d emi c ach ievement )
or persistence appeared to have been
influenced by participation in the co ur se .
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TABLE

STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

A. Berger

T

.l. '

1966

/

CONT.

Syracuse University
Dissertation

Rating:

Adequate

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Determined the effectiveness of four methods
of increasing rate, comprehension and
flexibility; retention of gains follmvin9
ins tr ucti on, effect of increased rat.e on
reading, differences 1n gains , et al.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Freshmen enrolled in course lvhose ve r bal
College Board score w·as at or belovr 500:
N=255
{T =47 , T =43, T =45, T =44, control=76)
4
3
1
2

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Course designed to develop skills in ratet
comprehension, vocabulary and study: method.s
were { 1 ) tachistascope, ( 2 ) controlled
reader, ( 3 ) controlled pacing, and ( 4 )
paperback scanning. Extensive desc r iption
of content, methods and mat erials included.

f-P.OGRAM
OPERATION

Twenty-five lessons given over 6 \veeks by
experienced instructors; some operationa l
factors uncertain.

PROGR~t-1

Significant gains in rate and flexibili t y were
made by all groups, but not g<.dns in
comprehension; Paperback scanning method was
superi o r t o others i!1 rate gains followed by
Contr o lled Reading Method.

EFFECT
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TA BLE J , COl·JT.

--------"'--------·--~ ----·--- · ----·----------

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

RESEARCH
CONTROL

S.

o. Iken berry
et al

Rating:

1966

West Virginia Univers ity,
Morgant.oYin
Fa per

Adequate

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Attempted to deterr;tine if reading study skills
i n struction and red uced aca demic credit loa d
could increase the proba bi lit y of academic
success and reduce \dt.hdrarral rates of marginal
student s.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Entering freshmen with predicted lo\tr GF-A t s who
were not require d t o take remedial English,
\;rere ra ndom ly assigned to one of three t.rea.t~~
men ~s .

N=330

( I=78, II: 89 , II I=64,
PROGR.Z\M
CONTENT

rv ~99 )

Reading class had 3 objectives:
increase
read ing compe tence , imprnve study sld l ls,
s mooth aca d emic and social transition to
Un iversity. Techniques inc lude d tra d itio nal
expe rie nces, l aboratory, discussions a nd
couns e ling.
Conten t a nd p rocedutes d escribed.

FROGRAH
OPERATION

Cla ss met 3 hours weekly fo r 3 c redits ; o ther
operational factors desc r i bed.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Concluded that failure prone frestunen ass ig ned
to special rea ding class with a reduced credit
load enjoy improved academic achieve ment and
reduced withdrawal rate.
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TABLE I , CON'r.

STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

l

G. Regensbu.rq

1966

Rutgers University
Dissertation

1
Rating:

Moderate

PROGR.Z\M
OBJECTIVE

A study to determine the relationship bet,veen

STUDEN'l'
DESCRIPTION

Four lmv scoring matched groups of freshmen:
two exper i mental g r oups who took the course
and two control g r oups who did not.

participation in a volunteer readi.ng course
and grade point average.

N=l70

PROGRAM
CONTENT

(4 groups o f 35 each)

A 2250 minute summer course and a 900 minute
fall course were studied. Outline o f
instructional program included and texts
listed.
Limited description o f content provided.

PROGRAM
OPERL\TION

Aside from time and scheduling fa ctors,
operation factors and use of class time were
not clearly described.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Post-test gains in total reading score i·l ere
great er for the fall group, but no significant
differences in grade-point average were
found.
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TABLE I, CONT.

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

M. Lesnik

1968

-

------

University of Per:. n sylv«n.ia

Disse r 1:n t io:-:
----~--

RESEARCH
CON1'ROL

Rating:

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Investigated effects of ind ividuali ze d study
coun seling prog ra m.

Adequate

-··--

S'rDDENT
DESCRIPTION

-

--

....

~ ---

Volunteer-f reshmen with stud~-- behavi o r
di ffic ulti es who .'"'ere at or below 25th
percentile on a study h abit s check.
N=70

(35 expe rimental and 35 control )

PROG Rl\1'1
CONTENT

Indivi dual i zed i ns truction , counselin g and
s ome p ra ct ice of Robinson 1 s SQ3R study method
and discussion of study behavior p z:ob.lems were
utilized ; transcripts of random sample of
interviews included. Study topics v:c re
uncertain b ut valuable intervievr format
included.

PROGR!>..N
OPE&-\ TION

Ind ivi dua lized p rocedu res and disc ussion s
in 3 bi -\.reekl. y sess ions; other ope rat i on
factors uncertain.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Concluded that treatment -...ras responsi bl e fo r
the higher GPAs o f expe rimenta l student~ and
attempted t o identify perso na l ity types
common i n the s t ud y .

--

- -

t) :S E-~ d

-
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G. Phillips

STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

1969

CONT.

North Carolina
University

Cent~al

Dissertation

Adequate

-----------------------

Purposed to determine the eff~ctiveness of 3
approaches to teach reading and study skills
to disadvantaged black college students.

PROGRZI.H
OBJECTIVE

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

I

l

-;;isadvan~aged

':>;:;;;::k freshmen en!"olled in 4 of
14 sections of reading course. N=l02

-------~

PROGP~H

COI\i,.TENT

Three approaches used:
I. Teacher-guided,
II. Individual ized, III. Audio-Visua l; same
goals for all approaches. Mate - ials wer e
listed and courses described.

PROGRJI.H
OPEH..i\TION

Al J three groups met 30 hours, 3 times weekly
with 23 hours of actual instruct ion; other
operational factors described.

PROGRAM

No signif ice:mt gains '"ere noted for any of
treatments although teacher-guided group ma de
greater gains in comprehens ion than other
treatments and ~antral; tests were difficult
for group.

EFFECrr

'!'ABLE I

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

L. Yuthas

I

1969

CONT.

Universi t y of Colorado
Dissertati on

RESEARCH
CONTROL ---~--R_a_t_l_·n_g__: ___
M_o_d_e_r,_a_t_e_.__.______________________
PROGR.i\M

OBJECTIVE

Experimentally compared two remedial programs,
a classroom approach vs. a labo ratory approach
using other s tudents as supervisors to
determine if a. relationship exists be t v:een
enrollment, academic achievement and
persistence in college.

------·--·--+-·-------·------STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Entering freshmen scoring in 4th pe1·centile
fo~ c ou rse a nd compared
to similar non-enrollees. N=l24

oi ACT were registered

·----------~-·----·-·· --

PHOGRA.M
COJ'.l'l'EN'r

PHOGRAH
OPERATION

(1) Experimental students worked wjth a lab
assistant in SRA kits to acquire s1<:ills and a
score sufficient to pass the course; (2 )
experimental students v!Orked 'iv.i th exper lenced
faculty using same materials, text, and other
lessons. Brief descriptions of content
included.
Students completed 30 hrs. o f instruction
meeting 3 times vTeekly for 10 weeks; groups
were pr ima rily organized in practice

sections; other ope rational factors uncertain.
·--------l~---------------------------·-----

PROGRAH
EFFEC'f

GPA achieved by students in traditional classroom method vtas significantly higher than
self-help program; severe attrition in contro l
groups noted; suggests than enrollment in
remedial reading "ras significantly related to
persistence in college.

'l'ABLE I , CONT .

STUDY

~~-G ..-F-r_i_e_n_d--1-~-7-0__

__u_~,-i_\_'e_r_s_l_.t- y__o_f__
T_u_l_s_a______
Dissertation

DESCRI PTION
R.ESEl\ECH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRZI.H
OBJECTIVE

Invest igated th e relationship of reading
pe.r formance t o academic achievement.

Modera te

--------r--------------STUDENT
DESCRIP'riON

Pred0minantly fresl~en enrollej in a
developmental reading course at 1 ·ort heast ern
State Co llege were compa red to randomly
selected freshmen non-enrollees.

N=420

(210 experimental, control 210)

----·---------4-------·------------------·---------------------·~-----------

PROGRI\H

CONTE NT

PROGRi\N

OPEHATION

FROGRt\ H

EFF ECT

An individualized credit course which included
dia gnosis and individualized instruction on
speed a nd co nprehension. vocabulary, spelling
and study habits;
very limited course
des cription supplied, but co rrective em phasis
suggested.
Ins tru cto rs used text books, lectures and a
spe ci ally equipped reading room, but other
factors ~ere uncertain (limit ed description) .
1\. cademic achievement measured by college grade
point averages did not indicate significant
di fference fa voring experimen ta l students .
However , average scores in cer tai n variables
indicated g reater number of deficiencies
among students taking the course.

Tl\ BLE I, CONT.

STUDY

r

Lowe

1970

Uni versity of Southern Florid a-

DESCRI PTI ON~------------------T-a_m_p_a___
RESEARCH
COl\I'rROL

Rat ing;

~~per

De ficient

-------M----4----------

An i~dividua l ized college reading imp rovement
progra m.

PROCP..J\J1

OR TECTIVE

--- --·- -4STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Pre t0 sting indi cated participants wer e
sj.gnifica ntl y i n f erior reaoers to othe r:
f r e sl"Lrtlen .

N::::65

·------------·- -·--------

PrWGRAM

Individua l ly pla nne d p rogrctm and

CO!\TENT

methods and mat erials w0re not

di~ ~erent

d~s~~it~ d.

Content f actors uncertain.

- - - --- -------·---- ·--PROGH.:\~1

OPERATION

averaged 4 0 h ours of c as~
part icipation i n the 15 \·leek course meeting
3 t.iines wee l~ l y ;
o t. h e.: opera t ion,~J. ::r:c: t.ors

~tudents

uncertain.
------·-------· ·-- --·--------·~---~---- ·· -··-

P!.W GRl\N

Si nce

EFF ECT

a r1d s.inc. e

73;~

o f' c:Ludcnts fe l t progr am hc.cl h·:: lrx:d

thei~ grudes ,9\:-er<~ n ei~. r~c:: .r b c~ :: t.~1 ~ 1 1:.;~·~
wors e tha n n o n-par Lic ip <u1lS , r:1ut.r.c.Jr l/'l i e:·ved
p rogr-am did benefit these in ferHl · z-e d d .' rs.

- - - - - - -·- --- ------
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TABLE I, CONT.

STUDY

~ T. Carpenter
and C. Sa~~er
l

1971

DESCRIPTION I
RESEARCH
CON'l,ROL

I

Rating:

Clemson University, South
Carolina
Paper

Moderate

--------------+------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM
Study compared an organized program of remedial
OBJEC'riVE

reading and composition classes for hi9h-risk
students.

STUDENT

Freshmen students assigned to special English
on basis of lm·l verbal SAT scores were
offered opportunity to take course.

DESCRIPTION

N=90

{experimental N=26

and control N=54)

------- -----~--------------------------------~-------------------Primarily self-programmed materials used;

PROGRAN

CONTEN'r

individual schedules set vlith instructors; no
further description of contents included but
authors said list available.

PROGRA.H

Three one hour sessions for 14 weeks) 1 unit
academic credit; other operational factors
uncertain or not descr ibed .

OPERATION

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Experimental groups initial reading scores
significantly lower than control but improved
to extent they exceeded controls on rate
difference in vocabulary; total reading score
~~s no longer significant difference;
significant gains in rate made with no loss
in comprehension.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

D. Payne

1971

Northeastern State University at
Natchitoches, Louisiana
Dissertati on

--------·----+---------------------------------------------------·----RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Deficient

PROGHAH
OBJECTIVE

Investigated r etention of gains in rea ding
skill s over 5 semesters. FollovJ-up of
original study by Dubois.

STuDENT
DESCRIP'I'I ON

Students who enrolled in t .he rea ding program
(original N::.:lOO experimental) were compared
to students who did not enroll (o rigina l
N:60)

Total
~--------·

retest N=33

·- --------

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Progr am content factors were not des c r ibe d.

PROGR.Zl..M

Program operation factors were not described .

----------------------

OPERA 'fiON

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Academic achievement of the exper i mental group
was superior to the control group in three of
the five semesters under consideration,
however high mortality of retest group limited
any conclusions.
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STUDY

N. Ratekin

1971

Paper

DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGP.AH

Studied effects of reading skills instruction
vs. study skills instruction in improving
rea ding and academi c perfo.tmance.

OBJECTIVE

Mod e rate

------~·------------------·-----------------------------------------------

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

All students scoring below 30th percentile on
Iowa Silent Reading Test who \vere also disadvantaged; students also classified by rural
und urban background. N=l20

--------------·--·- -------------------------------------------------·----------(1) Study skills included st udy techniques,
PRO GRAN

CONTENT

taking exams, taking nob:?s 1 orga nizing text
materials, use of library;
(2) reading skills
included '\VOrd attack, cornprehension, critical
reading and rate.
I.imited description of content.

PROGRAM

OPERATION
PROGRAN

EFFECT

Students met 3 t.imes ~o.reel<:ly for 10 weeks in
groups of 6-10 students; description of use
of class time not provided.
Significant difference favoring instruction on
all three variables; no appa rent difference 1n
effectiveness of two types of instruction.
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-

STUDY
DESCIUPTION

1971

Swalrn and Cox

(Unknovm)

Paper

-

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

A reading program that combined skill
development with literary content.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Special admission students entering college.

Deficient

N=uncertain
PROGRAM
CON'i'ENT

- -·

13 skills were listed including main ideas and
details, sequence, flexibility, underlining,
summar izing, synthesis of several sources,
critical reading, comparing and contrasting
ideas, notetaking, study reading, taking
exarns 1 organizing study, et al.
Specifics of presentation uncertain.

.

- - =- --

PROGRA:H
OPERATION

All factors vrere uncertain other than
pre.sentc;tions occurred in a class setting.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Gro ups were compared to assumed n o rmal aains·
,
substantial improvements shown and 31% o f
participants moved to entry reading l evel for
college freshme n .

-·---
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

I

I

J. Whittaker

Rating:

1971

Texas Southern University
Paper

Moderate

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Attempted to determine effectiveness of text
book oriented vs. machine oriented approaches
for students rrith belovi level college reading
competancy.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Beginning fresl~en were arbitrarily divided
into two treatment groups. N=340

PROGRAM
CON'l'ENT

Experimental group used a variety of machines;
text book group (also called control group)
used text material.
Descriptions of content -v.:ere not included.

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Students met 18 weeks for 30 hours generally
for group presentations; other operational
factors uncertain.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

The machine group appeared to have a slight
advantage but no statistical differences were
found; visual regression was more prevalent
in text book group and among sporadic
attenders.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

C. R. Colvin

1972

State University College,
Fredonia, New York
Paper

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

-------------4--------------------------·---------------------------PROGRAH
Attempted to find treatment 1vhich brought
OBJEC'l'IVE

greater improvement 1n rate, comprehension,
vocabulary and total reading score.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Entering freshmen belovr 50th percentile on
Cooperative English Comprehension Test randomly
assigned to one of four treatments.
N=89

PROGRAM
CON'I'ENT

(I=l6, II=l6, III=l6, IV=lli control=30)

Group I. reading films, lecture, class
discussion, programmed text, and exercises;
II. films, lecture and text only; III. lecture
and text only; IV. programmed text only; no
further description _of content included.

- --- -----+--------------------------·- PROGRAH
OPERATION

Groups met 2 hours weekly for 12 --.;v-eeks; no
other description of operational factors
provided.

PROGRAM
EFFEC'1'

The improvement scores bet·ween groups was so
slight, further analysis seemed ·futile;
highest dropout rate occurred in group IV.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

-

M.. Harshbarger

-Ball

State University
Paper

--Rating:

Hoderate
~

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

1972

-

His torical 4 year development of a readingstudy p rogram designed to ind ividuali ze
s tudent-teacher contact and student academic
success reviewed.

-

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

"Directed admis sion" freshmen (low SAT scores
and poor high school g rades )
N=Uncertain (origina l N vras 50)

PROGRAM
CONTEWf

Lis ts of material s \·lere included; topics
discussed included vocabulary, c omprehension,
pa rticularly _critical reading, and n otet.aking .
Limited description of content.

PROGRAM
OPERl\TION

Individualized analysis of students needs and
some small group instruction; other factors
explaining use of time not included.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Attrition rate cut from 90% in year 1 to 48%
by year 4 and fe"~>Jer students remained below
10% percentile on pretest; more students read
at or above 30th pe rcentile on post test.

·-

-

---

-
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STUDY

R. Santeusanio

1972

Univers ity

Massachusetts

DESCRIPTION
Dissertation

-------------r---------------------"
-------------------------------RESEAHCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAH

Attempted to identify type of students
benefiting from reading/study skills courses
which utilized either (1) Teacher-directed
approach, or (2) Student directed approach.

OBJECTIVE

Moderate

------·-------+-----------------------------------------------------STUDENT
Freshmen scoring below 475 on SAT-V, and who
DESCRIPTION

graduated in bottom 60th percentile of high
school class were required to enroll.
N::87

-----------~------------------------------------------·-------------

PROGFl>N

CON'l'ENT

Students in student d irected group received
individual profiles, worked on skills in
self-directed. self-selected, self-corrected
materials; teacher-directed approach followed
"traditional" lecture-discussion method.
Limited d escription p~o vided.

-------------+---~-------------------------------------------------·--

PROGW\H
OPERZ\.'l.'I ON

~~o

sections of each treatment were held twice

a week for 15 weeks; operational factors

included.
PROGRAH

EFFEC'l'

Program h ad only slight effect in producing
significant improvement in scholasti c standing
o f students, although fall verbal GPA
indicated significantly higher scores for
teacher-directed group. Failed to invest i gate
differences bet\feen experimental group and
controls on post reading test gains.
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TABLE It CON·r_.

--------------·-----------------------------------------------------RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Noderate

--------------Jr----------------------·
-------------------·----·-------PROGHAM
Compared the effects of Group process training
OBJECTIVE

(T-group) vs. Study skills training t o rai.se
self-confidence levels and attitudes.

S'I'UDENT

"Dist:tdvantag·e d " college freshmen.

-·---·

---------------~~- · "--~--

N=64

DESCRIPTION
-------------~----------------------~-----------------·------------·------PROGFAM

CONTENT

S};:ills seen as bot h academic and person~l;
br icf resumes vf Study ski.!.l t.n.l. in i ng 9 'l'··0roup
p roce ss, and Combi ned t.z:aining included; actua.l
study skills cont.ent uncert a in.

--------·1----------------------- ----·PROGRAM
OPERATION

Groups of 8 students met 2 hou rs \oreeJcly for 15
weeks with trained counselo r s t o discuss
content.

PROGRAM

T-group process appeared to be eff2ctive in
raising students self-confidence,; S tudy skills
training wa s statistically significant in
skill development but Combined tt·ea.,ment
produced higher GPA.

EFFECT
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TABLE I , CON'l'.

S'TUDY
DESCRIPTION

G. vlright

1973

-

Western Illinois University
Dissertation

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Investigated the effectiveness of three
instructional treatment.s upon reading skills
of disadvantaged students.

S'I'UDENT
DESCRIPTION

College students enrolled l.n reading course:
"disadvantaged" urban blacks were counseled
into the course.
N=99

(N

-

Adequate

E

= 74

and NNT = 25)

·--

PROGP.J\H
CONTENT

Treatment groups rece ..t.ved lectures and
demonstrations on study and study techniques,
concentration and remembering, comprehension,
rate, and vocabulary; extensive description
of content included.

PROGRAN
OPERATION

Four reading sections met for one 50 min .
session 4 times weekly for 9 "V:eeks. Brief
descriptions of operation factors included.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Significant gains in rate, vocabulary and
comprehension made by each treatment; large
group, teacher-directed forced pace
instruction appeared to produce most
significant gain combined with periodic
individual practice.

-
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------------~-------------------------------------------------·-------

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Turner, Sais
Gatevrood

and

1974

Kent State Universi t y

Paper
-------------~------------------------------------------------------RESEARCH
CONTROL
Rating: Moderate
------------~-----------------------------------------------------

PRO GRAN
OBJECTIVE

A study to determine effects of a learning
development program on volunteer part.icipants
as compared to non-participants.

-------------+--------------------------------------·--------·--·------STUDENT
Open admissions program for stude nts whose
DESCRIPTION

composite ACT scores at entrance were 20 o r
less.

N=758 (379 participants and 379 nonparticipants matched by class and QPA)
PROGRAM
CONTENT

Four components:
(1) study habits and
attitud es; (2) reading, (3) individual ized
study, (4) tutorial assistance as needed;
limited description of content included.

PROGRAN
OPERATION

Individualized and small group diagnostic
appr oa ch for all four aspects of "Reading
Course" included 15 non-credit sessions.
Other operational factors not included.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Hean QPA for participants moved consistently
upward over three semesters studied;
combination of components based on
individualized diagnosis apparently
influenced grades both immediately and over
the time studied.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

T. Reese

1975

Temple University
Dissertation

--

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Assessed reading sldlls program at Temple
University.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Freslunen as well as transfer students scoring
b e lov 20 on Coope r ative English Test, Rea ding
Section were uselected .. to participate.
N=242

PRO GRAN
CONTENT

Program cont ent fact.ors were not described .

PROGRAM
OPERA'riON

Prog-ram lasted 14 weeks and aimed at a ratio
o f 1 teacher per 10 p u p i ls.

Deficient

-

~-

-

P rogram operation factors vrere not described.

·PROGRAH
EFFECT

·-

All s tudents made significant raw score gains
o n same form of administered after instruct ion,
particula r ly in reading comprehens i o n, GPA
differences inconclusive.
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Cour9e Content of Academic Support Proarams .

Nine studies

1-rhich identified their populations as students on academic
probation were examined for their descriptions of course
Furey (1964),

content.

.:md Peiser (1967),

(1970),
(1971),

123
126

121

119

s.

Keetz (1970),

Durkee (1966),

Church (1970),

124

Ritter (1971).

120

122

Anthony ( 19 7 1 ) ,

Roth, Mauksch

.

Hutch~nson

125

Kaye

127

119
Hary L. Furey, ''A Comparative Study of the Effect
of ~1o Programs on the Improvement of the Quality Point
Average of Failing St ude nts at the University of Miami,"
{Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Hiami) 1
Univers ity Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mid1igan, 1964, 64 -883 7.
120

.
.
.
Peter E. Durkee, ·~n Invest1gat1 on of the
Effectiv eness of a Short-term Study Skills Course for Thi.rd
Quarte r Freshmen on Academic Probations" (Unpublished doct cra. J
disserta t ion, University of Southern Mississippi), University
Nicrofilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1966, 67-8738.
121

R. Roth, H. MauJ(sch and K. Peiser, "The NonAchievement. Syndrome, Group Therapy and Achievement Change,"
Pe...[§_q_nnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. 46, No. 4, December
1967.

122 sterling R. Church, "The Effects of an Academic
Rehabilitation Program on College Academic Probation
Students," (Unpublished doctoral dissertat. ion, Arizona State
University) 1 University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Nichigan,
1970, 70-19;924.
123.Robert H. Hutch'~nson, " A n Exper~mental
.
Study to
Determine the Effectiveness of a Study Skills Course,"
{Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Connecticut), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1970, 71-15,993.
124

.
.
.
.Nary Keetz, "An Exper1rnental Invest~gat1on of the
Effectiveness of a College Reading and Study Skills Course
for Freshmen Students Enrolled in Scientific Courses of
Study," u.s. Educational Resources Information Center, ED
043 460, May, 1970.
125

Stephen J. Anthony, "The Effects of a Study Skills
Course and a Self-Understanding Program on Low Achieving
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None of these studies referred to -instruction in the areas
of vocabulary, reading rate or comprehension, but rather
described., again in general terms, various study and/or
combined counseling treatments vrhich provided assistance
in notetaking, time management, study teclmiques and outlining.

All of these studies apparently utilized "study

skills" which frequently included such skills as notetaking,
time management and examination preparation techniques, but.
even brief explanations of content factors v:ere supplied by
only two investigators (Durkee (1966); Hutchinson (1970)).
Text titles were supplied by two investigators (Durkee

(1966); Anthony (1971)).

KayE.~ ' s ( 1971) 12 8 study referred

to individual couns.:l.ing, group guidance procedures and
training in

notetal~ing,

a.nd paper writing,
not specified.

outlining, budgeting time, research

••• "and other techniques" ••• whjch were

Other investigators ·would not knovr specifics

of ·the three different treatments given to members of the
experimental group three hours each lleek for ten weeks.

College Students," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation.,
University of Pittsburgh), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1971, 71-26,151.

126Robert A • Kaye, "T!e
h
.
.
Effect1veness
of a GuldanceCounseling-Study Skills Treatment Program on the Academic
Achievement of Failing College Freshmen," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Connecticut), University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Hichigan, 1971, 71-18, 419.
127Joyce Ritter, "University Study Skills Program,"
Journal ..of Reading, Vol. 14, No. 6, March 1971.

128 Kaye, op. cit., pp. 26.
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Hutchinson (1970)

I

l29 who ~tilized a single method,

notetaking, to improving freshmen academic achievement,
described the course content as follows:
The content of the course developed in connectio!1
with this study consisted of both demons tration and
application with supervision of the basic skills in
notetaking, including the topical, sentence, and
paragraph methods. The subjects selecting one of
the notetaking ~ethods, took notes from taped cla ssroom lectures of their actual teachers in subjects
other than those presented in first semester of the
freshmen year. Instruction was given in su<
'-nl· r.arizing
their notes, as well as practice in ant icipa t ing
examination questions from these sununari z ati'-lflS. The
program vras limited to 12 classroom hou r s of supervised
instruction, with practice in the various not e taking
procedures.
Samples of the three outline methods were includ ed but none
of the specific sources used in preparing these lessons ¥!e re
indicated in the reports.

130

Durkee (1966) provided a comprehens ive review o f
study skills from 1908 to the present and included a

-----

syllabus and outline of the short term study course he
131
. . d w1th
.
.
ut111ze
pro ba t1onary
fres hrn en.

c h urch

( 1970)

listed the "schedule of treatments" by topics discussed in
his semi-structured seminar with sophomores on probation.

132

Eight studies exercised adequate research control principles,
but described the content of the treatments they utilized in

129Hutchinson, op. cit., pp. 4, 85.
130 rbid., pp. 103, 104-5, 106-7.
131
132

nurkee, op. cit., pp. 24-52, 103-107.
Church, op. cit., pp. 46-51.
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very limited styles.

Other investigators desiring to

utilize similar methods
search for suitable

with similar groups would need to

published content

own based on student needs.

or develop their

Replication of these otherwise

adequate investigations would not be possible without this
data.
These studies have been surmnarized on Table II.
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TABLE II
STJP.J1ARY OF ACADEM1C SUPPORT PROGRl'.. MS

1960 - 1977
9 STUDIES

POPULl~TION

N:789

Control Ratings

= Good research design
Moderate = Minor limitations
Deficient = Serious design problems
Adequate
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TABLE II

STUDY

r

M. Furey

1964

DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL
PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

University of Miami
Dissertation

Rating:

Moderate

Compared the effectiveness of a program of
Guided Studies to a program of Reduced Course
Load for purpose of reha bilitating students
in acade mic difficulty.

------------~--------------------------~---------------------------·
STUDENT
Students f ai ling to meet academic requirement
DESCRIPTION
and/or failing '"ho applied and paid $125
additional tuition, were then selected to
participate in Guided Studies; students were
also inf ormed of a special Re-admission
Program involving reduced course load only
(no fee or special services). N=236
·---------·--~~----,---------------------

PROGRAH

CON'l'ENT

PROGRAM

Guided Studies students received study skills
course which was not described; special-help
classes receiv ed counseling and a reduced
course load; cont ent factors vlere not
included.
All operational factors uncertain.

OPERATION
PROGRAM
EFFEC'r

Quality point averages (QPA) of deficient
participants were compared; both programs
produced essentially the same degree of
improvement.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

P. Durkee

Rating:

1966

University of southern
Mississippi
Disserta t ioz.

Adequate

-------------+-----------------------------------------------------PROGP.AM
Determined the effectiveness of a short--term
OBJECTIVE

study-skills course.

---------+---------------------- ---~

STUDEN1,
DESCRIPTION

Freshm-e n students on academic probation.

N=71 (Control A=23, Control B=24, Exper imental
C=24)
PROGRAM
CONTENT

---------------~--------

Study skills followed out line of Robinson's
SQ3R; topical course syllabus and lists o f
readings suggested to students included.
Brief d escription of content. included.

PROGRAM
OPERATION
PROGRAH
EFFECT
------------~------------------------------------------------------
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Roth, .Hauksch
and Peiser

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

1967

-

Illinois Institute of
Technology
Paper

Moderate

-

-

PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

A therapeutic counseling approach for underachievers based 0:1 the dynamics of nonachievement; participants \vere all in upper
quarter of SAT scores.

STUDENT
DESCRIP'l'ION

.Hale students about to be dismissed for low
academi c achievement were given the opportunity
to part icipate or be dismissed from school.

-

-

N=l04 (Experiment al N=52 and ..matched"
compar ison group of 52 students)
.

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Brief general description provided dealing
with study problems; additi o nal references
provided on theory and assumptions of nonachievement syndrome/identification therapy.

PROGRA.H
OPERATION

Students met twice weekly all semester in
discussion-counseling sessions for a credited
course in vrhich they were advised to
participate.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Statistically significant gain in GPA for the
probationary students
experimental group;
not receiving counseling either maintained
poor grades or were worse.
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STUDY

I
1

s.

-------~------------~-~-

Church

1970

DESCRIP'l'ION

Arizona State University
D.i.sset·t ati.on

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGP~ll.M

Ascertained the effects of a sho r t-term
academic reha bilitation s emina r which w~ s
semi - structured in natu r e.

OBJECTIVE

sTUDEN'r

DESCRIPTION

I

Adequate

Full-time s o phomo r e s t ud ent s on aca demic
pro ba tion who vo l unteered.
N=28

{experi ~ enl a l

14; con t rol 14)

-------+- ·-··-·-·---- ~ --~ ------------·~- -~"-~~~-~~---·

f'ROGRA M

CON'l'EN'I'

Ma inl y discussed ef f ective s tud y method s,
cinaly:r.ed ind i.v .:i .dua l l ear n ing "" n d s tud y
probl{:>m s .~ and p r oh J. P.ms cf a ch i e vemen t ;
inc luded b r ief gener. al out l i ne of g !'.·cu p
meet i ngs.

----·---+-~--~

PROGRA.M

Eight (IDe hc ur sessions he J.d once vlee k l y

OPERA'I'ION

generally follm--r i.ng a d i s c •!S::'' ion/se mi-

structured format.
PROGRAt-~

No statistical differences in academi c

EFFECT

achievement, in study habits and a tti t udes

or in self-adjustment although students
evaluated program as valuable.
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--------.~------------------------·-----·- ···

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

R. Hutchinson

1970

Johnson State co11e
-~-9 e ,
Vermont
Di.ssertc< tion

----------·---~----------------------------·------------·--------------

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

-----------~r---------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM
Tested the effectiveness of a stu.dy s}:ills
OBJECTIVE
course primarily using notetaking techniques.

--------4---------------·------··- - ·- ---·STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Volunteer freshmen studeilts on academic wa.rning
were matched with remaining volunteers on four
variables.
N=60

(experimental N=30, control

N~"'-30)

-------~------------------·-~---~------

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Consisted of demonstration and application of
basic skills in notetaking; tap8d c lassroom
lectures by actual teachers used as practice;
complete description of content not included.

-------------~------------------------------·--------------------·------·

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Volunteers agreed to meet for 12 classroom
hours; other operational factors were not
described.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Statistically significant differences between
mean GPA scores favoring the experimental
group were found; no significant effects "'ere
found in study habits and attitudes; suggested
that study assistance may come too late to
reflect change in the semester.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

M. A.. Keetz

1970

Philadelphia College
Pharmacy and Science
1->aper

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate

OBJECTIVE

Investigated the effectiveness of a re~ding
and study skills program for students taki~g
courses requiring quantitative reasonlng .

S'l'UDENT
DESCRIPTION

Freshmen i-rith lo1-1 GPA who had previously
failed one or more subjects.

PROGRAN

N-53

(expe rimental N=26 and control

--------r-~-----------~-------

PROGRAH

CONTENT

1

':.27)

----

Reading and study skills ,.,ere taught and
practiced using students' texts primarily;
no additional description of content included.

---~---.....v----· ------------~-------------·-

PROGRAH

OPEHATION

PROGHAM

EFFECT

Individualized and group sessions met for 13
times; no additional descriptions were
included.
No significant differences were f ound, however,
tests appeared to measure rate not level of
comprehen sion;
students read slowly in
scienti fic materials. Stud y examined rate
and GPA for one semester o f the study.
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s.

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

..

RESEARCH
CONTROL

-

·- 1971

Anthony

Rating:

University of Pittsburgh
Dissertation

Adequate
-~

PROGRAM
OBJEC'I'IVE

A study skill s cou:::-se and a self-understanding
cou:rse v1ere compared for their effect on grade
point averages, study habit s and att i tudes.
~

S'rUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Both freshmen and sophomo re low achieving
women students on academic probation v1ere
divided into t'vo type groups: those who
lacked study proficiency and those \vith selfidentity difficulties. N:::61

PROGRAH
CONTENT

(1) Study skills topics were adapted from
( 2)
Self-understanding
Robinson's SQ3R.
tec!mique s and topics adapted from Ha lamud
and Hachover's criteria of need. Outlines
inclt~ded in appendix.

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Both 8 week programs invol v ed small group
sessions and student participation in
discussion; lecture and demonstration
techniques used.
Uncertain if program was voluntary or
required.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Both type I and II students show·ed a
significant increase 1n grade point averages;
type I students showed a significant increase
in study habits only.
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Tl'. BLE I I

STUDY

I

DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CON'TROL
PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

I

R. Kaye

CONTENT

University of Connecticut

I
Rating~

Adequate

Major objective was test effectiveness of a
combined/integrated treatment-program using
individual counseling, group guidance and
academic skills training.
'

'

·- ------ -

reshrnen students continuing in the university
.th deficient grades r equired to participate.

=36
PROGRAM

CONT.

Dissertation

'

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

1971

I

(18 matched pairs)

-------------------------·-------

--·------~---

Study skj_lls included listening and notetaking,
efficient reading, writing the mes and pape rs ,
reading texts, etc. Brief topical out lines
for all 3 procedures provided.

-------·--------·~------------------------~-

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Students met 10 weeks, three times \vef:kly for
each procedure, one hour of each trea tment
each week; credit status of program not given.

------------4-------------------------------------------------------PROGRi\H
Experimental group achieved statistically
EFFECT

higher rnean GPA participation in the t reatmen t ;
program increased students chances of being
continued at the university.
~----------------------------------------------------------
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------------~-------------------------------------------------------

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Ritter

1971

Counseling Service-Cl i nic at
University of Manitoba

Paper
RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Deficient

------------~-------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

A course that emphasized study skills.

------------~~--------------------------------------~
· ------··~-------

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Assumed to be students at the University but
uncertain. N=l49

------------~---------------------------------------------·------~~--·-·
Included ( 1) listening and takinq notes, (2)
PROGRAM
. -. ng
(4) p1~ ep2.r 1ng
.
CONTENT
underlining s (3) skunmJ
1

study sheets,
writing.

( 5)

exam taldng and

( 6)

essay

Limited content description included but
appeared to be supportive i n natur e.
------------~--------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM
OPERATION

A 5 week course; other operation factors
uncertain or not described.

------------~---------------------------------------------·------·---

PROGRAN
EFFECT

Of the 400 students who participated, most
"felt" the underlining and study sheets vrere

most helpful; GPAs of students indicated

a significant change after participation.
------------~----------------------------------------------------·--
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Course Content of De velo pme l t Gl Progra ms .

Twenty-six studies

which described their population as entering freshmen or
achieving college student s were examined for their
.
.
descr1pt1cn
of content factors.
Bloomer (1962),
Long (1962),

134

136

Ohnmacht (1964),

Feinberg, Long and Rosenheck (1962), 135

Beasley (1964),
138

. "\.
( 1960 ) , 133
E. Wr1g,1t

137

Nikas (1965),

Olson, Sanford and

139

f'auk (1965), 140

·
(J_ 965 ),141 Ger.b er ( 1966 ) , 142 Fo:xe ( 1966 ) , 143
R1senmay

.
Stebens ( 1967 ) , 144 Naxwel1 and Ross ( 19 68) , 145 Sw1nd1e
(1968),

146

Trautwein (1968),

Sawyer (1969),
Bryan (1971),

149

1~2

Brandt (1975),

155

147

Wilson (1968),

Chandler (1970),
~~

Herman (197.t.),

153

150

148

R.

Belcher (1971), 151

HcHargue (1975),

154

Tomlinson and Tomlinson (1975), 156 Hunter

~1975), 157 Eanet (1976), 158
133

Eugene s. Wright, "An Inves -tigation Into the
Effect of Reading Training on Academic Achievement Among
Freshmen in the College of Agriculture, Forestry and liome
Economics," (Unpublished doctoral cissertation, University
of Minnesota), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1960, 61-685.
134

R.H. Bloomer, "The Effects of a College Reading
Program on a Rc-.ndom Sarnple of Education Freshmen," Journal
of Develo.Qillenta l R ~a ding, 1962, pp. 110-118.
135 F ' b
k 1 oc. c1t.
'
·e1n erg, Long an d Rosenh ec-,
136
Long, loc. cit.
137 Charles E.
- Beasley, "ttn Eva 1 ua t 1on of t h e Rea d.1ng
Program at East Tennessee State University," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Tennessee), University
Hicrof i lms, .-\nn Arbor, Hichigan, 1964, 65-5076.
1\

138

•

A.V. Ol s on, A. Sanford and F. Ohnmacht, "Effectiveness of a Fr e ~-; !oJnen Reading P rogram," Journal of Reading, Vol.
Vlll, No. 2, November 1964.

94

139 .
N1.has, loc. cit.
140p au k , loc. cit.

141

Jay L. Risenmay, "The Influence of a Student-toStudent Counseling Program on the Academic Adjustment of
Brigham Youn g University Freshmen," (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Brigham Young University), University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1965, 65-14,606.
142

'
.
Gerner, loc. c1t.

143

Esther K. Foxe, "An Experimental Investiga tion of
the Effectiveness of a Brief Study Skills Frogram for
Freshmen College Chertdstry Students," (Unpublis~ed doctoral
dissertation, University of Maryland), University Microfilms;
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1966, 67-2003.
144 Loren D. Ste b ens, "h.' Study of b1e
l.
•
Relat l• onshlp
Between Reading Skills and Academic Achievement in Specific
Subject Matter Area s,'' (Unpublished docto ra l disser t ation,
Oklahoma State University), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor1
Michigan, 1967, 68-8505.

145

~

M. NaX'..;rell and H • .t~oss, "An Evaluation of the
University of Maryland Reading and Study Skills Satellite
Program," u.s. Educational Resources Information Center,
ED 013 733, 1968.
146WJ.ll1am
.
.
, . d le, "LongJ.. tu d lnu
.
.
C. Sw1n
l E valua .._... lon
o_f'
the University Academic Performance of Students :t-reviously
Enrolled in a Program for Improvement of Learning Technique s,"
{Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Texas A and M university),
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1968, 69-5154.
147m
•
. rautweJ.n,
.l oc. c1• t .
148 Hobert D. W1lson,
.
t.1ve
"T h e Influence of t h e Efrec
Study Course at the University of Mississippi Upon Academic

Achievement,•• (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Mississippi), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1968' 68-14' 355.
149

Robert Sawyer, "The Effect of Specialized
Developmental Reading and Study Skills Instruction and
Counseling on a Sample of Students with Above Average
Quantitative and Below Average Verbal Skills," u.s.
Educational Resources Information Center, ED 031 3 85, 1969.
See also: Sawyer and L.W. Hartin, "Specialized Study Skills,
Developmental Reading Instruction and Counseling," Journal of
Experimental Education, 1969.
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In four of the twenty-six studies adequate content
descriptions were given to efiable other investigators to
follow the treatment with understand i ng.
Traut\ve in (1968)

1

(Foxe (1966),

Herman (1972), and NcHar.gue (1975)).

Very

brief descriptions were included by E. Wright (1960), Long

{1962), Olson, Sanf ord and Ohnmacht (1964), Risenmay (1965),
Gerber (1966), Stebens (1967), Swindle (1968), Belcher (1971),
Brandt (1975), Tomlinson and Tomlinson (1975) and Hunter

-----·· ----150

Eve rett N. Chandler, "Short - Term Orien tat i on
Programs for Freshmen: !>-. Contrast Between Partic ipa nts and
Non-pa rti cipants in a Program at the Cali fornia State
Polytechnic College,'' (Unpublished doct ora l disserl ati on,
Hichigan State University), University Hicrof i.lms, Ann A.;:- bor,
Michiga n, 1970; 71-18,182.

1511-1.J. Belcher, .. The Effect of Increased Reading
Efficiency Upon Semes te r Grade Point Averages ,'' (Jc uTnal of
Readina, 1971), pp. 381-384.
152

~1illiam Bryan, "The Effectiveness of a DeveJopmental Reading Course in a College of Nursing," U.S.
Educational Resources Information Center, ED 059 025J 1972.
153J.E. Herman, "The Effect of a Reading Improvement
Pro9ram Upon Academic Achievement in College," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Connecticut, 1972).
154
McHargue, loc. cit.
155 Brandt, loc. cit.
156 Barbara 'l'omlJ.nson
'
' h ael TomlJ.nson,
'
and Mlc
"Integrating Reading and Study Skills Into College Biology,"
U.S. Educational Resources Information Center, ED 124 903,
1975.
157 Hargaret J. Hunter, "The Effect of Speed Reading
and College Reading/Study Skills Instruction on Grade Point
Average," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Northern Colorado), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1975, 75-23,314.

158

Eanet, lac. cit.
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(1975)'

Deficiencies in content descriptions have been noted
by other investigators.

After l1is review of the content

descriptions in other studies, Herman set this goal for
himself:

159

As noted in the preceding chapter of this study
specific det ai ls concerning the methods and materials
of instruction often have been haphazardly reported
in the li te:rature.
It -vras the intent of the
investigator to p rovide enough detail in this study
so that a rea(l_er could readily determ ine what
specific materials were used i n the program and what
methods of instruction were employed.
Herman's study was unus ually complete in regard to the
content, methods and materials utilized, providing other
investigators with references and specifi c details of course
content for each lab or cla ss session, as well as goals for
each class period .
Eight of the twenty-five programs claimed to have
given attention to word attack and vocabulary

training~

comp3.red to nineteen \vhich gave attention to instruction 1n
reading rate or flexibilit.y, and sixteen vThich emphasized
comprehension and study skills with some overlapping.
study,
program

One

(E. Wright, 1960) identifier. itself as a remedial
but provided evidence to the contrary in terms of

student population as well as course content.

For this

reason it has been included with developmental programs.
majority of freshmen enrolled in E. Wright's credit

159 Herman, loc. c1t.,
.
pp. 57 •

The
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Communications Course gra d uated :tn the upper fifty percent
. h'29 h school class. 160
o f t h e2r
The content factors of all Developmental Programs
1 ocated in this study have been summarized in 'rctb1e III.

Considerable emphasis in Developmental Programs was
given in fourteen programs to Reading Rate,

R~ading

Flexibility and/or Reading Efficiency training.

HcBargue

161

reported that reading efficiency training for high-achieving
college populations was a high student priority at Stanford;
a survey taken there indicated the most important student
felt learning need was the development of a system which
would teach students to read college mat erials more
efficiently.

This concept has been supported by the

narrative reports of Harvard's developnle!·l t al reading program
reported previously in this investigation.
Of the studies which gave particular attention to
college comprehension skills, several specifically mentioned
instruction in "critical reading skills" but these terms were
not defined.

For definition, this investigator consulted the

reading text authored by Harris and Sipay who devoted
considerable attention to a review of the whole issue of
reading comprehension, particularly considering the nature of

160
161

. l.
•
E. Wr1g11t,
loc. c2t.

McHargue, loc. cit., pp. 17.
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.
162
comprehe ns1on.

Citing the factorial analysis studies of

comprehension by Davis (1972) ,

163

Harris suggested tha t at

senior high level the following subskills of reading
comprehension were identifiable:

recalling word meanings,

dra.wing inferences about a word from context, getting the
literal meaning of det a ils, weaving together idea s in the
content,

dra't~ing

inferences from con te nt, and recognizi ng

an author 's p urpos e, at. titude, tone, mood, and techniques.
As in many othe r aspects of reading, considerable deba.te h as
resulted over t .he Da vis research.

Numerous res earchers h ave

attempted to identify the subskills of comprehensi on in some

systematic, J.ogi.cally sound hierar chial arrangement.

While

cautioning that there has not been agreement over these
skills among researche r s, Ha rr is neverthe less, suggested the
follo,d. n g possible subskills are pertinent to college
instruc·t ion:

(1) reading f or the main idea, (2) reading to

note and recall details, (3) reading to find answers to
specif i c questions,

(4) reading to follow a sequence of

events, (5) following printed directions, (6) gra sp ing the
author's plan, (7) remembering, and (8) developing critical
reading ability.

164

This latter skill he suggests involves

162

Albert J. Har ris and Edward R. Sipay, How to
Increase Reading Ability, 6th ed., (New York, David McKay
Co., 1975), pp. 471-493.
163 F.B. Davls,
.
. Researc1
} on Compre"1-sychometrlc
hension in Reading," Re ading Research Ou a rterlv, Summer 1972,
7, 628-678.
164 Harrls
. an d Slpay,
..
.
loc. c1t.

I
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cornparis on of two or more sources of infon-:1ation or
contradictory sources, consider i ng new ideas and knowledge,
detecting propaganda or bias.

. 165

Chaplln

and Raven

166

suggest this ability is related to form<d operatior"al thought
processes as defined by Piaget, and may reflect limitations
in logical thinking development as well as reflect practical
.

1.

.

.

.

.

1mp 1.cat1ons to college read1.ng 1.nstruct1on.

167

At least two of the text s referred to in the content
descriptions of developmental programs, appea red to .r ely
upon a concept of reading comprehension as other than a
unitary skill.

One commercially available system h a s

published ei ght programmed student books which consider

--

reading development to include the follmving subskills

~

--

Efficient Rates, The Main Idea, Significant Factsr
Organization, The Main Idea in Science, Critical Rea ding,
Study-Type Heading, and Skimming and Scanning.

The St udy

Skills of this same system include Problem Solving,

165 H1r
. J.am
.
h
.
.
.
.
h
,
.
'l'. C apl1n, "Impllca t 1.ons 1n t e Tneor 1.es
of Lev Vygotsky, Jean Piaget, George Kelly and Erik Erikson
for the Assessment of Instruction in College Reading,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation~ Rutgers University),
University Hicrofilms, Ann Arbor, Hichigan, 1976a , 76-17,308.
See also: same author, "Practical Implications of Piagetian
Theory to College Reading Instruction," u.s. Educational
Resources ·Information Center, ED 128 449, June 1976b.
166 E.J. Raven et al, "elat1ons
R
.
h.1.ps of P1agets•
.
Logical Operations with Science Achievement and Related
Aptitudes in Black College Freshmen," (Science Education,
October-December 1974), pp. 561-568.
167

Alton L. Raygor , ed,, HcGraw-Hill Basic Skills
Svstem : Tools for Lca.rninq Succe ss , 1-'rogrammed SelfInstruction Series, (New York: HcGra\oJ"-Hill Book Co ., 1969) '

s-•

I

1.00

Listening and Notet.a ldng, Underlining, a nd Library and

---

Re f erence S k.1'll s. 168
In fairbank's analysis of seventy-nine studies

investigating the relationship between college reading
improvement program effect on academic achievement, she
found only four of twenty-eight skills were reported in more
than tv1enty of the sixty-nine treatments examined.

She

recommended that spe c ia l care be t;:tken in college reading
programs to diagnose for difficulty in the following
comprehens i on skills:

reading for the main ideas,

recognizing and understanding inferences, d ifferentiating
bet\~een

fact and opinion.

168

Fairbanh:s,

(1972), op. cit., pp. 123.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DEVELOH1ENTAL PROGRA.MS

1960 - 1977
POPULATION N=6,749

26 STUDIES

Control Rating:
Adequate

= Good

research design

Moderate = Minor limitations
Deficient

= Serious

design problems
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'l'ABLF. Ill

-------------r-----------------·--- -- * -------~------------~~------· ----

STUDY
DESCRII-'TION

E. Wright

1960

University of Minnesota

Dissertation

----------4--- ---------------------------RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

-------------4--------------------------------------------~----------

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Determin ed the effects of a reading improve ment course on reading perform3.nce and academic
achievement.

------+--~·--------·-"·-----------~----~STUDEr-~T
Freshmen scor ing ~n the bottom 75 percentile

DESCRIP1'ION

in reading were randomly assigned t o either
experimental or control groups.

N=215

(expe rimental N=l08, control N=l07)

------------~---------·----------------------------------------·-------

PROGRA:l'!.
CONTEN'r

Co urse '~-a s part o f a tot al freshman communication prog ram; tests determined sequence of
ins truetion designed to develop command of 4
skills--reading, writing, speaking and
listening.

Goals listed and description includ ed .
------------~-------------------------------------------*------------·

PROGRA!'-1
OPERATION

Exper imenta l students were re qu i red to enroll
in the 3 unit credit cou r se for 2 quarter s; 30
hou r s of instruction included diagnosis;
students were infot"med a nd participated Hl
their progress.
Description included.

--------·-----4----------------------~-------~-------------------------

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Extensive analysis included 4 aspects of
rea di ng performance, comparing students 1n 3
major divisions of the college; experimental
students made significantly more gain in rate
and vocabulary.
Students in Agriculture and
Forestry and ln Home Economics exceeded
controls in comprehension; reading gains tended
to persist beyond the period of study.

TABLE III, CONT.

------------~--------------~----------------~-- --~-----------------------

S'rUDY
DESCRIPTION

R. H. Bloomer

1962

State University, College
of Education, New York

Dissertation
----~--------4--------------------------------------------------------

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

-------------4------~--------------------------------

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

---------------·

Investigated the effects of reading pro g ram
upon academic achievements and the relationship
betv1een achievement and reading ability gains.

--------+-------------------~-- ---- -----

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Random sample of Education freshmen (not
ma tched).
N=80

(experimental N=40, control N=40)

------------~-------------------------------------------------~
- ----------

PROGRAM
CONTENT

Experimental students vlUr ked ind i vidually on
specially prepa red readi n g exe r cises; con'c e n:
factors not described.

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Experimental students received 24 hours
instruction, 2 one hour sessions we ekly for
12 weeks; other operation factors ~ot
described.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Experimental groups made significant gains
over controls in rate and comprehension;
controls made greater gains in
vocabulary; no differences in achieved GFA
at end of semester noted; however, highly
significant gains in corrected scores for
experimental group, and fewer dropouts fo:..Hld.

----------l.---------------------------·~---
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TABLE Ill , CONT.

----

STUDY
DESCRI PTION

Feinberg, Long
Rosenbeck

1962

&

New York City College,
Baruch School o f
Business and l-ublic
Administration
Paper

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Deficient

-

PROGHAM
OB...TECTIVE

'.c
;··! ::mda tory study skills course to deter.mi n(-:! lL

S'I'UDENT
DESCHIPTION

All entering freshmen.

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Study skills and r eading wer e e mpha sized.
Description of materials, topics, techniques
\"Jere not included.

PROGRt\M
OPERATI ON

such skills could be improved.
N=uncertain

--

St udents 1-rere required to attend 1 hour lab
Heekly for a no credit course ; other fa cto rs
not included.

.ro_. . .

PROGRAM

EFFECT

---

-

Concluded that best results are secured when
student s recogn ize their mo1n need for training;
negative response t o instruction and testjng
apparently invalidated all test and retests.
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Ti\B:!.•E IT I ,

CONT.

--~--------~-------------------------~--~---------------------------

STUDY
DESCRIP'riON
RESRl\.RCH
CONTROL

R. Long

1952

University of Oklahoma

Dissertation
Rating:

Moderate

------------~----------------~--~----------------------------------

PROGRP.H
OBJECTIVE

Tes ted the effectiveness of a printed
materials cente red approach vs. a machine
cente red approach fo r i mproving reading rate
of college students.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Undergraduate students voluntarily enrolled in
2 methods of a reading improvement course were
compared to students not enrolled. N=l42

---------------4-~--------------------------------------------·--

PROGRAH
CONTENT

·--

Certain basic content used in both groups;
skills for printed materials included various
eye-span, word recognition exercises, sk imming
and phrasing; machine group used rate drills
and exercises in comprehension .

Materials listed and described briefly with
examples.
---------1---~------------------------·~-----

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Students met twice weekly for 8 weeks and paid
a fee equivalent to one unit but did not
receive credit.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Tl~

two methods were equa lly effective for
improving reading rate and cc,mprehension;
printed materials appeared to be. more
effective in improv ing comprehension; either
method demonstrated greater gains in rate and
comprehension than students without
instruction.
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TABLE III

,

CONT.

--------,----------------·-- ~---~----- -~-

STUDY

c.

Beasley

1964

DESCRIPTION

Eastern Tennessee State
University
Dis sertatic.n

-----------~~---------------------------------------·-----------------

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate

---------1----·~ --·-------·--------~----·---~-·~--~~

PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

A reading program to determine if stude n t s
achieve any significa nt and last1ng g ~ lns
f ol l owing instruc tion.

---------11--·--------·--------- ·-- ~------- --- ·

S'1'UDENT
DESCRIPTION

Freshmen enrolled in English JOO, a
reading course. N=l44

fre s h~e~

---- ----·-+--··------·-------~- -----· ~· - ~ ····----- · ~··

PROGRAM
CO NTE~'T

Reading proficiency and at ti t ude to;'ia rd
cri ti c al read i ng task ''rer e cons idere d as most.
pertinent f ac t ors; desc ri~tion o f t he program
included list ing t opics and majoc emphasis .
Int eresting analysis of s tudent s' evalua t ior
o f course cont ent.

-------~~----~-----------------~----------

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Students met 3 times we ekl y in groups of 20
for general discussions of skills and 2 times
for individual lab work.

------·------~~-------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM

EFFECT

Prog ra m resulted in significant and l asting
gains in rate, vocabulary and comprehension;
mo r e initial and residual gains were made by
students in upper 25th percentile than
lovJer; greater gains v:ere made in comprehension
than any other skill.
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TABLE I II 1

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Olson, Sanford

& Ohnrna cht

CONT.

1964

University of Maine
Paper

RESEl\HCH
CON1'ROL

Rating:

PROGI<AM

Evaluated the effectiveness of training in
read ing and study skills in orientation
program.

OBJECTIVE

STUDENT

DESCRIPTION

All fx·eshmen student s enrolled in Coll e ge of
Education were compared to the freshmen class
on another campus.
N=3l9

---

Moderate

(experimental N=l45t control N=l74)

~------+-----~----------------------·

PROGRAH
CON'l"'ENT

·------

Content listed by discussion topics; some
mater ials also included. Lessons included
rate and flexibility, main ideas and
det ni ls, w1derlining a nd SQJR;
limited
description included.

~--------------------~---------~-----------------------------

PROGRAH

OPERATION

PROGl~AM

EFFECT

Program met on alternate weeks for 8 weeks
o nce a week; othe r operational factors
uncertain.

Control was superior to the experimental group
at start of instruction, but experimental
group achieved (test) parity in both
comprehension and rate but not in voc ah~lary.
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TABLE

S'rUDY

DESCRI

---r

Nikas

1965

P~------------

III~

CONT.

State University College of New
York
!-'a per

RESEARCH

COi ;TROL

Rating:

PROGRAM
OBJEC'riVE

Compared a develop!nental teacher oriented
rea ding class to a machine oriented class,
bot h taught at college .level by the same
ins tru c to r but at different semeste r s.

STUDENT

TJppe rclassmen.

Deficient

N:=36

DESCRIPTION
PROGRAN
CONTENT

Tea cher oriented class rece ived demonstra tions
of tecru1iques for effective reading i mprovement; machine oriented class saw prepared
films including les s ons on comprehension, plan
and purpose ~ int ensive and critical. reading,
skimm ing and scanning, ~t 9.J_.

PROGRAN
OPERATI ON

Both sections attended cl a ss 2 times weekly
for a full semester;
other operationa l factors
unce rtain.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Author notes some apparent limitations t o the
st udy; no significant dif f erences fo und
b et \veen groups.

------------·------------·--------------
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TABLE I I I , CON'I'.

-------

;TUDY
rPauk
DESCRIPTION

RESEARCH~~ing:

I

CONTROL

1965

Cornell

Paper

not enough information to

~~equately evaluate.

A brief 6 week study skills course was
corr, ~ ared t o a longer 14 week. speed-study-

PROGRAM

OB.JECTIVE

com; rehension cou rse.

~TUDEN'l' ~

DESCRIPTION

l

College students reportedly matched (after
instruction) on sex, year in school, and SAT

,- -- I scores.

PROGRAM

COl\TENT

- - ---

! s t u d y skills course inc luded how to master a
text, and OK4R study system ( >·l hich include s
"reflection"), notetaking, et al; s peed st ud y course included speed reading plus
study skills (same as in brief course) and
comprehension.
Narrative but
factors.

limi ted de scription of content
----,~-

PROGRAN

Operation factors uncertain.

OPERATION
PROGRi\M

EFFECT

Sta t is tical data was referred to but not
included in the n arrat ive account; statistically significant results favoring the study
skills g r oup in GPA terms was reportedly
foQnd, but statistics were not given .

------------~-------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE III, CONT.

------~-------------· --~~-- -------~-----

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

J. Risenmay

1965

Brigham Young University
Disse rtation

-------------~---------------------·-------------------------------·--·

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

A study counseling prog r am using peer~group
leaders to improve academic ad jus tment.

Moderate

-------------1---------------------------------------------------------Fres i1men students living on c a mpus 1n
STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

residence h all s.
N=647 in itial l y but final N=324 (1 4 7
experimental an d 177 con tr ol )
Groups were n ot equa t ed.

-------t---------·---~--~---·- ----~---·---

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Upper division stude n t -c:oum-;e 1.o r s we r e
selected and t r aine d f o r 30 h o urs, then led a
E.;urvi val or.ientat ion course empha sizing study
skills and tes t interp r e t ati o n i.n sma l l g ro ;_;ps.
Some brief de sc ription of con t en t was included .

PROGRAH
OFERhTION

A ratio of approximately 1 counse l o r fer 8
students met weelcly sessi ons f or a tot a l o: 5
to 6 hours.
Other operation factors uncertain.

PROGR..'\H
EFFECT

Student knowledge of study skills wa s higher
on retest, but whe t her o r- not this knowledge
reflected actual practice was unknown;
persistence 1n school and higher GPA for
the control group, contrary to predicted
outcome (High mortality noted).
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TABLE III

-

S'rUDY
DESCHIPTION

RESE!>.RCH
CONTROL

-·

PHOGRAM
OBJECTIVE

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

.
Gerber

-1966

1

CONT.

Weber State College

-

Dissertation
Rating: Adequate
Attempted to dete nnine experimentally Y.rhich
four alternative orientation study methods
shovred a mar.ked superiority.

0

Freshmen enrolled at Weber State College.
N::::732

f'ROGR-'\H
CONTEN'r

Orien tation course included: study skills 1
choice of major, kn owled ge of rules and
regulations; topical out line included .

PROGRAH
Of'ERATION

Lectures were provided and the "traditional
course" received credit ; ope rat iona 1 factors
'\vere uncertain or not described.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Formal classes limited to a relativel y sm<:.t J 1
size ,.,ere more successful corrununica t ing rules
and regulations than larger classes or no
prog ram; grade performance results \vere
conclusive.

f
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL
PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

-

STUDENT
DESCRI PTI ON

- ·-

1966

E. Foxe

University of Maryland
Dissertation

Rating:

Moderate

I!1vestigated the effects of a brief study
slcills prog ram 1n chemis t ry when a bility and
mot. i vat ion were controlled.
~~

-

-

-

-

Fres·, unen students who comp le t ed Chemistry 1 u.nd
volunteer-ed "'.rere compa red to students "\vho were
not given opportunity to participate.
N=297

(experimental N=73, contr ol N=224)

.
PROGRliN
CONTENT

Lectures given including use of time, use of
tests, li stening and notetaki ng, concent ra ting
and rememberi ng, a nd taki ng e xams; brief
summar ies of all six sessions were given and
instruments and materials for all sessions
included.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

c:'
1 hour sessions with 10 to 18 students
listened and practiced tne skills discussed;
other operational factors uncertain.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Students 111 experimental group were significantly better on post-test meas ures of
vocabulary combined w·ith comprehension;
experimental group found to be significantly
more anxious than comparison group.

~-lX
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TABLE III, CONT.

--------------.-·------------------------------·----------------·
STUDY

L. Stebens

1967

Oklahoma State University

DESCRI P'I'I ON
RESEARCH
CONTROL
PROGRA M

OB.JECTIVE

Dissertation

------Rating:

Hoderate

Purposed to dete r mine be n~?f its der ive d by
pa r ticipa tion 1n rea ding imp rove ment p r og ram 1 n
terms o f reten t ion o f gcli ns 1n r e a di ng skill s
over time; also questio ne d ga ins e xperi enced
by non -par ticipa n t s, Gl-'A, ~ nd aca d em1c
pe rfonna nce .

--·------11--------------- ·- ·- --- ----.- ------S1'UDEf,.T

DESCRIPTION

v ol u n til ~ l. ly i n
the cou r se we r e compared t o a n eq u ivalen t
group o f non - part icipant s.

Ent.e .r ing fresrtinen enrol ling

N=216

( experiment al N: lO B, con trol N=l 08)

---------------r----------------------------·----------------~---------

PROGRAM
CONTENT

Various exercises
comp rehens ion and
ins tr uments, kits
brief explanation

t o deve l o p s t udy s ki lls,
vocabu l a ry were us c di
a nd t e s t s \·:e r e .inclu.Je d and
o f conten t .

-------------~-------·---------------------·-·----- ------·---------------------

PROGRAH
OPERATION

Classes meet for 30 clock ho ur s ove r 9 wee ks :
fee cha rged but no credi t g iven; d iscussi on
a nd pra c t i ce se ss 1on s p r ov i de d a nd both smal l
g r oup and individualized inst ruc ti o n g iven.

--------------~--------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Participa tion resulted in sign i fi cant improvement in academic a chievement and i n r e a ding
rate which were re t ai ned O\'er a 5 s e meste r
period; student s who d i d not recei ve
training a lso improved ~n read ing skills.

-----------------~~------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE III, CONT.

Maxwel l and
Ross

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

-

Unive:r:·sity of Maryl and
Pa.per

-------------

RESEARCH
CON1'ROL

1968

Rating1

None

-

-

---·

____ _______

PROGR..l\M
OB-JECTIVE

A

sattelite lab set in operati on at request of
the sorority as a vol untv. :t'y s e .if-help p r ogram .
..
,.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTI ON

Women students at the Delta Pl-d Epsilon
sorority house.

PROGRl\.!-1
CONTENT

Equipment placed in the lab included a
Controlled Reader~ Tachistascop-e, tape
recorder and tapes and SRA kits.

__

-~---- ·---

PROGRAM
OPERATION

PROGRAH
EFFECT

--·
It was t o have been volunttl r·y se.lf-hf"~lp
program ...dth flexibility of hours and s clfne
counseling assistance available \>i'E:C}~lYz· but
service was not used; intended ope re. r. im·,-.1
fa ctors uncertain due to lacl~ of usage.

--

Only 3 or 4 girls brie fly US Gel ";: he eq-:.~ipment;
a questionnaire on usage wa. s tabula t ed a nd
attitude s urvey conduct e d, equipment removed
after 10 weeks.

11 ~..>

1'1\DLE I I J , C:ONT •

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Svrind le

1968

Texas A & H

Dissertation

RESE?,RCH

CONTHOL

Rating:

FROGP.AH

OB.JEC1'IVE

I

l

An evaluation of the benefits of a study-·

learning course upon subsequent academic
achievements.

------ -·- ---

STUDEN T
DESCRI PTI ON

---~----·

-----

---·--~---·--·

Undergraduat es enrolled in a techniqu~s of
1ean1ing course were compa red to undergraduat es
in diversified career pursuits; primarily male
population but open to all interested st.udents.
N=l252

PROGHAN

Moderate

(experimental=626, control=262)

~~ -;1~e

CONTENT

credit cou r se attempted to c1arl .f y -~;---
develop mature motivational pa tterns and
h .i gner level study s1dlls a s \vell as in.prove
;:eading rate and comprehen si on ; brie f
description was included;
contents sugg~st
developmental concept.

-----·- ·- -+--PROGRAt-f

OPERATION

Methods included lectures, assigned readings,
standardized group testing and supervised
labora tor·y \YOrk; specific ope rat ion factors
uncertain.

--------------}-------------------Us ing cwnulative
PROGHAI'vl
EFFECT

---------

grade point rat io to me?.sure
tb~ ef feet of instruct ion, a sign if icu.n.t
difference was found indicating studen ts who
p3.rticipated in the course "had a better
chance of continuing their college
education;" definite effect on attrition
was identified.
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1'ABLE I I I

STUDY
DESCRI PTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

M. Trautwein

1968

I

CONT.

University of Ninnesota
Dissertation

Rating:

Moderate

------------~---------------------------------------------------·-----PROGRAM
Comparison of t-vro approaches: counseling and

OBJECTIVE

orientation vs. orientn tion a lone as
conducted in a General Psychology class
framework to improv e reading efficiency and
study behavior.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Randomly drawn freshmen.
N=67

(some students elected not to take part).

------------~~---------------------·----------------~---------------

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Semes t er orienta ti on class discussed study
habits and attitudes, read in g rate and
comprehension, and pra cticed these ski lls;
psychology class a pplied skills to coursewo:ck ,
and included various motivational devices.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Classes met once and twice weekly gener~lly
using a lecture - demonstratio~ format.
Lcourse
syllabus included:
235 pps.J

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Students expressed satis faction with training,
but no significant differences in reading
speed and comprehension or study habits as
measured at any of three spaced-time period
were identified.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

R.

~'lilson

1968

University o f Hississ:i.ppi
Dissertation

------------~-------------------------~--------------------------·--- --

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adeqnate

-------------~-----------~---------------------------------------------

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Compared
students
in years
freshmen

academic a chievement of Liberal Arts
who took the e f fective study course
1963 1 1964 and 1965 during their
year.

--------~---------·---~---------------·-----

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Freshmen Liberal Arts students who took
course were compared to a matched group who
did not take course.
N=336

(expe rimental

~=168,

cont rol N=l68)

------------~--------------------------~---------------·---------------

PROGRAM
CONTENT

The two-hour credit cou r se covered not0 t aking 1
time scheduling, study skills; standardized
testing, participation in a rea ding laboratory
and individual counseling; brief cont ent
description.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Group discussions were held but other operational factors were not described.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Higher mean GPA was achieved by the controJ.
group but it was not statisti.cally significant;
students from lower academic levels appeared to
profit more from the course.

Jl8

TABL E III, CONT.

STUDY

3

DE S C-'RIP TION

RESEARCH
CONTROL

-R-.-S-a-~--,-y-e_r_ _l_9_6_9_ _U_n_1_·v~e-r_s_j_t_y_o_f_M_.l-.s_s_o_u_r_i-~;oll :

r
---------------------------~--------------Pape
-Rating:

Moderate

-------------~--------------------~-------------------

l ' ROGAAH
OB..JEC1'IVE

-------------

Investigated success of develo pmental readi n g
program and the effect of reading inst r u ction
and coun s eling on CPA and attrition r ~ t e;
speci f ically the r e lationships betwee n
specialized instruction and aca demic prog~ess
vlere examined.

---- -------~------------------------·--·----·

STUDENT
DESCR I PT I ON

Beginning freshmen student s in engi r.e e ring and
sc i ence with above a verage quanti t a tive sldlls
and belo".r a ve r age verbal skills we r e mat che d
on 5 variables.
N=90
(expe rimental N=30 , control I & I I,
N=30 each )

·- ----- - ------

Bas i c rea di n g materials ,.rere Hi ller' s IW.r:l~ 
bool<;: Increasing Rea ding t::.::- ~j.s_~_en_£Y s upplemented with mecha nical d e v i ces and
Robinson's SQJR study techni qu c~s; ot h er con tent
factors not described.

·- -------------

PROGRAM

OPERATIO!'-i

PROGRi\H
EFFECT

St.udents volunteered for a one hour, no cred i t,
bi-weekly program; counseling s e ssions also
available; other operation factors not
described.

Reading rate and comprehension gains for
experimental students were highly successful;
attrition rates for experimental group were
reduced; GPA diffe r ences in favor of experimental group leveled off after second semester.
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STUDY ~
DESCRIP:~I

R. Sa'<.ryer &
L . ~<J. Hartin

TI I

1969

1-

CONT.

University of t-1 is sour iRolla
Paper

RESEARCH

CONTROL
PROGRM-·1

Rating: Moderate

-------------------------------------

study reported by R. Sawyer, 1969.

OB~..TECTIVE

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

L. Stebe ns & B. Belden

J.970

Paper

RESEARCH

CONTROL

Rating:

PROGRAM

Same study reported by L . Stebens, 19G7 .

Moderate

OBJEcrrrvE

--------·-----------
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TABLE III, CONT.

STUDY
DESCRI PTION

E. Chandler

1970

Michigan State University
Dis sertation

----~--------·-r--------------------------------------------------~------

RESEAHCH

CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate

--------

---·---·--PROGR"l\.t-1
OBJECTIVE

A short term 17 d ay orientation program
ctesi9ned to improve academic achiev·2i!l2 Et,
persistence in college and participat ion in
activities 1vas conducted at. a suzm!1er camp and
on the campus.

--------------:r-----------------·
------------------------·--------------STUDENT
Freshmen who participated were compared to
DESCRIP'l'ION

those who did no t.
N~1,492

(738 participa nts and 754 nonparticipants)

PROGRAH
CONTENT'

PROGRA:t-1
OPER:l\.TIO N

PROGRA:t-·1

EFFECT

Academic content description was not in cluded
although s t udy skills o r ientation w~s lis ted
z;.s having been taught.
Trained peer-group leaders and counselors
cond ucted a week of orientation meetings and
activities in an informal s etting; ot he r
operational factors not incl uded.
A difference in g rade point averages favoring
participants "\vas found.
Non-participants had
greater number of dropo uts and less .i nvolvement in activities; 96% of students recommenli.e d
participation.

12 1

STUDY
DESCRI PTION
RESEAR CH
CONTROL
PROGRAM
OBJECTIV E

-------- -STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Belcher

1971

Pa cific Lu theran Unive rsi ty
1-'a pe r

Rating:

Moderate

Students enrolled in a study skill s c las s or
a developmental reading c lass wen~ compared t o
students not. enrolled in such cou rses.
---------~-------------------· ---·

Full ~time undergr a duate students who wer e
enrol led in either the read ing or study skills
course were compared to randomly selected
control group .

To tal N=35 5

( experimenta l N=40 ; control

N:: 31 4 )

- - - -------·-·-------- -------- PROGRAN
-CONTENT

Re ading e mphasis course used EDL"' mater i a ls
as wel l as prog ra~ned vocabulary, efficient
reading t ext .
Fe\ver students in study course received more
individualized attent ion and had more
di scussi ons.
Limited desc ription of content .

PROGRAM
OPERATION

One group met daily for 4 weeks; g roup B met
twice weekly for 4 months.
Credit was o~ a
pass/f ai l b a sis.
Other operation f act ors not described.

------------~~-- --------------~------------------~-------~-------

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Both groups increased their effecti v e reading
rates significantly, but no significant
differences in GPA were identified.

*Educa tiona 1 Developmenta 1 La bora tory, a NcGravr-Hi 11
subsidiary.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

V'J. Bryan

1971

University of Kentucky
Paper

Rating:

Adequate

--------·-------r-·----·----------------------------------------------------·PROGRAH
ORTECTIVE

Determined the effectiveness of a developmental
course on reading rate 1 comprehension and
efficiency and the permanency of effect;
considered GPA and dropout rate also.

STUDEWi'
DESCRIFTION

Female freshJnen nursing student.s randomly
assigned to experimental or comparison g r oups.
N:::84

----------4-------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAN
CO~ TENT

PROGRP.N
OPERATION

PROGRJ'd. .i
EFFECT

Supplemental and developmental lessons were
taught but no description of course cont ent
'~a s given.

Students met once weekly for 2 hours for 10
weeks. Other operat ional factors were
uncertain.
Experimental group improved significant ly on
mean rate and efficiencY scores but h a d a
significant loss in com~rehension; no
significant differences vrere found in GPA or

dropout rates.
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TABLE Ill, COHT .

--------:--·-------------------------- -"-·J. E. Herman

STUDY

1972

DESCRIPTION

Universit.y of Connec·ticut
Dis.sertation

--·------+--------------------~----·---·-----

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

--------t-------------------·---·--- ~a--~

PROGRAN
OBJECTIVE

Determined effects of intensive 6 wee·k college
reading improvement program on rate;
comprehe nsion and cumulative quality pc.int
ratio over a 14 month period.

.

~~------1- -------------·-------~··----------·--

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Matched pairs of freshmen and sophomo r es '..rere
randomly selected from population en r oll i ng
voluntarily.
N=80

----------..
PROGRAH

CONTENT

(42 freshmen and 38 sophomores)

---------------- ---~--------··------

Complete description of instruction and content
included; speed and comprehension were
emphasized using text and instrument rna teria.ls;
techniques included (1) SQ3R study, (2}
pre-reading, (3) marginal reading, (4) keyword reading, (5) space reading.
Complete syllabus and plans inclnded.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Six week sessions for group and individuaJ.s
met twice weekly for 2 hours; description
included.

-------------~-------------------------------------------------------PROGRAM
Program affected the reading comprehension,
EFFECT
speed and CQPR in a positive manner; increases
were retained over time measured; highly
significant differences in speed and
comprehension found and cumulative effect on
academic achievement for experimental group
noted.
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STUDY
DESCRIP'l'ION
RESEP.RCH
CON'rROL

H. McHa .z:gue

1975

Stanford University
Dissertation

Ra t i ng :

Adequate

-------------4----------------------~----------------------------------·

PROGRAM

OBJ-ECTIVE

STUDENT

DESCRIPTION

Developed o.nd tested three r.ea_ding prog-ra m
operations; developed practica l appl icat ions
for s e lf - managed rea ding technology using
reading eff iciency as the me as ure of a cademic
rea ding t a: sks.

A ~ross- sect ion o f academically ta len b6d
Stanford st udents '"ho vol unta.ri ly p <rl:.icipated
in the course .

N::l08
(T =28 t T =27, T :28, control=24)
1
2
3

-------------4--------------Three one unit
PROGRAM
CON'rENT

PROGR~M

OPERATION

credit courses were o f fered:
(l) Cl a ssro om~ based focused o n academic reading
rate and comprehe n sion~
(2) Self-managed
comple t ed the same taslm but at individual p ace ;
(3) Self-pa ced completed s ame tasks without
self-contro l directions.

Opera tiona l factors differed for each treatment
and were described in the study. All three
treat ments were o ne unit credit courses lasting
one semester.
[Complete syllabus aHd description included]

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Post-test reading efficiency means of the 3
treatments were not significantly dif f erent
from e a ch other, but all three were significantly higher than control group. More
students completed the Classroom-based
treatment.
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--------------~----------------------------------~ ------- -------------

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

.J. D. Brandt

1975

Ohio State Univers ity

Paper

------------~~----------------------------------------------------------

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Adequate

------------~~----------------------------------------------·---------

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

Investigated perfo rmance of t1vo rea.ding rate
instructional methods as associated with
personality factors.

_________,1------------------------------------STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Volunteer students from study skills classes
agreed to participate in smnmer reading
improvement course.
N=55
( T =11, T =12.: '1' =12, '1' =10, control :::: lO)
1
2
4
3

-------------+---·Controlled
---------------------------------------------------·-----approach included kits, instrt~_e nts
PROGRAH
CONTENT

and interesting reading material at steadily
increased rates with 70% comprehension;
Motivated approach used vlarmup drills, and
increased rates according to instructor
signals.
Brief description provided of content.

----------~f------------------------·--------------------------------

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Each group met 2 times weekly for 1 hour for
5 weeks in groups of 10 to 12. Other
OP,erational factors briefly described.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Groups receiving motivated instruction
increased their rate significantly more, but
personality dimensions were not supported.
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S1'UDY
DESC!UPTION

RESEARCH
CONTROL

PROGRAM

B. Tomlinson &
M. Tomlinson

1.975

University of Califo rnia -Riverside
Paper

Rating:

Adequate

--

-

OBJEC'riVE

Adjunct course organized around an
introductory Biology course t.o teach necess u.ry
reading and study skills.

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

Students who voluntarily enrolled in the
course.

-·
N::-:104

(Adjunct=59, Non-adjunct=45)

--PROGPAH

CONTENT

Integrated reading and study strateg ies wit h
content, included surveying techniques, com
prehension and vocabulary development throu gh
content and systema ti c study; included a le cture
review;
brief description o f con tent inclu ded.

PROGRAM

OPER.i\TION

-

PROGR.~H

EFFECT

Voluntary non-credit class met three times
weekly for 8 weeks; other operational facto rs
described briefly.
Students enrolled in the adjunct course
received significantly higher scores on the
mid-tenn than the control group .
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

RESEARCH
CONTROL
PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

M. Hunter

Rating:

1975

University of Northern
Colorado
Dissertation

Moderate

Investigated changes in grade point averages
for students enrolled in either speed reading
classes or study skills classes.

------------·---------------------------------------------------------TYro groups of students were matched 'l:ith year
STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

o f school, sex and composite ACT scores. One
group was enrolled in speed reading, one in
study reading.
N=54

(27 in each group)

PROGRAM
CONTENT

Catalog-type descripti on of courses given;
Reading/study stressed study and flexibility
and was not remedia l in nature; Speed reading
stressed rate and flexibility. Differences
between courses were uncertain and content
description limited.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Both co~rses offered 2 hours credit, but all
other operational factors uncertain.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

Changes in GPA pre and post participation, fall
to spring quarter were calculated; instruction
in both areas appeared to influence GPA
although changes were not significant. Speed
reading students improved more than Study
students.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION

M. Eanet

1976

University of His sou ..
Ku.nsas City
Dissertat'1.on

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Moderate
_._..

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

..._...

___

- -·- - · -

A formative and evalua tive st u dy of a •n e w
study procedure (REAP) using ability t o •.;rite

annot.a t ion s as a key elem~nt
Robinson's SQ3R method.

was comp?~r ed t o

---------

--~

STUDENT
DESCHIPTION

Volunteer undergrn duat.e stude nts enrol lr=d in a
Developmental Reading course were assi gned to
experimental or control sect i ons, then ra ndom
assignments of methods were ma d e . N=l 05

PROGHAM
CONTENT

Samples of the content and general expJ.ana tions
were given. REAP translates as B_ead1 f.~n c ode,
Annotate, and -Ponder· content factors uncert ain.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

Nore instructional time was spent learr:.ing
procedure, "Tlriting, and practicing, but course
included 6 weeks of testing and instru ction;
operation factors uncertain.

PROGRAM
EFFECT

The assessment procedures us e d did not support.
effectiveness of REAP or SQ3R. The am ount of
familiarity time needed to acquire effi cient
study techniques may be under estimate'
a.

.
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Course Content of

Uncla~:; sified

Stu9it~ ~.

Of the sixty-·si:x

studies reviei·ied , seven did not supply suff ic ient infor.rna tion
about their population to allow the investigator to classify
the study.

(1965),
(1967),

171
174

Parker (1963),
Ray (1965),

172

Mattern (1972) .

169

Rose (1964),

170

Draper

Kelly and Hech (1967),

173

Scheller

175

Content factors for three of these studies were
provided in only a limited way.

Parker's (1963) popular

course was open to any student at the UniveLsity of North

169

\'{alter R. Parker, Jr., "An Evaluation of the
Eff·ectiveness of a College-Level Reading I-rograrn,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill), University Hicrofilms, Ann Arbor ,
Michigan, 1963, 64-1881.

170

.
Harr1et Rose, "Report of Three Semesters of
Voluntary Reading Improvement at the University of I\entucky ,"
(Journal of Reading, Vol. Vlll, No. 2, November 1964),
126-129.
171
'
h'
.
:t--!erle R. Draper, " Th e Relat1ons
.1p of Learn1ng
Style to Reading Achievement and Academic Ad justment,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Indiana University),
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1965, 66-3114.
172 Darrel D. Ray, "Th e Permanency of Ga1ns
.
.
Hade 1.n
a
College Reading Improvement Program," (Journal of Educational
Researc~, Vol. 59, No. 1, September 1965~)
173

rnga Kelly and Dorothy Mech, "The Relutionship
Between College Reading Laboratory Experience a nd Gains in
College Grade Point Average," (Journal of the Readinq
Specialist, Reading World, Vol. 7, No. 2, 1967.)

174

'I'homas Scheller, "Effects on Academic Grades of
Enrollment in a Reading Course," U.S. Educational Resources
Information Center, ED 018 211, 1967.

175p atr1c
. k M. Mattern, "~•atural
.
. .
Rea d.1ng Rate Tra1n1ng
and Psychological Correlates of Success," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Syracuse University), University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1972, 73-9546.
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Carolina willing to pay the $2.00 fee.

He emphasized word

attack, mechanics of rate, comprehens ion and study skills.
However, only an outline of the course was provided in his
dissertation, and the specifi c ma terials used were not
included.

176

Rose's (1964) program 1·ras offered to students

volunteering in re sponse to a notice and included lessons
from SRA Lab IV, but no further descriptions were provided.
Ray's (1965) report briefly described content factors as an
. 178
"eclectic approach."
A summary of content descriptions
of Uncl ass ified Studies has been included in Table IV.

176
Parker, loc. cit.
177 Rose, lac.
178Ray, op.

Cl.' t •

'+Cl.-.,

pp. 20.

177
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF UNCLASSIFIED PROGRAHS

1960 - 1977
7 STUDIES

POPULATION N=684

Control Ratings
Adequate

= Good

Moderate

= Minor

research design
limitations

Deficient = Serious design problems
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TABLE IV

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

w.

-

-·
Parker

1963

University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
Dis sertat ion

RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Deficient

-

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

An individualized, voluntary, non-credit.
reading program.

STUDENT
DESCRIP'£ION

Any enrolle d student

---------~.-. --

in the urli versity.

Actual N:l23 (150 students volunt eered from
717 total en r ollees)

-----PROGRAM
CONTENT

Emphasis given to rate, comprehensi on, study
habits, vocabulary and spelling.
Limited content description included
nature of program uncertain.

and

PROGHAH
OPERZ\ TI ON

Diagnostic testing and individualized
instruction apparently enhanced a cceptance of
this 9 week prograrr. ; 3 meetings per il.reek; fee
$2 charged.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Median gains and p e rcentages of chang e indicat.e
students made gains in rate and comprchen:3 ion;
gains were not stable 5 months after conclusion
of the course, but did reflect gains over entry
rate; little or no relationships found bet..-..reen
rate, comprehension and GPA.
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TABLE IV

STUDY
DESCHIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL
PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

-

S'l'UDENT
DESCRIPTION

-

PROGRAM
CONTEWr

H. Ro se

.
1964

t;ON'f .

-

University Of Kentucky
Paper

--- -

Rating:

Deficient

-----

Assessed whether classe::; 1n reading improvement.
vrere bene f icial and worthwhile to studromts ctnd
c o uld be conducted inexpensivel y and sir.1ply a.t
a large unive r sity.

___

Vo lunteer students.

.,

-..:·-

-

-

N=76

- ---and

SRA Lab IV v:as used as course conte nt

included only a s amp ling of listening and
notetaking exercises.
Limited description of c ontent factors.

-·
PROGRAM
OPERA'riON

Classe s met in smal l groups twice 'iveekly for
o n e hour.
Limited d e scription of operation fact o rs.

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Imp r ovement in both speed and comprehension
a t tained by majority of students, even those
directed by inexperienced teachers.
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STUDY
DESCRIPTION
RESEARCH
CONTROL

H. Draper

1965

Indiana University
Dissertation

Ratings

Deficient

PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

Investigated the interrelationships of learning
style to reading achievement and academic
adjustment.

STUDENT
DESCRI PTI ON

Second semester freshrnen voluntarily en r olled
in Education XlOO, a Reading-Study course.
N=97

PROGRAM
CON'l'ENT

No description of content facts was given:
"each instructo r conducted semesters' work
using methods and materials he considered
appropriat e ••• " (pp. 50)

___________ _______________________________
,

PROGRAH
OPE&"\'l'ION

No description of operc..tion facts -vras given:
"each instructor conducted semest e rs' work
using methods and materials he considered
appropriate •.• " ( pp. 50)

PROGRAH
EFFECT

Findings indicate the scale used to determine
learning style do not conclusively
differentiate students according to reading
achievement and academic adjustment; instruinent
may be useful for self-understanding.
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rrABLE IV I CON'l'.

----.--,.-----------------~--------- ·---·

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

Ray

1965

University of Oklahoma
Paper

RESEARCH

CONTROL

Rating:

PHOGRAM

A program designe d to improve all
reading p r oficiency.

OBJECTIVE

Deficient
typ.:~ s

of

--------i----------- ------··-------------~-

STUDENT
DESCRIP1'ION

Students at the univer-sity enrolled in the
reading improvement cou rse l-lho voluntarily
returned for re testing. N=65

-------------~---·--------------------------------------------------

PROGRAH
CONTENT

Included lectures devo t ed to all types of
reading and to the development of a flexible
approach to reading materials; actual c ontent
factors uncertain although d E~scrib2d briefly
as an "eclectic ap proa ch."

-------------~·-------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM

OPERATION
PROGRAM
EFFECT

Participants met 30 clock hours; other
operation factors uncerta.in or r~ot describe d.

Retest results after 3 and 6 months indicated
when significant gains ":ere made, they were
retained without significant loss in rate,
comprehension or vocabulary skills.
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'f-ABLE IV .• CCNT .

~'I'UDY--~
DESCRIPTION

I

and Mech

1967

Washington State
University
Paper

------------··
- r-·----·------------------------·-----RESEARCH
CONTROL

Rating:

Deficient

------------·4-----·------------------------------·--------------------Explored the relationship between attendance

PR•JGPAH
OBJECTIVE

STUDENT
DESCRIPTION

at a college reading improvement lab and
acad em ic performance over a period of 3
seme:.:; ters.
Selected reading lab participants were matched
to non-participants on basis of predicted
GPA.
N=46

(23 matched pairs)

PROGRAH
CONTENT

No description of content factors given.

PROGRAM
OPERATION

No description of operation factors given.

PROGRAN
EFFECT

Preliminary study indicated no significant
differences between GPA of groups by ability
or major; however, science and math majors and
education majors enrolled in reading showed a
statistically significant difference in
cumulative GPA after 3 semesters; suggests
further study needed.
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TABLE IV, CONT.

---STUDY

T. G. Scheller

1967

-------

uz:iversity of Ninnesota

DESCRIPTION

Paper

-

RESEARCH
CON'f"ROL

Rating:

·-

Deficient

.

PROGRAH
OBJECTIVE

Studied the effects of instruction 1D college
reading particularly as reflected by changes
in reading scores and GPA.

STtJDEN'r

Random sample of freshmen enrolled in
educational skills course compared t.o random
sample of non-enrollees. N=220

-

DESCRIPTION

PROGRAH
CONTENT
PROGRAM
OPERATION
PROGRAM
EFFECT

-

-

No description of content factors was includ ed.

No description of operational factors was
included.

-

-

Experimental group 1-ras "favored", but
differences were not significant; students
improved speed, comprehension and vocahulary.
Study neglected to give post-test to control
group so data of change without instruction
was not collected.
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'!'ABLE IV, CONT.

P. Hattern

STUDY
DESCRIPTION

1972

Syracuse University
Dissertation

RESEARCH
CONTHOL

Rating:

Deficient

-------------+.---·-----------------------------------------------------PR.OGRAM
Attempted to identify a superior method of
OBJEC'!'IVE

1

accelerating reading rate using both a
structured and an unstructured course; nonproject~ve _p~rsonalit. y test information was
also gat.herea.

_S_T_U_D_E-·l-\l'T----1-~-~~lunteer
DESCRIP1'ION

PROGRAM
CONTENT

student: enrolled at the university
\o7ho paid nominal fee (high mortality noted).
N:57

Structured rate improvement used Sack--Yourman
tnaterials to explain, examine, practice nei.,
skills; unstructured course examined a number
of approaches and practiced any combination
that appeared to be efficient.
Limited content descriptions.

PROGRAM
OPERP.TION

Ten contact hours in five weeks '\vhich
utilized discussion and practice of two
techniques in groups of 11-20; other
operational factors not described.

PROGRA.H

No personality characteristics correlated
significantly with the ability to profit from
rate instruction; there was significant
advantage for students in structured course;
concluded that college students can be taught
to read faster in a 10 hour program.

EFFECT

13 9
Sumnp ,-y of

Coursr~

Conte n t :?actor£_ .

t-· :ro·;;r<)!t1 Content 1. n this

se c tion was separated into four divisi ons :

Cor re c t i ve

Programs, Academic Support Programs, Developmental
and Unclassified Programs.

~rograms ,

Content descripti o ns in all of

these categories were fow1d to be inadequate and non-specific
with only a few notable exceptions.
tended to provide

les~ons

Corrective

~ rogra m s

in vocabulary, readi n g skills,

comprehension and study skills.

Supp01.·tive

P rogJ~ ams

indicated a tendency to utilize study skill.::; and counse li ng
approaches.

Developmental Programs tended:

(l ) to repo rt

content in more detail, although still inad ec; uate fo r
replica ti on and analysis purp_oses,

(2) to give attention to

critical reading-comprehension skills and subskills, and
(3) to provide reading rate and/or reading fl exi b ili ty
instruction.

Seven studies did not provide adequate

de s criptions of their student population to permit
classification and for this reason were considered in an
Unclassified Program category.
Reports of Course Operational Fa ctors
The sixteen Program Operational Factors considered
in t.his section have been described in Chapter 1 on page
of this study.

12

These factors, which were identified in

the Fairban}cs study and are reviewed in this section were
related to:

(1) the length of instruction, (2) use of class

time, (3) group or individualized approach and size of group,
(4) credit or non-creqit status, and (5) voluntary or required
basis for enrollment.

A

sun~ary

of reported Operational

140

Factors has been included ir. T<:!bles I, II, III and
numerically summarized in Tables IV and V.

14 1

TABLE V
SU:t-1MARY OF PROGRAMS

'!'ABLE I

CORRECTIVE PROGRAHS
(24 STUDIES)

POFUI.ATION N::!3,926

TABLE II

ACADEMIC SU.F PORT PROGRJI.MS
(9 S'l'UDIES)

POPULATION N:::::789

TABLE III

DEVELOPMENTAL PROGF.AMS
(26 STUDIES)

POPULATION N=6,749

TABLE IV

UNCLASSIFIED PROGRAMS
(7 STUDIES)

POPULATION N==784

DUPLICATE STuDIES REPORTED (3 STUDIES)
TOTAL

66 STUDIES

N

NO'l' INCLUDED

POPULATION

N=12~157

Ss

/

14~
/

investigation "as examined for its description of the
following factors:
1.

Length of instruction:

of the twenty-four

programs in this category, fourteen reported students
participated thirty hours or more; only one program
reported fewer than nine hours of instruction.
2.

Use of class time:

twelve corrective programs

reported using the lecture method and ten programs provided
opportunity for classroom practice of skills taught.
3.

Group size:

seven programs reported groups of

11-20 students; only one program reported completely
individualized instruction.
4.

Credit status:

seven programs reported offering

some form of credit for corrective

work;however, the credit

status reported by fourteen programs was uncertain.
5.

Enrollment:

nine programs required attendance,

six reported voluntary enrollment and the enrollment
conditions of eight programs

were uncertain.

Operational Factors of Academic Support Programs.

Greater

diversity in descriptions of course operational factors was
noted in this category of investigations.
1.

Length of instruction:

no distinctive pattern of

length of instruction appeared in this category.
2.

Use of class time:

seven studies reported

predominate use of lecture method; however, all other
factors in this category were uncertain.
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3., 4., 5.

No disti nct i v e pat t e rn was appare nt

in size of groups , credi t s t a t u s , or method of e nrollment.
9.J?..e r ?.t.}S,~]}a 1 _ F? c t .9L.?-2.f

De ~l:_~ll..t..~L P rJ?.9.!:.9J!l~.

Trends

apparent in the ex pe rimenta l litera ture describing college
reading-study programs o pen to all

studen~s

indicated the

following patterns.
1.
t~<renty

Length of inst ruc ti on:

twelve progra ms reported

or more hours of inst r. uct ion in the twe nt y-four

studies exa mined in this c ateg o ry; i n eight studies, the
hours of ins truction were uncertain.
2.

Use of class Lime:

sevent een s t ud i e s did nbt

report use of class time in sufficient detail to
_cc:ttegorize; eleven studi es indica ted the lecture method
pre dominated.
3.

Group size:

of t.hese t'venty-five studies, a l most

half ( tw·el ve) reported group size in less than definite
manner; eight studies reported group size between 11-20,
and only five studies reported groups larger t.h.an twenty-one
students.
4.

Credit status:

reporting in this category did

not reveal patterns, although nine studie~ did report
offering cyedit for part icipation.
5.

Enrollment:

fourteen studies indicated

participation on a volunteer basis; only four studies
indicated required participation
reporting again limited findings.

however uncertain
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f..Q~I§..S_Cont ent

o f gnclas s i. f i t? d

i-' .rograms

were uncertain in these categories.

.

Nearly all factors

Findings "'ere

sum.:."nar ized in Table IV.
Summary of Reports of_Q£er.at.iona l Factors
Program Operational Factors included:
of instruction,

(2) use of class time,

(1) the length

(3) group size,

(4) credit status and (5) basis of enrollment.

Few programs

reported the specific factors c a lled for in the sixteen
program ope rational factors ident.ified by Fairbanks.
Of t wenty-four Correctiv2 Programs, two-thirds
(sixteen) r e ported stud e nts a ttended lecture-type courses
for more than

t~enty

hours,

Patterns for the ten Academic Support P rograms were
uncertain.
Within Deve1cpm2ntal Programs, lecture and practice
methods prevailed and more than twenty hours of participation
were utilized in almost half (twelve) of the studies
reported.
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SUM.t~ RY

OF REPOETED OPERATIONAL
S~rUDIES

FACTORS FOR 66
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Instruction
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TABLE VI

SUHHARY OF REPOR TE D OPER?.TIONAL
FACTORS FOR 66 STUDIES, CON'r.

Credit
Status

Group Size
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IV.

EM PI RICAL RESEARCH FINDINGS

Numerous experimental studiEs to determine the
effectiveness of reading-study skills instruction have b<?en
conducted by doctoral degree c andi d ates and other reading
.
researc h ers across t }&e nat1on.

s anteusa n1o
. 179

.
d
rev1ewe

this research and concluded that the effectiveness of college
reading programs has not been established primarily because
of research control I\1Gthods of the studies reported,
.
( 1960 )180 found p arL1clpat1on
. .
.
.
Ent¥TJ.s1e
:tn
colleg·2 rea d'
.. u&g

programs favored inst1·uction while several more recen t
reviews indicated mixed findings.

181

However Fai r bankss

investi.gat ion of eighty-·seven studies completed since 1930,
ranked in tenn s of research control 1 found the research
quali t:y of college reading-impr-ovement progTc.rn .investiga tions
has improved particularly

sine(~

t he 1950's.

The results of

adequately controlled studies indicc.ted a successful
tendency for students \V'ho participated in such programs.

182

l79 Santeusan1o,
.
.
1 974 , op. c1t.,
pp. 64 .
180 D. R. Entinsle,
.
.
.
"Evaluat1ons
of Stu d y .Slulls
Courses: A Review," (,Journal o.f Educa_tional_Re.§.§@_££.!!, 1960),
pp. 243-251.
181

E. Wright, 1961, op. cit.; Behnar and Weinberg,
"Ingredients of a Successful Treatment Program for UnderAchievers," (Jou rnal of Counseling PsycholQgY, 1970),
pp. 1-7; C.E. Tillman, "Heasuring Outcomes in College Reading
Programs," College Reading:
I--roblems and ?rograms, (National
Reading Conference, 21st Yearbook, Boone, North Carolina ,
1962), pp. 205-212.
182 N. Fa1r
. b an k s, "RelatJ.ons,up
.
~ .
Between Researc h
Control and Reported Results of College Reading Improvement
Programs," Readino: Convention and Inguirv, (Nation;ll Reading
Conference, 24th Yearbook, Clemson, South Carolina, 1975),
pp. 80-93, 85.
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This controversy
around the question,
scholastic success?"

~mong

cx~erts

appears t .o center

"Does reading training correlate l-dth
Previous

a~; sumptions

by ea r lier

researchers that reading-·Etudy instruction irr.proved studen t s •
ability to cope with the d emands of college r eading and
study has been subject to chi1lleLge.

It is interesting to

speculate whether the research concerns of any other academic
discipline includes as much ef f ort t8 establish the validity
of that disciplin2, as has the literature of college
reading.
The measurements selec ted to indicate e ffecti veness,
while also subject to debate, have primarily utilized one or
a combination of the follmv-ing fa ctors:

(1) changes in raw

reading );"ate and comprehension and/or vocabulary sco res ;
( 2) changes in reading efficiency, which 1-ras computed by

multiplying reading rate times comprehension;

(3) changes in

grade point average attributed in part t.o improved reading
skills which leads to an assumed increase in academic
competence; (4) changes in the withdrawal or attrition rate
for the population undergoing reading-study instruction; and
(5) combinations of the above factors.
Heasurement of prog1·am effectiveness has been further
confounded by a · number of instructional variables such as the
twenty-eight program content factors and seventeen program
operation factors identified by Fairbanks and discussed
previously in this chapter on page 142.

A summary of the

effects of instruction for all programs reviewed using the

149
factors listed ahove wa s included

ln

Tables I, II, III, IV.

Chanaes in _Reqding Rate and Cornp r·ehension
One primary area of interest in the studies examined
was the investigation of change in reading rate and comprehension.

While investigators appear to agree that an

increased ability to read rapidly with understanding was a
desirable and even essential college skill, they could only
assume that
pursuits.

stud~~nts

would employ the new skills in academic

The relationship between the increased ability to

read and understand college materials at more effective rates
and its subseque nt application to academic achievement has
been discuss ed '.mder Changes in Academic Achievement.•
.Investigators pursued inquiries into the effects of rate and
comprehension instruction diligently.
to answer:

Generally they sought

Can students be taugr.t to read college text

materials faster and with greater understanding?
. It is interesting to note that none of the studies
revie\ved

investigated only the effect of reading rate as a

factor in developing more effect.ive college readers, but
combined both rate and comprehen3ion as determiners of
effect.

This may suggest some agreement by reading

authorities that the physical act of reading words (i.e.
speed reading) must operate within the context of understanding, v:hatever that act of comprehending may be.

150
1,. 183
+.
Ranl'\.J.n
sugges_s
that rate and compt-e h ens1on
are not

adequa ·te measures of prograr.1 effectiveness, and proposed a
believt"~d

model of "reading fle.xibi lit.ies" \'>rhich he

'\t.ras

related to differences in the difficulty level of materials,
differences in readers' psychological state and purpose of
reading, or differences in external environment.

attention to reading rate gains per se and greater attention
to other va.riables of reading comprehensi on a.nd study 'r!ere
noted as a trend in correcti ve program reporting.
increased reading rate and comprehension
Clark ( 1963)

184

However,

were reported by

.
185 .
186
Hankln ( 1963),
H~ r-ger ( 1966),

1

Regensberg (1966),

187

Carpenter (1971),

188

.
189
Rate}an (1971),

. h ( 1 g-3)
Swalm and Cox ( 1971,
) 190 G. Wr1g.t
1
, 191 and Reese
(1975).

192

183 Earl C • Rank1n,
.
,.
"T h e Measurement of R,eao1ng
Flexibility: Pr oblems and Perspectives," (Ne>·:ark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1974.)
184 C1ar k

1

1 oc. c1. ....
.L

185 Ran 1~.
..o.n, loc. cit.
186
187

Berger, lac. cit.

Regensberg, loc. cit.

188

Carpenter, 1oc. cit.

189 Rate'ln,
k'
.
loc. c1t.
190

Swalm and Cox, loc. cit.

191 G. Wr1g
. h t, loc. c1t.
.
192

.
Reese, loc. c1t.
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?-an1~in (196~). 193 , 1.!1 an 3 ttempt to determine the
effects of speed training compared to comprehension
emphasis, utilized ninety-six students with poor comprehension.

Few o f tl1ese exceeded the 50th percentile on

national reading nonns.

Contrary to expectations, the

speed-emphasis group read significantly faster with no
significant differences in vocabulary, comprehension or
total reading test score over the comprehension-emphasis
group.

Rankin suggests one possible c a use of poor

comprehension may be the act o f reading slowly in itself.
194
perger (19661

Si911if icant gains in rate and

flexibility v1ere made by all four groups participating in
the study by BergerJ but no gains were made in comprehension.
'The Paperback Scanning method produced superio r results t .o
use of the:

(1) Tachistascope, (2) Controlled Reader and

(3) Controlled Pacer for gains in rate.
Carpenter and Sa\ryer (1971)

195

found that initial

reading scores for the experimental reading group were
significantly lower than the control group but improved to
the extent that they exceeded the control group on reading
rate, and differences in vocabulary were no longer significant.
These reading rate gains were made with no loss of comprehension.

193
194
195

.
Rank1.n, loc. cit.
Berger, loc. cit.
Carpenter and Sawyer, loc. cit.
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fh_Wright (1973)?

96

Di s advantaged urban student s

made significant gains in rate, vocabuJ.ary, and comprehension
in each of three instructional strategies , although largegroup, teacher-directed, forced-.. pace methods produced the
most significant gains when combined 1..ri th individual
practice sessions.
Non-siguificant differences in rate and/or comprehension were reported by Mattila (1960),
Whittaker (1971), ;:; nd Colvin (1972).

Phillips (1969),

Mattila noted poor

environrnental factors and motivational influences may have

19 7 Ph .
'
d h er f1nd1ngs.
'
.
'
1111ps
b 1ase

(1969) reported gains in

comprehension for Teacher-guided students over both other
treatments and control groups, but these were not
·significant.

She suggested the tests used for evalua tive

purposes may have been too difficult for the students and
.
d t h e fln
. d'1ngs. 198
consequently may h ave d 1storte

Whittaker

(1971) found the Machine-oriented group appeared to have a
slight advantage over the text-oriented group but no
statistical differences were identified.

However, he did

note visual regression tendencies 1vere more prevalent amor..g

.
199
text-boo ]( readers an d t h ose who wen? sporad1c readers.
Colvin (1972) found so little improvement among four groups

196
197

G. Wright (1973), loc. cit.
.
.
Matt1la, loc. c1t .

198 Ph'll'
1 1ps, loc. cit.
199 wh'1.ttaker,

133

using three reading approaches that he discontinued further
. 200
analys.1s.

Rate and Comprehension Changes in Academic Support

Proq~~'2:..tn.2.•

Of the nine programs reported which offered instruction to
students on academic probation, and analyzed in this
category, only one (Keetz, 1970)

201

utilized reading rate as

a partial measure of program effectiveness in this category.
Keetz investigated the effectiveness of a reading and study
skills program for students enrolled .1n
quantitative reasoning.

~curses

requiring

Reading and study skills were t<.·L<ght

and practiced vlith both texts and equipmen t during· group and
individualized sessions dealing with s pe cific student
deficiencies for the one semester of this study.

Students

were found to read slowly in scientific materials but no
other significant findings were reported.

Keetz suggests the

tests which were utilized appeared to measure subject s ' rate
but not their level of comprehension.
Rate and Comprehension Changes in Developmental Proorar,;s.

In

the twenty-six studies reviewed which offered programs of a
developmental nature for entering freshmen or general

colle~e

students, twelve reported gains in reading rate and/or
comprehension while only three found no significant differences

in this factor.
200

colvin (1972), loc. cit.

201K ee t z, loc ·. cit.
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Students recei \d ng instruct ion demonst rated gr e ater
ga1ns in both rat e a nd comprehensi o n than students without
inst ruction in a number of studies compar ing a variety o f
instructional strategies:
(1964),
1969b),
(1972),

203

Foxe (1966),

206

204

Belcher (1971),

209

Brandt (1975),

\212
L ong Lll0
. ::; 6")
'.!::....~!..
of

Long (1962},

instructi on~

202

Stebcms ( 19 67),
207

210

Bea s ley
205

Bryan (1971),

208

Savtyer (1 969a ,
Herman

and Mdiargue (1975) . 211

This inve stigat o r fo u nd two methods

a pr int ed-mater1.a ls approQch compared to a

machine-cent e r ed app roa ch, were equally effective for
improving reading rate and contp rehens ion , although the
printed materials approach appe ared to be more effective in
improving c omprehensi on scores.
Foxe {196 6 )

202
203
204

213

noted that experimenta l stu,d.ents in

Long, loc. cit.
Beasley, loc. cit.
Foxe, lee. cit.

205 S t· ebens, loc .
206
207

209
210

212
213

Sawyer, loc. cit.
.
Belcher, loc. c1t.

208

211

.

Clt.

Bryan, loc. cit.
Herman, loc. cit.
Brandt, loc. cit.
McHargue, loc. cit.

Long, loc. cit.
Foxe, loc. cit.
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her study made signific;-.1 nt g a ins in rate and vocabulary a.nd
listening comprehension; those students were also
significantly mo r e anxious than t he comparison group.
Stebens ( 1967~

214

found th::1 t students who did not

receive inBtruction also improved their reading skills, but
the improvement was not as great as those receiving
instrur.tion.

This study lends support to the position

advocated by Gla.dfe1ter in 1 9 40 \-:h a t the dema nds of college
reading tasks themselves aid in improving reading skills.
Both
(1972)

215

"-'t:~ l1 - cont.rolled

and designed studies by Herman

and McHargue (1975)

216

used volunteer cross-

sections of r.otc-l l university pDpulations.

They foun d positive

effects and marlced improvEml?.nt of statistical signi f ict1nce
' in their subjects' ability to read college material at
adequate rate with ade q ua te

comp~ehension;

over control

subjects who did not receive such instruction.
Only three studies of the total group of deYelopmental
studies 'vhich were examined report.ed no significant
difference in rate and comprehension and these studies had
other limiting factors.

1.

These studies were:

Feinberg, Long and Rosenheck (1962)

217

concluded

the results of a mandatory course were invalid due to

214

215
216

Stebens, lac.
Herman, lac.

.

c~t.

.

c~t.

NcHargue, lac. cit.

217 Fe1n
. be rg, Long and Rosenheck, lac. cit.
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n e ga ti ve re sponse to such required inst ructi on and the
n egat ive testing attitude of t hei r subjects.
2.

Limitations in the study itself were believed

to have negatively influenced the findings by Nikas

(1965)

218

•

3.

Trautwein {1968)

219

noted students exp re ssed

satisfaction \lith the cotmseling-orientation-study course.
although no significant differences in reading speed.
comprehension or study skills were identified by them.

The term Reading Efficiency was introduced into the
voca.bulary o f reading scholars by Miller (1956) to descr ibe
.
t h e p'lenomena
of both rea d 1ng
and compreh en d.1ng. 220
1

Since

both reading rate and comprehension are crucial part:s of the
reading process, he argued that any measure of reading
effectiveness must take both factors into account.

McHargue

offered a swnmary of the debate over this aspect of measurement
2?1
which considered the opposing groups of scholars. ~
Interested readers may review the following articles for

219 1rautwe1n,
1
•
1 oc. c1t.
•
220

.
.
.
. .
Lyle L. M1ller, Increas1ng ReadJ.ng Eff1c1encv.
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and ~Vinston, 1956).
221~,
rLC Hargue,
Op,

Cl' t . ,

pp. 3 - 8 ,
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further di s cussi oD:

Miller (19 56 ),

222

Farr (1960),

223

. 224
225
Carver and Darby ( 1972),
and Ranldn
Braam (1963),
(1974).

226
Three recent Development<).! studies reported the usc

of this measurement of program effectiveness:
Herman (1972), and McHargue (1975).

Bryan (1971),

All three of these ivell

controlled studies have been discussed previously 1n this
chapter and were also included i r1 the surarnary charts of
Tables I, II, I II.

Both Hennan and McHargue included

extensive explanations of course content in their report:> .
Reading Efficiency measures of effectiveness were not
reported by Corrective or Academi c Support Program
investigators.
Changes in Grade Point Averaae
Academic achievement was utilized as a criterion for
evaluation of program effectiveness for a number of years.
Fairbanks credited one of the earliest program reports to
Farr in 1931, but noted this measure was still a less

222

L. Miller, 1956, 1970, op. cit.

223

1LC. Farr, "Reading-·What can be Heasured?",
(Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1 969.)

224

.
d
.
. . .
.-...._
L. Braam, "Develop1ng an Heasur1ng Flex1bJl1ty ln"'
Reading," (!he Reading Teacher, 1963, 16), pp. 247-251.

225

R.P. Carver and C.A. Darby, Jr., "Analysis of
Chunked Reading Test and Reading Comprehension," (Journal o f
Reading Behavior, 1972, 5), pp. 282-296.

226

See also E.C. Rankin, "The Neasurement of Reading
Flexibility," 1974, op. cit.
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r ea rl ing tes t scores until

freq uent mea n 3 of evaluation
.
l
227
t h c past two oecaces .

I n an 0 ften q uoted arti cle b y the

pz·ominen t reading authority Hubinso1 1} the use of academic
achievement as t .he
promoted.

ain~

cr..v.a

IU.h'l. o f

pro ,~ rc, m ev~luation -vras

This position has been accepted by subs equent

investigators such as Bloomer_ (1962),
Hafner (1966),

230

and Colvin (1.9 7 2).

HovTcver , 1--fari:.ha Hax'i·.rel l
progra ~

228

Pauk (1965),

229

231

(1971) h a s a rgued that p.rope r

eval uation i n cludes a variety of fact ors, among

"\olhich may indeed be academic a chievement , but grades shouJ d
not be used as the sole criteria, as they may h<n.-e bee n in
.
232
prev1. ous st u d 1es.

Nct[argue

(1975) suggests that rea ding programs,

regardless of methodology and evaluative measures , must move
from a "surviva l of the fittest" concept

(i.e. wrlich is the

best method) to one v.rhich offers options so tha t

individual

.
.
.
233
students are tra1ned
to t h e1r
capac1ty.

The most frequentl y used measure of academic achieve-

227F a1r
. ba n k.s , op. c1t.
.
27.8 Bloomer, op. c1. t .

229
230
231

Pauk, op. cit.
Hafner, op. cit.
colvin (1972), op. cit.

232 Har t h a Haxwell, "·valuatlon
E
.
of College Rea d'lng
and Study S Kills Programs," (U. S . Educational Re s ources
Information Ce nter, Hay 1970), ED 045 294.

233

t-lclla rgue, op. cit., pp. 26.

) ~
l .c:o

~n

ment util ized

ex.~; rd. ncd

the s tudies

in

the pres ent

inve st iga tion was , however, grade point average.

Othe r

formulas to compute such averages 'vere prop os ed.

.S"l'i n.dle

(1968) 234 and Herman (1972)

235

u til ized a Cumulative Qu::.l lity

(grade) Point Ratio (C.Q.P.R.) to determine program
ness of their development a l programs.
Gatewood (1974)

236

e f f c c~ive-

TurnGr, Sa is and

used a Quarte rly Point Average ( Q.P .A.)

which utilized previous measures o f academic performa nce to
compute gain or decrease scores.
Four studies includ e d reviews of o the r college
reading imp roveme nt programs which utilized academic
achievement a s a measure o f program effectiveness:
(1960) , 237

.

Wr~ght

Entwisle

(1960) , 238 Bednar and lve.1nberg
.
19...,0)
'·' -1

and Fairban ks (1972) •

240

,

239

Entwi sle reported in tahular form

the type of students enrolled, evaluati on c r iteria tH.i J.ized ,
baseline of comparison, methods for control l i ng

bias~

and

241
.
d late
.
an d 1 ongrange resu lt s.
b o th 1mme

Fairbanks also summarized both irmnediate and longrange

234 Sw1n
. d le, loc. c.1t.
.
235H erman,

236

237

loc. cit.

Turner, Sais and Gatewood, loc. cit.
Entwisle, loc. cit.

238 E. Wr1g
. h t,

239
240
241

loc. cit.

Bednar and Weinberg, loc. cit.
.

.

Fa.1rbanks, loc. c 1 t.
.

·.

Entw1s le, 1dem.
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effects on 9rade poir.t average
1930-1972.

for: seventy-nine

Her charts also included program

~nd

studies from
population

descript ionsb research controls used, and the correct ion for
.
. . d l.n
.
u t 111.ze
eac h
b 1as

.

.

t

•

l.HYt~stJ.ga,: J.cn.

242

Tables I, II, III h ave presented t he results of this
investigation and summary of program effect.

Ce rtain studies

have been selected for additional c:ttenlion in the narrative

review \rhich follOioJ'S ~
Q.r ade Point

AV~_@~

Eff e ct§._i p~'}r~t i ve t.: r.ogra.ms.

Fourteen

p ro grams u tilized academi c achievement to indica t e some

measure

o~

prog r am effectivene ss.

indicated no

Clarl<. (1963L

changes .

(1970)

significa~t

245

Of this gr o up only four

diffe rences in grade poin t

243

aver~ge

.
244
Re;1ensberg (1966),
G. Friend

and Reese (1975) •

246

A brief review of the stud:\es

follows; a complet e review of all studies was included in
Table I.
Clark

(1963~. 247

Identify ing the reading difficulty

and p r oviding corrective treatment for

fres~nen

from widely

242 Fa1r
. b"a nks, "Relat1.onsrnp
'
'· ' Between Researc h Control
and Reported Results of College Reading Improvement Programs,"
(Clemson, South Carolina: National Reading Conference, 1975),
pp. 80-93.
243

Clark, loc. cit.

244
"Regensberg, loc. cit.

245 G. Fr1ena,
.
' loc. c1t.
.
246

247

Reese, loc. cit.

clark, loc. cit.
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diverse cultural and geographical distribution who enrolled
at the Church College of Hawaii (Latter-Day Saints) was the
topic investigated,

The corrective treatment was a one year

experimental remedial reading program compared to a
"traditional English program."

Seventy-t,.ro students,

selected from one hundred and sixty-seven students wh0 scored
below the 25th percentile of the reading section of the
Col}ege

~qj) s h

Test were paired, then randomly assigned to

either experimental or control groups.

All participants

were informed of the experiment and agreed to coopera te.
The experimental group received remedial reading insLru-::ti.on;
the control group received a regular freshman English course.
As a result of extensive diagnostic testing and analysis
after the yea.r' s corrective '-rork, Clark found:

{ 1) a

critical need for remedial read ing instruction at the
college,

(2) significant changes in reading scores for the

experimental group over the control group, but (3) little
inunediate effect upon general academic achievement.

He

recommended changes in the existing program of instruction
for handicapped readers who enrolled in the freshmen English
program at the college.
Ikenberry et al (19661.
effect of a combined approach

248

This study evaluated the

~tilizing

reading-study skills

instruction and reduced academic credit load with marginal
("failure-prone") students enrolled at West Virginia

248 I k en be- rry, loc. c1t.
.
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University.

They concluded that failure-prone f r e slmen

assigned to a special reading class and reduced credit ·1oad
enjoyed improved academic achievement as well as reduced
withdrawal rates.
Lesnik (1968)

249

conducted a highly individualized

study-counseling approach and concluded tha t treatment

~gs

responsible for the higher GPA 's of the experiment al sroup.
Y.lli:._1as
1

.
. .
.
"' s
( 19 6 9-L\ 250 found s1.gn1f1cantl
y h .lghe
r GPL.'

were achieved by students enrolled in a tradi ticna1 cla ss>:-oom
method of reading instruction "\then compared to a simila r
group enrolled in a self-help program.

He sugges ted t ha t

enrollment in such corrective programs was a l so s ignj_ficantly
related to persistence in college.
Grade Point Average Effect .i.n Academic SU.E..e.Qit
Eight of the nine studies examined in this

.P!~OCJ ~:E:!D§.•

ca~eg ory

reported

results in terms of grade point average change.
Furey (1964) 251 Durkee {1966), 252 Church (1970)253
and Keetz (1970)

254

reported no significant changes following

249Lesn1'k , lac. cit.
250y u th as, loc. cit.
251
252
253
254

Furey, loc. cit.
Durkee, loc. cit.
Church, loc. cit.
Keetz, loc. cit.
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instruction, while Roth.
.
( 17.
070) ,
Hutc h 1nson
. t .er (197'~ ) 259
R 1t

instruction.

256

Na~ksch

and :?eiset· ( 1967),

Anthony (1971)
·
,

-4d
repor~e-

.
',::'l can ts1gn1~

257

255

Kaye (1971)

258

and

.
c h.anges f· o 1 low1ng

All students in the studies were identi f ied

(by one means or another) as having deficient grade point
ave.rages and
probation.

were:~

on some form of academic warning or

A.ll interventions in the "successful category"

utilized some fonn of combined treatment involving study und
counseling, study and self-understanding or study and
practice sessions.
These studies have been summarized in Table II.
Gr~de

Point Average Effect s in D2 velopmenta1 Programs.

Differences in Grade Point Average (GPA) favoring par t icipation were reported by E. Wright (1960),
(1962),

261

Pauk (1965},

262

260

Stebens (1967),

Bloomer

263

255 Rot h. , Mauksch and Pe1ser,
.
.
1oc. c1t.
256

1 .
.
Hutc11nson,
1oc. Clt.

2571.\ n thony, 1 oc. c1t.
.
258
259

Kaye, loc. cit.
Ritter, loc. cit.

260 E. Wr1g
. h t, loc. c1t.
.

261

.

Bloomer, loc. c1t.

262p au k , 1 oc. c1t.
.
263 Ste be ns, loc. c1t.
.

Swindle
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(196 8 )~ 264

R. Sa-vryer (19 69 ),
. 267

Ch2.ncller ( 1 9 7 0 )

Belcher (1971)

~ 268 Tra ut wein

271

(1 9 68)

and Bryan (1971)

272

269
1

274

~ n.J

a nd Eanet (1976).

275

'fd l s on

and

inconclusive findings were noted by Gerber (196 6 ),
(1975)

266

Contrary resul ts 1.n GPA cha nge s vler e

reported by Risenmay (1965 )
270

E.

.

Herman ( 19 72 ) •

(1968),

265

273

These have been s ummar i z e d

in Tu.ble III.
E. \.V riah t

(196Ql.

276

This study re-exa mi ned t h e whole

issue of the effect of college r e a di n g-stud y ins truction o n
scholastic achievement in the fonn of Grade P oint Average by
examining groups of freshme n students enro l led a t t h e Col lege
of Ag r icult u r e, For estry and Home Econ omics a t
of Minnesot a , St. Paul.

264
265
266
267

An e x tensive s t atistical anu. l ysi s

.

.

Sw1ndle, loc. c1t.
p.

Sav~er, loc. cit.

E. Chandler, loc. cit.
Herman, loc. cit .

268 .

.

R1senmay, loc. c1t.

269

.

.

Trautwe1n, loc. c1t.

270 .

.

W1lson, loc. c1t.

271 Belcner,
.
'
loc. c1t.
272
273
274

the Uni vers i ·ty

Bryan, loc. cit .
Gerber, loc. cit.
Hunter, loc. cit.

275£ anet, loc. c1t.
.

276E • Wr1g
. h t, .loc. c1t.
.
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s~wary

including eighty- three
been cited in related

tables of findings has often

lite r~ture .

Excluding the top quartile

of entering freshmen. Wrig·ht ide ntified tvJO hundred and
fifteen students in three divisions of the university,
randomly assigning them t.o
groups.

eitht-~r

e x perimental or control

The expe rimental treatnent consisted of reading -

study skills instruction as part of u. Fresrunen Communica t ions
course for wll.icli participants re2eived cn·di t.

Thi.s placed

their work in readj.ng as equiva lent t o training in writing
or speech and re duce d any possible stigma associated with
such inst ruction .

One deficit o f this study was an

unexplaine d 2fJ percent mortality rate.
conclusions

wc~re

dra-wn:

significan tly mere

ga~n

A nUt'Tiber of

( 1) Experimental s t udents made
in rate of reading, v oca bul rt. ry «nd

comprehension than control groups; (2) A tendency for
improvement in reading performa n ce to persist beyon d the
training period was indicated; (3) Students in the control
group also exhibited gains in reading performa nce without
specific training in reading, hmTeve r., their gains '"'ere
far smaller and not significant statistically; (4) In
quantitative courses, experimental students failed to
surpass controls significantly in terms of grade point
average gains;

(5) In verbal-type courses, the experimental

group did surpass the controls in grade point average at a
level tentatively significant at .02 percent; (6) The
experimental treatment had no observable effect on
attrition during the time of the study.

166
ploomer

Jl-.2ill· 277

The effects of a college reading

program on grade point ratio were measured as the udete.rminer
of effectiveness."

A sample of randomly selected freshmen

from the total freshmen class vas randomly divided into
experimental and control groups of forty each.

The

experimental group met for two one hour sessions weekly for
twelve weeks and vrere then retested.

Results indicated no

significant differences betv;een groups at the outset of the
experiment, but significant gains over the controls in
reading rate and comprehension.

No significant differences

appeared between groups in achieved grade point averages;
hm·rever, vrhen correcti o n was made for predicted college
grade point average, the resulting academic gains score
indicated a highly significant difference in favor of the

A greater number of control students

experimental group.

who did not receive treatment appeared on academic probation
lists and withdrew from school.

It wa s unfortunate that

this study did not provide a complete description of the
experimental treatment.
Pauk (1965)

278

ga~ns

reported

in GPA favoring treat-

ment, but did not provide statistical data to support his
findings.

L. Stebens (1967). 279

277Bl oomer, loc.
278p auf\.,
,, 1 oc .
279

Entering freshmen who

.

c~t.

.t •

c~

L. Stebens, loc. cit.
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voluntarily enrolled in the course were
equivalent group of non-participants .

ccm~:ared

to a n

Participants met for

nine ,.,reeks, paying a fee for the non-credit course.
Significant improvement in academic achievement and reading
rate resulted, and these gains were retained over the five
semesters of the study.
'
(
)280 used cumulat 1ve
.
Swlndlel968
GPA to measure the
effect of instruction, reporting a significant difference
which he believed indicated those mal es who participated i n
the course had a better chance o[ continu ing thei r college
education.
R. Sawyer J.1969)

281

foun d

G~A gains leveled off

after the second semester in his study of engineerin9 and
science

fresD~en.

In one of the few completely reported studies
282
'
d 1n
'
'
H erman ( 1 97")
~
exam1ne
t h'1s rev1e1v,
L.
use d r:orty
mat.c1:12 d
pairs of students who enrolled in an intensive six week
college reading improvement program at the University of
Connecticut.

Four research components were considered in

developing his design:

the type of study population, the

length of instructional program, the methods and materials
of instruction and program evaluation components.

Fourteen

months after the close of the experimental program, both

280sw1n
. d le, loc. c1't .
281
282

Sawyer, loc. cit.
Herman, loc. cit.
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experimental and control groups were retested and a
corl1parison of Cumulative Quality l'oint Ratio was made .
ratio

1-1as

This

obtained by multiplying a nurnerical value assigne d

to a final course grade times tr1e number of credit hours o t
the course.
He found an intensive SlX week college reading
improvement program could effect reading

comprehension~

reading speed, and the CUi'UUlative Quality Point Ratio of
college students and that the increases in speed and
comprehension were largely retained, at least for the pe!"iod
of time studied.

He concluded:

It seems logical to assume that the added reading
skills acquired by the experimental students, \vere
working successfully for them in their regular college
classes, othen-lise we would not find the highly
significant differences in reading speed and reading
comprehension in the follm-r up evaluation fourt.een
months after the experimental program. Unused skills
tend to diminish over time.
The significant difference in favor of the
experimental group in CQPR at Time 3 and the noted
trend of increasing CQPR from Time 1 to Time 3, further
suggests that continued application of the new skills
learned 11nd mastered in the experimental program have a
cumulative effect on the academic achievement of
students. The added speed and comprehension attained by
the experimental students had to begin "paying off"
almost immediately in terms of improved college grades <
Othe.n : ise, the difference in the CQPR mean at Time 3
would not have been significant for the experimental
group. This cumulative effect was illustrated in
Chapter Four by citing the example of experimental
student E30. He had to earn substantially better grades
each semester in order to improve his initial CQ PR of
2.5 to a 3.3 by Time 3 three semesters later.
From examination of the college dropouts and nondropouts in the experimental and control groups, it
would appear that students with J.ow SAT scores or
CQPRs have a better chance of improving their grades
and staying in college by participating in a reading

169
improvemen t program like the one described J.n th i s
study.283
This study utilized good research control and comprehens ive
reporting of various steps of the investigation.
to be a

\~luable

It appeared

contribution to the literature of college

reading-study programs.
S~..f:Y

of Studies ReE_Ortina Cha.nges in Grade Point Averag£.

The studies reviewed in this section utilized changes in
grade point average as an indication of program treatme nt
effectiveness.

The population groups in these studies

represented a -vlide spectrum of students in all th.ree
catego r ies:

Corrective Programs for students -with minimal.

or inadequate academic competancies; Supportive P rograms for
students with skills defi c iencies and/or motivational,
attitudinal or disciplinary problems which have inhibited
their academic success or any combination of the above; and
Developmental Programs for students capable of achieving at
the college level who desire to improve their effectivene s s

as students.
The programs reported a diversity of instructional
variables:

length of instruction, number of meetings, cred .i t

or non-credit status, method of instruction, diagnostic,
individual or group approaches and other factors identified
as Program Operational and Content factors reported previously
throughout this study.

283 I b'd
1 . , pp. 1 4 8-149.
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Differences favoring participation a.ppeo.r to have
been identifi.ed by a ma.jo .r ity of the studies.

Cumulative

benefits following instruction also appc;ar to have been
identified.

This may indicat.e G!-'A changes 'vere increasingly

significant subsequent to instruction.

Combined study

skills-reading-cOl.mseJing approaches designed for (1) students
on academic

prob~ttion

ar.a (2) students requiring corrective

or rerr.ediaJ. intervention, appear to have offered the greatest
potential for increasing student achievement.

Specific

aspects of the content of such programs were not generally
provided by the studies examined , seriously limiting
replicat i on attempts.
Studies Report:ino _Changes in

~llithdra\val

Rates and Attrit.ion.

Changes in withdrawal rat.es or attri·r.ion for students
receiving reading-study skills instruction were reported as
incidental findings in some studies, but were examined more
closely as a slgnifica.nt indication of change in others.
Among Corrective Programs, reports of lower attrition rates
for students receiving reading-study assistance was reported
by

Mattil::.~.

( 1969)

286

(1960),

and

284

Ikenberry et ;;<1

Harshbarger ( 1972) •

287

(1966),

285

Yuthas

Among the Developmental

Programs, fewer dropouts for those receiving instruction were

284

Mattila, loc. cit.

285 I k en be rry, loc. c1t.
.

286
287

Yuthas, loc. cit.
Harshbarger, loc. cit.
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..

2B8 S"l-n.ndle
. ,
289 .~::>a ,vyer
(1968)~.
290 and Chand l er (1970). 29 1 Inconclusive findings
(1969)

reported by B.toomer (1962),

were noted by Sosebee (1 963),
(1970).

294

292- Phillips (1969) 293 and Lowe

Withdrawal rates were a major interest among

Academic Suppo tt Programs 1 al tho'.lgh repo rt ing of wi thdra 'tra 1
or retention rates was inconsist ent.
§_tudies Involving Lim.i t:..~?. 'T. re atm~ nt:.
Thirty ~t'"ro

studies reported by otheJ: investigators

were deleted from this s tud y.

Although these studies

investig<:lted relatio:.1shi.ps bet11een variables, they 'Yrere . not
conce rned with the ef fect of reading-study instruction.

None

of the deleted s tud ies inv olved a treatment grea ter than tvm
hours duration and thus were considered in t he category as
limitE>d treatruent.

These studi es examined various factors

associated with student success as measured by such criteria
as comprehension, reading flexibility, attrition, grade
point averages, or numerous other indicators of change.

The

study method, however often, only involved (1) the identification of a popula t ion, frequently students in psychology

288

Bloomer, loc. cit.

289 S\\'Hl
. dl e, loc. cit.

290

Sa\'fjer,

loc. cit.

291 Ch and ler,
292

.
lOC o Clt.

.
Sosebee, loc, c1t.

293 Ph'1ll1ps,
.
.
loc. c1t.

294

Lowe (1970), loc. cit.

17 2
classes, and (2) compar.is oH o f t he ir pre-post test responses
to some aspe ct of comprehension, for example.
These st~dies, listed alphabetically by fir s t author
Abrams (1966),

were:

295

Ambrosino, Brading a nd Norv<ll
297
298
(1974), 296 Annis and Da vis (1976),
Bowman (1975),

Calfee and Jameson (1971),
Entwisle and Hebel (1977),
Gut heri8 (1971),

303

(1967),

306
308

Hinton (1961),

305

312

(1972),

Johnson (1975),

(1971),
(1974),
(1974),

317
319
321

Moss (1966),

315

G.

Frase and Silbiger (1969),

302

304

Horowitz and Berkowitz

309
311

Ke lly and Mech (1967),

310

Mangieri and Ol sen (1975,

.Haxwell and .Hueller (1965),

314

300

Hime lstein and Greenberg

307

Kingston and Wh ite (1967),

1976),

301

M. Draper (1965),

Groteluesche n and McGaw (1973),

Hiller and De nzel (1973),

(1974),

299

313

Morse (1975),

McConkie et al

316

Ohaver

318
Pezdek and Royer (1972),
Prociuk and Br een
Rainwater ( 19 7 5 ) ,

320

Ra vell, Hannah and Doran

Samuels and Dahl (1975),

322

Schumacher et al

(1974), 323 Seega.rs and Rose (1963), 324 Weaver, White and
Kingston (1968),

(1974) •

325

.
.
( 1 967) , 326 W1nter
.
We1gel
and We1gel

327

295

.
.
.
A.G. Abrams, "'l'he Relat1on of LJ.stenlng and
Reading Comprehension to Skill in Message Structuralization,"
(Journa l of Communication, Vol. 16-17, 1966), 116-125.
296 Ro b ert J. Amb ros1no,
.
p aul Braa1ng
..
.
an d Lorra1ne
Norval, "Reading: A Potential Source of Academic Difficulty
in Medical School," (Journal of Reading Beha vior, Vol. Vl,
No. 4, December 1974), 367-373.
297 Ll.nda
.
. an d J. K. Dav1s,
.
Anru.s
"The Effect of Study
Techniques and Preferences on Later Recall," ERIC Document,
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September 197 6, ED 132 213.
298J ames D. Bowman , "Effects o f a c ognll::Lve Jrg~ n.lzer
With and Wit hottt Accompanying Di re c tions for its Use as a
Facili t.ato.t" o f Rea d i ng Comprehensi on," (Unpubl ished d octora l
dissertati on E University of Ma ryl and ), University Microfilws,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1975, 76- 17~ 78 1 .
0

0

(

•

299

R.C. Calfee and P. James on, "Visual Search and
Reading," ERIC Document, Harch 1971, ED 050 924.
300M.R. Drape r , "Th e Re 1 at1ons11p
.
1 .
o f Learn ~ ng Style
to Readi n g Achievement and Acc.dem ic Adjustment," (Unpub l ished
docto ra l diss artation , Indiana University), University
Microfilms , Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1965, 66-3114.
0

301 G
.
eorge Entw 1.sle
an d J.H. •de b e l, "Th e Relat1ons h.J.p
of Reading SJ<ills t o Achievement in ·He dical School,"
Jou rnal of Medical Ed ucation , Vol. 52, (January 1977),
72- 74 .
0

302L.T. F rase an d F. S.~1 b'~ger, "Inc1dental
.
Lea rn.tng
Effect s o f Sear·ching for Related Information in a Text,"
ERIC Doc~me nt, 1969, ED 030 547.
0

303

J.T. Gutherie, "Feedba ck and Persevera nce in
Reading, .. ERIC Document, Febr uary 1971, ED 049 892.
304
A. Grote 1ueschen and B. HcGavr, .. Shaping and/o r
Revi ew Function o f Questions in Prose Material: F inal
Report," ERIC Do cument, June 1973, ED 095 521.
305
Jack H. Hiller and Harry Denzel, "A Compari s cn
of Idiosyncratic Study, Passive Reading and Inse rted Questicm
Treatments in Lea rning from Text," · ERIC Docume nt, February
1973, ED 083 537.
306 H. c. Hlmelst€'l.n
.
. and G. Greenberg, "T.1e
1
Effect of
Increasi n g Reading Rate on Comprehension,'' Journal of
Psych o logy, Vol. 86-88, (March 1974), 251-259.
307 E •A. H1.nton,
.
. Progress
"Dropout Rate and Aca d em1c
of Two Groups of Student s En r olled a.t the University of
Wichita," Jourpal of Developmental Reading, (1961), pp.
272-275.
M.W. Horowitz and A. Berkowitz, ·~istening and
Reading, Speaking and Writing: An Experimental Investigation
of Differential Acquisition and Reproduction of Memory,"
Perceptual ~nd Motor Skills, Vol. 24, (January-June 1967),
207-215.
308

.

~ ......-

174

309

H.C. Johnson, "Tht:? Effects of Subjective
Organizational Ability and the Org-anization of Hateria ls on
Reading," EHIC Document, April 1975, ED 102 538.
310

rnga Kelly and Dorothy Hech, "The Rela.tionship
Between College Reading Labo ratory Experience and Gains in
College Grade Point Average," .J_gurna l of~cLU...!...<;I
Specialist, Vol. 7, No. 2, (1967), 50-54.
311
A.J. Kingston and W.F. rlhite , "The Relationship
of Readers • Self Concept and Personality Cornponents to
Semantic He-anings Perceived in the Protagonist of a Road .i ng
SelectionJ" Reading Research Qu2!..:rterly, (1967)j pp. 107 - 1 1.6 .
312

G.N. Mangie ri and H.D. Olsen, "Tne Effect of
Reading Ability on the Self - Concept-of-Academic Abilit y o f
College Students," ERIC Docu.ment., April 1975, ED 105 436.
Same authors, "Self Concept of Acade=nic Ability and Reading
Proficiency," ~eading t!2..£izons, Vol. 17, No. 1, (1976),
28-34. EJ 131234.
313

M. Max;.;ell and A.C. Hueller, "An Experiment on
the Effect of Motivationa l Appeal vs. Techniques upon Reading
Rate Improvement in a Group of College Studen ts ," ERIC
Document , April 1965, ED 011 490.
G.W. McConkie et al, "Expt~rimental HanipulatiGn
of Reading Strategies," ERIC Document., April 1972, ED 062
087.
314

315 M1r1am
. .
.
s. Moss, "Rea d.1ng, p erso nalJ..ty,
and
Achievement: A Study of Relationships at the College Level ,"
(Unpublished doctoral disser tati on, University of F lorida ),
University Microfilms, Ann Ar bor, Michigan, 1966, 66-11,125.
316
Jane M. Horse, "Effect of Reader-Generated
Questions on Learning From Prose," (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Rutgers University), University Nicrofilms,
Ann Arbor, Michig~n, 1975, 76-8701.
317A llan R. 0 h aver, "n1\ Compar1son
•
Study of Semantic
and Synta ctic Cueing by Low Rea ding Performance College
Freshmen," ERIC Document, December 1971, ED 059 836.
318

Kathy Pezdek and James Royer, "The Role of
Comprehension in Learning Concrete and Abstract Sentences,"
ERIC Document, December 1972, ED 074 443.
319

.
T. Proc1uk and L.J. Breen, ·~ocus of Control,
Study Habits and Atti.tudes, and College Academic Performance,"
Journal of P~ychology, (September 1974), pp. 91-95.
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study ha bits and attitudes to grade point averages \-las studied
by Kelly and Mech (1967),
Prociuk and B!·een ( 1974).

328
330

students "lm.:>w" theoretically

~!ei':Jel and Weigel (1967), 329 and
Weigel concluded that college
ho~!

to read and study but don • t

320

J. Rain;.rater , "Comprehension Characte rist ics of
Chicano and No:n~Chic;::no Stud ents at E~stern Ne"' Hexico
Universi ty, " EF<IC l.Jocument, February 1975, ED 108 183.

321

Ronald Raven, Arthur Eannah and Rodney Doran,
"Relationships of Piaget's Logical Operations with Science
Achievement and Related Aptitudes in Black College Student s,"
Science Educa tion, (October-Decembe r 1974), pp. 561-568.
322 S.J. Samuels, p .R. Da h 1, "Esta bll.s
. h'J.ng Appropr 1.ate
.
Purpose fer Reading and Its Effect on Flexibility of Reading
Rate," Jou l."nal of Educational F-svcholoqy, Vol. 67, No. 1,
·(February 1975), 38-43.
323

Gary Schumacher et a1 1 "Textual Organization,
Advance Organizers and the Retention of Prose Haterial,"
ERIC Doctmen t , April 1974, ED 095 520.
324
J.E. Seegars and H. Rose, "Verbal Comprehension
and Acad emi c Success in Colleo.e," Persormel and Guidance
Journal, ( Noverr.be1· 1963), 42: 295-2~
325 w. Weaver, W. Wh'1te an d A .J. Klngston,
.
Jr.,
"Affective Correlates of Reading Comprehension," Journal of
Psychology, Vol. 68, (1968), 87-95.
326 R.G. Wel.gel
.
.
.
h'l.P of
an d V.H. Wel.gel,
"Th e Re 1 atl.ons
Knowledge and Useage of Study Sldll Techniques to Academic
Performance," Journu.l of Educationn.l Research, Vol. 2,
61, (1967).

327 Katherine Winter, "Contextual Influences on
Sentence Reading," ERIC Document, April 1974, ED 090 504.
328
329
330

Kelly and Mech, lac. cit.
weigel and Weigel, lac. cit.
Prociuk and Breen, lac. cit.
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employ this knowledge.
Hoss (1966)

331

examined the factors of reading:

personality and achievement in both "poor" and "good" college
Draper (1965)

readers.

332

and Mangieri and Olsen (1975,

1976) 323 were interested in college reading ability and selfconcept.

~ainw.ater (1975) 334 concluded that reading comprehension differences do exist betVTeen chicano and non-chicano
students .

These he felt were "caused" by inferential

comprehension skill difficulties.
The relationships betv-1een reading and rate of d r opo1..rt
and perseverence were studied by Hinton (1961)
Gutherie (1971).

335

and

336

In an interesting study with entering medical
students by Ambrosino, Brading and
a diagnostic reading test

Norval, administration of

and subsequent revie1v and

evaluation of student records revealed that in at least. half
of the cases of academic failure among a total of two hundred
and sixty-eight students, reading deficiencies played a

331
332

.
Hoss, loc. cJ.t.
Draper, lee. cit.

333

.
.
.
ManglerJ. and Olsen, lee. cJ.t.

334

.
.
RaJ.nwater, loc. c1t.

335 HJ.n-on,
. t
1 oc. c1t.
.
336Gut h er1e,
.
loc. cit.
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prominent pa.r-t.

337

A similar invest..igotion by Entwisle and Hebel
( 1977)

338

used the Davis Reading 'I'e.st to appraise the speed

cmd comprehension level of over 95 percent of freshmen

medical students entering the University of Maryland in
1962,

scores

1963~

1964.

~.,ere

They suggested tl1at although the DRT

not precise predict. crs of academic performance,

they l-Tere useful in screening for students deficient. in
study skill s even among selected achieving student populations.
The relationships among science achievement, reading
comprehension and critical reasoning in black college
students were examined by Raven, Hannah and Doran (1974).

339

Freshmen students enrolled in a required introductory
physical science course completed testing tc determine if c.
new test, Raven's Test of Logical O}?erations .{RTL02, \vas
effective in predicting variance of science achievement,
reading and critical reasoning.

The authors believed their

findings have considerable implication for science

curricult~

design and for prescribing science comprehension difficulties.
Studies of Relationshi}?s Between Student Characteristics and

Readin~Rate.

Himelstein and Greenberg

(197~) 340 utilized

one hundred volunteer subjects from an Introductory Psychology

337

Robert Ambrosino, Paul Brading, L. Norval, loc. cit.

338 G. Entw1sle
.
.
an d Hebe 1 , loc. Cl.t.

339

.
Raven, Hannah and Doran, loc. c1.t.

340 H1melste1n
.
. and Green b erg, loc. Cl.t.
.
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class tD demor.:::trate that: 1:2ad:i.n.;:r rat.e coul d be m"lnipuJ.ated
relatively easily but

comprerrens ~. or:

HnXvTell and Huel i er ( 1965)

341

remained unaltered.

aJ.so used psychology students

to determine if read in9 speed could be increased 'vi thout a
change in comprehension simply by telling students to read
faster.

Hov:ever, they eliminated students vrho initially

scored less tha n 50"/o comprehension on the asstunption that
such students -vrere not t .r-ying.
McConkie et al (1972)

342

studied experimentally

induced reading flexibility; Calfee and Jameson (1971)

343

the effect on reading speed of t a rget items in t he tex t; and
Samuels and D;:;.hl (1975)

344

the effect of reading for a

purpose on reading flexibility.

Limited e xp lanations of

procedures used in conducting these studies would make
replication difficult.
While a number of researchers investigated issues
pertaining to increased reading rate and comprehension 3 few
studied the characteristics of college readers in relation to

the amount of time spent in reading and study, and none were
found which investigated the effect of time spent in

341 Haxwell and Mueller, loc.

cit~

342 Me c onnle
,, . et al, loc. Clt.
.
343

Calfee and Jameson, loc. cit.

344 Samuels an d Da h 1, loc. c1t.
.
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relation to measurable chcwges.

?4t:;
.
d·
Yarin9ton (19 ;:__,.7) ".) -- c 1 aur.e

current empirical data of this nature was not availabl e, and
his conclusion appears to be supported at least as far as
the present investigation was concerned.

Ingram (1967)

346

investigated the dynamics of the reading p rocess in college
freshmen seeking to describe how un i versity freshmen
Studies of Relationshi ps Bet\-T<?en
Reading Comprehensi2n.

§.tud~I}.t

read~

Characteri.st.ics an d

A number of researchers inves tigated

question and sentence patterns a nd their relationship to
reading comprehension skills, and at least one
(Bowman, 1975)

dis s~rtati on

347 summarized the conflicting vie-..·;points i!l

these one treatment studies.

Hiller and Denzel (1973)

348

compared students with idiosyncratic· study methods 'ilith
students using passive study methods in their ability to
respond to different kinds of questions inserted in the
text.

Overall differences between groups "Yrere not significant.

The questions used in this resea rch were classified by
Bloom's taxonomy, comprehension domain.

Other selected

345 Dav1d
· J. Yar1ngton,
'
'
h'1ps
" A Stu d y oft h eRe 1 atJ.ons
Between the Reading Done by College Freshmen and Apt.itude a11d
Scholastic Achievement," {Unpublished doctora.J. dissertation,
Ohio University), ERIC Document, 1967, ED 013 712.

346 c.o. Ingram, .. How Un1vers1ty
.
.
Fres hm en Read:

A
Study of the Dynamics of the Reading Process," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Arizona), University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Hichigan, 1967, 67-12,191.

347 Bowman, loc.
348 H'll
d D
.1

Cl' t •

er an . enze 1 , 1 oc. c1' t •
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relationships among
Abram s (1966),

349

Silbiger ( 1959),
Johnson (1975),

(1973),

355

var L.1.bles were examined b y

Annis and Davis (1976),

351

353

compre hcr~ s io n

Horm-ii tz

350

Berkowitz (1967),

Kingston and White (1 9 67),

Ohaver (1971),

Schum?.cher et al (1974)

7

356

Frase and

352

354 Horse

Pezdek and Royer (1972),

357

358 Seegars and Rose (1963), 359

Weaver, White and Kingston (1969),
Groteleuschen and HcGa"'·T (19'/3)

362

360 and Winter (1974). 361
useci pa id volunteers but

no control group in their study of the review function of
questioning.
Sumi-nary of_Stud.ies Involv:j_,J::lg L:!:_mited Treatment.

This revie¥1

of studies involving limited treatment has been included to

349~

'
nbrams, loc. C1t.

350Annis and Davis, loc. C1·~.....
351

Frase and Si1biger, 1oc. cit.

352

'
1 oc. c1t.
'
Horow1' t z an d Ber k ow1tz,

353

Johnson, loc. cit.

354 K1ngston
.
.
and Wh'1te, loc. c1t.
355Morse, loc. c1t.
'

3560haver, loc.
357
358

359
360

·~
c1~.

Pezdek and Royer, loc. cit.
Schwnacher et al, 1oc. cit.

s eegars

an d Rose, 1 oc. c1' t •

Weaver, White and l<ingston, loc. cit.

361w·1n t er, loc. cit.
362

Groteleuschen and McGaw, loc. cit.

l8i
indica t e the consid e rable body of literature and resea r ch
fOU!1d

in the category cons idered as limited or no treu.tmc-m t

studies.

The studies primarily reported the re s ults of

investigations of relationships between various student
characteristics and other selected variables, but were not
concerne d -vd.th the effects of a treatment which involved more
than two class sessions.

Although other invest igators may

have included the results from these studiesJ for the
purpose of this study they have been excluded since they did
not involve an extended reading-study intervention.
Problents of Research DesigrJ_
Various reading experts and researchers have
recognized the cumulative obstacles of doing research in
practical or applied settings, largely due to weakness in
internal and external validity.

Shaw, in his review of the

various dilerrunas encountered in college reading during the
decade prior to 1961, echoed an earlier critique by
Robinson in 1950, that college reading lacked both rigorous
.

.

research qual1ty and quant1ty.
In

~

363

1952-63 critique, Robinson evaluated college

reading research in light of ten criteria and offered the
opinion that one of the chief difficulties appeared in the

way such reports were written, particularly in their lack of

363 P h.lllJ.p
. S h a"\v,

.
.
"Rea d.1ng 1n
College," 1n
Development
In and Through Reading, Sixtieth yearbook, National Society
for Study of Education, Nelson B. Henry, ed., (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1961), pp. 354-5.

o r g·~ ni za tion

.
364
c:mct ser]uP-nt:ia l r.epot·tl.ng.

Current issues of the National Reading Conference
and 1\Testern College Reading Association yearboolcs
included critiques based on scholarly observation.

havf~

no t

They

appear to have utilized statistical analyses of research 1
such as the Fairbanks study.

365

In this study, Fairbanks

noted that College Reading-Study Skills researchers still
have problems bu'c progress had been made in the last twenty
years.

As an example, she cited the matter of control for

motivation in experimental studies.

Prior to 1950 she found

no attempts to control for this important variable, but
after 1950 she found thirty-seven studies of seventy-nine
located in which some attempt had been made to cont.rol for
this factor.

366

Maxwell reviewed the major differences bet,.;een
evaluation and implementing research, holding the position
that typical research paradigms can rarely be used and the
rigid assumptions necessary for rigorous statistical tasks
can rarely be met in the applied setting of a college o r

3 64 · A
.
'
.
"Cr1. t 1que
of Current Researc h 1n
H . • Ro b 1nson,
College and Adult Reading," (in New Concepts in Colleoe-Adult
Readi_l}g, Thirt.eenth yearbook, National Reading Conference;
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1964), pp. 165-174.

365Har1lyn
.
F a.lrban
.
k s, "Relat1ons
.
h.1p Betveen Researc h
Control and Reported Results of College Reading Improvement
Programs," (P,eadinq: Convention and Ingui_rr, Twenty-fourth
yearbook, National Reading Conference, 1975), pp. 80-93.
366

Ibid.
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.
.
367
un1vers1ty.

However, McHargue discus sed the problem as it related
358
in vert practical terms to his \Tell-controlled study.
Three areas of research design appeared at first to be
incongruent with the service orientation of the Learning
Assistance Center at Stanford University •
• • • The first was the iss u e of \vhet.her it is
appropriate to have the usual control group vrhe n the
major mission of the organization is to provide
appropriate training, not to withhold it. This concern
was dealt \'lith in this study by:
1)

2)
3)

Reasoning that the informat.ion learned in a
tightly controlled study would benefit more
students in the long run;
Over-recruiting so that there really were not
enough materials to serve all the students r,;ho
desired training; and
Assuring the control group that they had f irs t
priority to take the treatment of their choi.ce
during the quarter following the study.

The second problem was whether to offer treatments which might
make the stndy more complete but might also be less effecti.ve
for students; placebo treatment options -v.rere rejected.
Finally, the third major concern in performing conU::ol led
research that HcHargue discusse0 was that some of the
requirements of legitimate scientific study were incompatible
with usual ways of providing learn.:..ng assistance.

The

example given was the design requirement of random assignment
of subjects to treatment groups, even though in practice

367 Mart h a Haxwell, "Evaluat1ng
.
College Rea d'1ng and
Study Skills Programs," ..Tournal of Readino, December 1971,
pp. 214.

368

McHargue, op. cit., pp. 171.
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students probably vrouJ.d h uv e a choice.
noted

had to do with

th~

The ad·.rantages he

pos sibly significant answers to

"real" problems and subsequent ir.1provement to sec.;ices vlhich
was one outcome reported in his study.

360

-

This study could

serve as · a carefully designed mo del of applied research and
clear research reporting.
Five aspects of adequate res e arch control were
examined in this study:

(1) the use of statistical procedures

and level of significance,
groups,

(2) the use of multiple treatment

(3) the inclusion of em outside, no tre'l tment

comparison group,

(4) the inclusion of process to equate

groups prior to treatment, and (5} adequate sample size.
Further explanation of these aspects has been included in
Chapter 3.
Summary of Emp~Lrical Rese a rch Studies Inve§tigating the
Effect of Coll<s~E: Head_iQq-·St us-Jv S]Sills Instruct j:on
Studies investigated in this section utilized one or
a combination of the follovring factors to determine the
effectiveness of college reading-study instruction:

(1) changes in reading rate and/or comprehension; (2) changes
in reading efficiency; (3) changes in grade point averages or
1n cumulative grade point averages; and (4) chc:nges in with-

drawal or attrition rates for the population undergoing
treatment.
The investigations were categorized using the

369

Ibid.

J

H35

population treated, the grou p for whom the study wa s desi gned
as the detenniner.
(1)

correctiv~

This method yielded three

categorie ~ :

or remedial programs designed for students

with minimal or inadequate acad e mic competancy;
( 2) supportjve programs designed for students

•;~i th

academic

skills deficiencies or other disadvantages which inhibit e:d
their academic success; and {3) developmental programs
designed for students capable of achieving at college levE;l
who desired to improve their effectiveness as students.
Examining the literature in t his way revealed ccrtajn
trends among these three program categories.
1.

Corrective Programs a ppear to provide mare

emphasis on '\\'hat may be considered an extension or
of secondary level reading-study skills.

compl~'..2ticn

Attention was

give~

to comprehension, vocabulary and critical reading skills,
_however, considerably less attention appears to have been
given to reading rate instruction, although excessively slew
rate was thought to influence comprehension by at least one
investigator.

Many Corrective Programs included extensive

counseling as an aspect of instruction.
2.

The Academic Support Programs examined appear to

have provided counseling-study instruction with almost no
emphasis on reading instruction .

Individualized diagnoses

of reading habits or skills of failing students were not the
subject of investigation in any of the studies located.

Just

what reading handicaps students in Academic Support Programs
might have which contr"ibuted to their academic difficulties

186
was not addressed.

3.

Deve:_opmenta.l Pr o-;r rcnns appear to provide

instruction in reading rate and comprehension, study skil ls
and considerable empha.sis on critical reading.

Some

attention was given to word c:tnalysis and vocabulary in
Developmental Programs.

Less ir"le rest in counseling and more

interest in providing reading
may characterize

Develo~aental

instr~ction

in college texts

Pr ograms.

The Content and Operat iona l Factors exa mined in these
sixty-six studies revealed a cons3.de r able deficit in reporting
specific factor s that would e n able other investigators to
kno\-lledgeably replicate the programs.

Investigators i\'Ould

be seriously handicapped in replicating almost all of the
~tudies

examined.

Only a

fe~

researchers reported program

content in sufficient detail to facilitate replication; among
the most complete examples cited previously were studies by
Herman, 370 .HcHargue, 371 Phillips, 372 Clark. 373
Only three studies of the twenty-six Developmental

Studies examined reported no significant changes in reading
rate and comprehension as a result of instruction, leading
one to suspect that such instruction does tend to increase
rate regardless of the methods or instructional strategy.

370

.
Herman, loc. c1t.

371 Me Hargue, loc. c1t.
.
372 ~ h'1ll1ps,
.
.
loc. c1t.
373

clark, loc. cit.
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Hmrever, t he relationshj.p

:t~::t. "\-;- e c -::

a. n .:i.n cr e.;.ts ed abilit.y to

read and underst a nd coll.ege l evel materials at more eff ici ent
rates and subseque nt i mprm·ed acader,tic achiever-1ent as
reflected by grade point ave rages wa s not
established.

cle~rly

Resea r ct1ers appear to agree that the ability

to read rapidly with unders t and iag is a desirable college
attribute, but at best one c an only assume that a student
wjll indeed employ the improved skill in a c ademic pursuit .
Progrant participation did appear to influence withdrawal
rates among participants indicating that reading-study
instruct i o n may fa ci lita te completion of colleg8.
V.

S'£.JMl-:!ARY OF THE . CHt\PTER

This chapter has reviewed the quantity and diversity
existing in the reporting of college reading -study programs.
That a number of such programs exist and were increasingly
found on college and university campuses has been well
documented by the literature.

However, the descriptions of

content and operational factors in the majority of prog!.'a.ms
was found to be inadequate.

Researchers frequently did not

include adequate descriptions of the treatment, the materials
or the methods of instruction, or included only cursory
explanations.
When programs were divided into categories · on the
basis of their description of the st.udt?nt population served,
certain program patterns were observable.

This integration

permitted comparison of program content and operational
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factors as ¥JeJ.1 u.s a110r! ing
effect.

<~

ctoser exam:i.rEtticn of procJ ra.m

The follo wing trends appeared:

(1) Corrective:.'

P r ograms offered co rrect i ve-reme dial instruction in
vocabulary development,

rc~a.ding

skills; comprehension and

study skills; {2) Supportive Programs tended to offer
counseling and st u.dy srdlls

services~

( 3) Developmental

Programs frequently provided cri t ical reading-compre hension

and/or reading rate-f lexibili ty

:~ nstru.ction.

Un:i.fonnity of content a.nd operation factors and
methods of instruction certa i n l y was not

viewed as a

necessary outcome in this exam i n ati on and the need for
diversity of programs with the heterogeneous c oll egeuniversity population wa s rnccgni zed.

However, a method of

examining and comparing progni ms has been needed within t .he
field.
Herman has summarized his review of a similar r.;Ody
of college reading-study literature by observing:

The diversity of opinion found - in the literature
likely reflects the a bsence of really conclusive
and convincing data as to the effect s of reading
programs on future academic success. We might
suggest that the principa l reason for the lack of
conclusive dccumentation is the complexity of the
problem itself. And, no less important, the
present generation of college teacher·s is less
certain than only a few year s ago as to just what
const:5.tutes real "academic achievement. n374
Contrary to this opinion, the present investigation
proposes that integration of the literature may provide a
greater range of options to program developers, evaluators

374

'

.

Herman, op. c1t., pp. 50.
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and practitioners.
Chaptf.~.r.·

study.

.'3 will di s cuss the procedure of thi:->

In Chapter 4 the results of the Meta-analysis will

be reviewed, and Chapter 5 will include a summary discussion
of findings and their implications.

Chapt er 3
PROCEDURE OF' 'I'HE INVEST I GATION

I.

INTRODUCT ION

The primary problem addre ssed in this study invoJ:ved
integration of

u~e

findings of the vast body of reading

literature to d ete.cmine if co l lege and university readingstudy progra ms generally proved beneficial to those
participating in them.

Ir~cluded

vlithin this question were the

following sub-p r oblems:
1.

For what student groups were college reading-

· study programs designed?

Here p r ograms designed to fulfill

remedial/corrective, supportive, developmental or unspecified
funct.ions?
2.

What program content and program operation

factors \o:ere .identified within program reports?
3.

What relationship, if any, exists bet•veen these

program content and operation factors and reported program
effects?
The overall procedures of the study were tot
(1) analyze published research reports and dissertations
relating to the effectiveness of college reading-study
programs, (2) identify program content and operational factors
reported in studies which met the research design criteria,
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and (3) integrate these find ings in to a model{s) for
developing and/or assessing college and university level
reading-study programs.
II.

SELECTION OF POPULATION AND Sl\HPLE

Selection of literature
Extensive search procedures were used to identify
literature reporting the results of college and university
reading-study programs published between 1960-1977.

Studies

included within this search were limited to those which
(a) involved students already enrolled in four year colleges
or universities in the United States, (b) emphasized reading
and/or study skills, and (c) reported program results in
quantifiable terms.
A comprehensive manual search of this body of
literature included the following sources:
1.
~~

Dissertation Abstracts.
Education Index.

3.

Encyclopedia of Educational Research.

4.

Educational Research Infonnat ion Cent.er (ERIC).

5.

Journal of Educational Research, annual reviews
of reading

6..

investig~tions.

Journal of Reading, annual reviews of dissertations
in college adult reading.

7.

National Reading Conference Yearbooks, annual
reviews of college reading-study investigations.

8.

Reading Research Quarterly, annual reviews of
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reading research.
9.
1.0.

Review of Ed uca tiona l Research.
Western Collegg_ Reading Associ at ion Yea rboqks,

In addition to this manual search, the computer
facilities dt the University of California, Davis, were
used to scan more than 49,000 entries which yielded 676
bibliographic

entri~s.

These entries were then cross-

checked and compared to the manual search data. .

'I'he criterion

words and terms used in this search have been included in
Appendix A.

Each reference -vras initially scanned and

categorized.

Those which vle!:"e not pertinent to the pres e nt

investigation vrere retained for future reference.
It is conceivable that programs in many college s and
universities may not have reported experimental data in
quantifiable terms and yet operate programs not considered
by this investigation.

A case in point vras the reading-

study program at Harvard University, perhaps one of the
oldest in this country.

This program has been described by

its directors, Perry (1959)

1

and Hodgins (1970),

2

but did not

report experimental data during the time of this study.
Other examples of this limitation also exist.
Each study was located and read to determine if it

1

wm. G. Perry, Jr.J HStudent Use and Misuse of
Reading Skills: A Report to the Faculty," (Harvard
Educational Review, Vol. 29, No. 3, Summer 1959), pp. 193200.
2

. c • Hodg1ns,
.
. t h e Adversary,"
Roden.c
"T h e Text 1s
(Teachers Colleg_e Record, Vol. 72, No. 1, Columbia University,
September 1970), pp. 7-22.

1.93

me t

the c ri te ria noted p rev io us ly.

Sixty-ni n e studies

deali n g with college-university rea ding-study p rogra.ms
reported their data in quantifiable terms and appeared to
meet these criteria, although in closer examination three
were duplicate reports.
in published

fo1~

Those studies which were availab l e

were zeroxed.

more difficult to obtain.

Dissertations proved to be

As a general finding, since the

advent of micro-film services few libraries loan copies of
doctoral dissertations.

The investigation ·,.;as thus limited

to those dissertations for which funds were available for
purchase through University Microfilm~, a dissertation ondem..and copying service in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

\/

Fifty

dissertations were purchased t.hrough cooperative effort s
involving funds from the University of Pacific Sch ool of
Education Learning Cente!", the University of Pacific Library,
and the investigator.
Adequacy of Program Reporting
The adequacy of program content and operation reports
was important to this investigation.

Furthermore, an adequate

I

description of content has been considered essential for
replication purposes.

The importance of replication in

educational research in general was discussed in 1968 in the
Phi Delta Kappan when Robert Bauerfeind wrote:

3

The principle of replication is the cornerstone of
scientific inquiry. This principle holds that under

3

Robert H. Bauerfeind, "The Need for Replication in
Educational Research," Phi Delta Kaopan, October 1968, pp.
126-128.

-

-

"-=

-

-
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similar conditions one should obtain similar findings.
Replica t ion has long been an essential aspect o f
research in the natural sciences, where research
findings are not published until their repeatability
has been demonstrated. In the natural sciences, the
investigator may repeat his experiment 10 or 20 times,
cross-comparing all results, prior to publishing his
"findings . ••
Sample and Population
The sixty-six studies which met the criteria described
above represented a sample of 12,157 students.

This

population had been treated, observed and compared by various
college reading-study programs throughout the United States
during the period from 1960-1977.
Four descriptive categories were utilized in Chapter
2 to organize the reporting of these studies.

The selection

of these four categories was based on their descriptions of
the student population which each program served .

The

categories and the general description of their populations
were:
(1)

Corrective Programs:

the population was most

frequently described as high-risk, open admission students,
usually freshmen with minimal admission qualifications who
were required or "encouraged to participate" in the reading•

study programQ

Socio-economic and educationally disadvantaged

students were included.
basis of an arbitrarily

Several groups were selected on the
determine~

cut-off point (i.-e.·. the

lower third of all entering freshmen).
(2)

Academic Support Proqramsa

this classification

included second semester fresl1men and sophomore students on
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some form of academic probation as the usual target. population examined.

A broad range of predicted potential

student achievement scores were noted as crit eria for
selection by several investigators.

Usually below

acceptable grade performance or low motivation "ras the
common identifying criteria used to select participants.
Academic Support Programs included both volunteer and
required-attendance participants .
(3)

Developmental

Progr~ms:

this category generally

included programs designGd for or open to all entering
freshmen or other college students.

Some students were

advised or voluntarily vlanted to improve their reading
and/or study skills.

A few programs excluded top quartile

achieving students, using entry college admission tests as
the criteria for exclusion.
(4)

Unclassified Programs:

seven programs which

did not describe · their populations in sufficient detail to
permit classification were included in this category.
The sample total represented by each study has been
included in Table Vll.
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TABLE VII
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY READING-STUDY PROGRAMS
CLASSIFIED BY STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

Corrective Programs
Academic Support Programs
Developmental Programs
Unclassified Programs
Duplicate studies 3

(24 studies)

N

(9 studies)

N

(26 studies)

N

(7 studies)

N

=
=
=
=

3,926
789
6,749
684

( N not included )

Total sample represented in 66
studies

12,157
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Generalizability
Although the sample represented a broad cross-section
of students enrolled in college reading-study programs in the
United States during the period of investigation, it was
limited to only those programs which were reported in the
literature and 'tvere accessible to the investigator.
Due to the extensive search techniques utilized and
the broad range of program reports included however, it was
assumed that the sample of this study represented the type
of students who would be enrolled in college-university
level reading-study programs and thus was generalizable to
that population.
III.

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The Neta-Analysis Design ar:d Rationale
The quantity of research in the college reading-study
field was reviewed in Chapter 2 of this study and noted by
such d1stinguished reading authorities as Bliesmer and Low·e
(1960),

4

Tillman (1972),

5

and Raygor (1973).

6

The need for

further integration of educational research was emphasized by

4

.
'
. J. Lowe, ''196 0 Rev1.ew
Emery P. Bl1.esmer
an d A 1v1.n
of
Research on College and Non-College Adult Reading," (National
Reading Conference, lOth Yearbook, 1960), pp. 150-170.

5

Chester E. Tillman, ·~easuring Outcomes in College
Reading Programs," (National Reading Conference, 21st Yearbook, 1972), pp. 205-209.
6

Al ton Raygor and others, "1973 Revie'v of Research in
College-Adult Reading," (Interaction: Research and Practice
in College-Adult Reading, 23rd Yearbook, National Reading
Conference, Clemson, South Carolina, 1973), pp. 23-88.

J.98

Gene Glass in his Presidential a d dress to the Amer i can

'
. t '10~. 7
Educat1onal
Research Assoc1a

In this address, Gla s s

noted:
In educational research, we need more scholarly effort
concentrated on the problem of finding the l<..nowledge
that lies untapped in completed research studies. We
are too heavily invested in pedestrian reviei-Ting where
verbal synopses of studies are strung out in dizzying
lists. The best minds are needed to integrate the
staggering number of individual studies. This endeavor
deserves higher priority nm.,r than adding a new
experiment or survey to the pile.
Current interest in integration of this abw1dance of
educational research was evidenced by a special research
newsletter recently issued by Phi Delta Kappa calling for
.

JUS

t

8
,
.
sueh syntnes1s.

The technique Glass proposed for this integration
was the Neta-Analysis; "Meta" a vmrd from the Greek meaning
beyond, above, or over.
analyses.

Its purpose was to analyze the

Glass used the term to refer to statistical

analysis of a large collection of analysis results from
individual studies for the purpose of integrating and
9
.
.
. l'
compar1ng
t h e1r
f1nc1ngs.

Host important in the Meta-Analysis procedure was
the "effect size" of the treatment:

the mean difference on

..,
'Gene Glass, "Primary, Secondary and Meta-Analysis of
Research," (Educational Researcher, Vol. 5, Number 10,
November 1976), 4.
8

william J. Gephart, "Finding Practical Help from
Educational Research," (News, Notes and Quotes, Newsletter
Phi Delta Kappa, Vol. 22, No. 6, July-August 1978), 1.
9

Glass, op. cit., p. 3.
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the outcome va ri able betweefl treated and untre ated subjects
divided by the vrit.hin gl'O'..lp standard deviation.

Since some

studies have measured outcomes on more than one variable or
at more than one time_, the numbe r of effect size measures
exceed the number of studies.

10

The definition of the effect size, or magnitude of
effect was " •.. the mean difference between the treated and
control subjects divided by the standard deviation of the
control group."

11

The formul a for this calculation vras:

sc
Each effect size became an "observation" and inferential statistics were then applied to the observations and
statistically analyzed.

The effect size can be calculated

on any outcome variable the researcher chooses to measure_,
can measure different types of outcomes, and can be compared
across outcomes.

12

Calculating effect sizes can be routinely accomplished
when researchers report means and standard deviations.

When

this information was not reported, effect sizes were obtained
by the solution of equations from t and F ratios or other

10

Glass, op. cit., pp. 6.

11

Mary Lee Smith and Gene v. Glass_, "Meta-Analysis
of Psychotherapy Outcome Studies," ( American Psychologist,
Vol. 32, No. 9, September 1977), pp. 752-760, 753.

12 I b'd
1 •

_,

p. 753.
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.

~n fe r e nt1al

.

.

te s t statlstlcs.

Implem e ntin~

13

the Met a-Ana lys is P rocedure

Following the selection of studies which met the
initial criteria discussed above, a second reading was made
to evaluate each study in terms of Internal and External
Validity according to a table suggested by Campbell and
Stanley.

14

At a third reading the studies were evaluated

in terms of research control fac t ors.
considered were:

The factors

(1) use of statistics and level of

signi fi cance, (2) use of multip le treatment groups,
(3) presence or absence of an outside no-treatment grou p,

(4) inclusion of a procedure to equate the group, (5} sample
size.

The recording forms utilized in these readings were

included in Appendix B and Appendix

c.

Periodic checks of the evaluation procedures
were made by Dr. B.H. Hopkins, University of Pacific
School of -Education.

Further random checks were made by

Stanley Barrick, Research and Evaluation Consultant, San
Juan School District, and Consultant-Contractor for the
California State Department of Education, Office of Program
Evaluation and Research.

13
14

Ibid.

Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley.
Expe ri m0 ntal ~n d Quas i-Experimenta l Designs fo r Re s ea rch,
(Chicago: Rand HcNally College Publishing Company, 1 9 63),
pp. 8, 40.
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A second rand om c heck o f the evaluative procedure was
conducted by Ms. Ka t e Williams, Do c t oral Graduate Assi s tant.
Willia ms evaluated e a ch of

t he~

s tudie s randoml y chec ked

previously by Barrick, and a n additiona l eleven stud i es
randomly drawn from the assortment of disserta ti ons and
papers '\oThich comprised the tot al groups of pertinent
investigative reports.
reported in Appendix

The results of these checks were
E.

Content Facto r s
The independent variab les examined in this study
included t wenty-eight program content fact ors ide ntified

.
15
.
and prev1ously r eported on
b y Fa1rbanks

pag e s 11-12

_The program description for each study was exa. mi n ed to
determine if the content facto r s
instructional procedure.

~....-e r e

included in

The tw•>enty-eight content factors

were:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

15

Main idea
Analyzing paragra phs
Setting up purposes
Recognizing infe r ences
Drawing conclus i ons
Differentiating f a c t and opinion
Reading charts and graphs
Outlining
Sequencing ideas
Summar i zing, notetaking
Context clues
Affixes, roots
Etymology
Dictionary study
Notecards, word lists
S y nonyms, antonyms
Word attack

Fairbanks 1974, op. cit., pp. 109.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Re ading 1n L iterature
Rea d i ng in M a t hem ~t ics
Re ading 1n Scie n ces
Readin g in Soci a l Sciences
Fl e xibility in rate
Ac c el e r a tion
Mechanics in rate
Listening
Using the library
Scheduling time
Examina tion p r eparation

The for m used to record incl usion of these skills has been
incl u d e d in Appendix D.
After more than one-th i rd of the studies had been
examined, it beca me apparent to t he inve stigat o r t hat t h e
paucity of program description "'ould not allow this as pec t
of the investiga t ion to cont inue without some

m odifica l io~ls.

{Lack of content d e scription was discussed in Chapt er 2 of
this investigation.)
The investigator examined each study for mention of
instructional strategies which included the content factors
listed above.

Similar words and synonyms were accepted.

Rowever, program reporting did not

permi~

such detailed

analysis unless the investigator made broad assumpt ions
which were not warranted in an experimental study.
Program content factors were reported in more
general terminology than that suggested by Fairbanks.

Thus

the following modification o f p r ogram content factors (PCF)
divided into six categories was made:*

* This division was arbitraril y made based on the professional
jud gme nt of this researcher and current usage in college-:reading litera t ure.
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1.

Won~ Studyf.Y~.E..h·L~lau

Affixes, roots
Etymology
Dictionary study
Notecards, word lists
Synonyms
Word Attack
2.

Study Skills
Listening
Using the library
Scheduling time
Examination preparation
Reading charts and graphs

3.

Notetaldng
Outlining
Sequencing ideas
s~~arizing, noteta ki ng
Content clues

4.

Critical Reading

Skil~s

Main idea
Analyzing paragrc1phs
Setting up purposes
Recognizing inferences
Drawing conclusions
Differentiating fact and opinion

s.

Read i ng in Content Areas
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading

6.

in
in
in
in

Literature
Mathematics
Sciences
Social Sciences

Rate/Flexibility
Flexibility in Rate
Acceleration
Mechanics in rate

These six categories represent all of the twenty-eight
content factors identified by Fairbanks, but have been
arranged in broader categories to more nearly correspond
with the type of reporting of content factors found in the
reading-study literature and in the experimental studies

,-)
20_4 -

examined.
Each study was then re-examined to determine if the
factor had been included and was specifically mentioned, and
this information was noted on the appropriate

fo~~

devised

for this purpose (Appendix D).

Operational Factors
The fifteen operational factors (POF) identified by
Fairbanks were utilized as independent variables alsa. 16
These factors were:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Tests used diagnostically
Students informed of strengths and weaknesses
Student participa t ion in planning
Student participation in evaluation
Use of time for lecture and demonstration
Use of time for discussion
Use of time for practice: group needs
Use of time for practice:
individual needs
Group size
Number of class meetings
Length of meet .ings
Duration of program: nt~ber of weeks
College credit given
a. Program compulsory
b. Program voluntary
Total hours of instruction

While program reporting of these variables was still not
found in many of the studies,

~rogram

Operational Factors

were reported more frequently than Content Factors.

The first

eight operational factors were not found as frequently as the
last eight factors listed above in the program descriptions.
However, reporting of these operational factors did permit
the analysis to continue without further modifications.

16~
. b an k s,
ra1r

1974, loc. cit.

The
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form used f or this aspect of the analysis has bee n included

in Appendix D.
IV.

DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION

Dependent Vari a bles
The effect of college reading-study programs was
reported in one or combinations of the following dependent
variables:

{1) changes in reading rate and/or comprehension,

(2) changes in reading efficiency which was comput ed by
multiplying rate times comprehension, (3) changes in grade
point average following instruction, (4) changes in attrition
rates follmving instruction, and ( 5) combinations of the
above.

The mean and standard deviation scores from those

studies which included such data were added to the individual
(working) chart prepared for each study.
A description of each study was then prepared which
summarized the following aspects of the investigation:
(1) the author, date, and place of the investigation,
(2) the research control rating,
content factors,

(3) a brief description of

(4) a brief description of operation

factors, and (5) a brief summary of the effects of
instruction.

These charts were included in Chapter 2 of

this investigation under the following categories:

Corrective

Programs (pages 54-82); Academic Support Programs (pages 83100): Developmental Programs (pages 101-130); and Unclassified
Programs (pages 131-138).
The diversity of college reading-study programs was
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noted previous ly, as well as the apparent b':l i ef en t.he
part of some investigato rs that such dive rsity has defied
synthesis and integration.

During this phase of the s tudy,

the author noted patterns of s tud ent description and the
content of programs that appeared to lend themselves to
synthesis using the categories noted above.
Instrumentation
Each study was analyzed to determine the test
measures used to determine program effect.

In

ne~rly

all

cases the tests were identified, however, some exceptions
were noted:

Sawyer (1969)

17

reported using .. alternate forms

of a reading examination" to measure reading rate, comp!"ehension and reading efficiency but did not identify the
examination used; Santucci (1972)

18

adjective check list; Hunter (1975)
efficiency rates but did not

n~me

used an unspecified

19

reported reading

the measure used to obtain

17

Robert Sawyer, "The Effect of Specialized
Developmental Reading and Study Skills Instruction and
Counseling on a Sample of Students with Above Average
Quantitative and Below Average Verbal Skills," U.S.
Educational Resources Information Center, ED 031 385, 1969.

18
Arthur A. Santucci, "The Effect on T-Group Process
and Study Skill Training on Self-Confidence Level on Economic
Opportunity and College Freshmen," (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Lehigh University), University Microfilms,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1972, 72-15,887.
19Margaret J. Hunter, "Th e Ef f ect of Speed Read1ng
.
and College Reading/Study Skills Instruction on Grade Point
Average," (Unpublished doctoral dissertat.ion, University of
North Colorado), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1975, 75-23,314.
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them and Eanet (1976)

20

and Gerber {1966)

21

developed their

own instruments.
Tests used 1n the studies to measure reading rate,
comprehension, vocabulary and/or total reading skill
included the following:
Braam-Sheldon., Flexibility of Reading Test, Forms
1,2,3
Cooperative English 'I'cst, Forms C2 and 2B, Reading
Comprehension Section
Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test, Form lB and
lC
Davis Reading Test (1962)
Diagnostic Read i ng Tes-t (Revised 1963) Forms C and
B, Survey Section
Gates Reading Survey, Forms 1 and 2
Interpretation of Natural Sciences, Fon1s X35 and
Y35
Iowa Silent Reading •rest, Forms A and B
McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System, Test of Reading
Efficiency

20Mar1lyn
'
G. Eanet,

'
.
" A n Invest1gat1on
of t h e REAP
Reading/Study Procedures
Its Rationale and Efficacy,"
{Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri,
Kansas City), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Hichigan,
1976, 76-28,347.

21

sterling K. Gerber, "An Experimental Evaluation of
Four Approaches to College Orientation at Weber College,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Utah),
University Hicrofilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1966, 66-14,918.

.........

-

i
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Miller, Reading Efficiency Test, Forms 1 1 2,3,

H~story

Section
Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Forms A and B
Raygor and Schick, Reading Efficiency Test (1970)
Robinson-Hall Reading Test of History, Forms
"Canada"

and "Russia"
Van Wagenen, Rate of Comprehension Test, Forms D,

C,B
Study habits and attitude inventories were frequently
used in conjunction with other program effects.

The list of

such instruments as supplied by the sixty-six program report.s
included the following:
Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes
California Study Methods Inventory
Effective Study Test
Estes Scale to Measure Attitudes in Reading (1971)
Peifer Reading Attitude Inventory, Advanced form
Preston and Botel Study Habits Checklist
Wrenn Study Habits Inventory
Several studies

examin~d

personality and behaviorul

aspects of student participation as they might relate to
reading-study instruction.
were as follows:

22

The measures used in these studies

Feinberg, Long and Rosenheck (1962)

22 used

M.R. Feinberg, M.R. Long and v. Rosenheck, "Results
of a Mandatory Study Course for Entering Freshmen, Journal of
Developmental Reading, 1962, pp. 95-100.
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Inve nt.Qr..Y ; Sosebe e { 1963)

attitude survey,"; Durkee (1966)

24

23

used "an

used several inventories

of College Ma turity and Academic Adjustment; Church (1970)

25

26
.
.
.
used self-adJustment
1nventor1es;
Santucc1. ( 1 972)
reporte d
using "various behavioral indices,"; Brandt (1975)
Rotter• s Internal-External Persor!ality Scale.

27

used

These aspects

of investigation were not included in this study as they were
considered extraneous to the central investigation.
Data Collect iq_n Nethods
Typically in both Corrective and Developmental studies
the student participants and a comparison or control group
were given a reading test which measured their rate of
reading and their comprehension for several types of

23

Allen L. Sosebee, "Four Year Follow-up of Students
in the Indiana University," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Indiana University), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1963, 64-5142.
24 Peter E. Durkee, " A n Invest~gat~on
.
•
.
of t h e Effect~veness of a Short-term Study Skills Course for Third-Quarter
Freshmen on Academic Probation," (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Southern Mississippi), University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, .Hichigan, 1966, 67-8738.
25

sterling R. Church, "The I:ffects of an Academic
Rehabilitation Program on College Academic Probation students,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Arizona State University),
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1970, 70-19,924.
26
27

.
.
Santucc1, op. c1t.

Jarnes D. Brandt, "Internal Vs. External Locus of
Control and Performance in Controlled and Motivated Reading
Rate Improvement Instruction," Journal of Counselinq
Psychology, (September 1975), 22, pp. 377-383.
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reading required at the college level (i.e. fictional
material vs. scientific or technical material).

Often

measures of total reading skill were included; these were
frequently combinations of rate, comprehension and
vocabulary measures.

The extent of vocabulary knowledge ••as

also included in some initial measures.
Follmling treatment, vthich varied widely in hours of
participation# posttests

w~re

administered using alternate

forms of the same test; gain measures were calculated by
subtracting the pre-test score from the posttest score.
Students were als0 compared on Gracte P0int Average
(GPA) changes prior to and following instruction.

Several

studies utilized ctunulative and/or distributed grade point
ratios · in conjunction with GPA figures, and several studies
used Quarterly Point Ratios

or Averages.

Benefits of

instruction which were not reported in terms of mean gain
scores were not included in this analysis.
V.

HYPOTHESES AND ANALYSIS

The hypotheses tested in this investigation included
the following:
H s
1

There is no difference between the mean gains

of the reported dependent variables (outcome measures) for
the treatment and comparison groups.
H s
2

There is no difference between the mean gains

for treatment and comparison groups in the following
variables 1
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l.

Grade Point Average

......

Reading Rate

3.

Comprehension

4.

Vocabulary

5.

Reading Efficiency

6.

Study Habits

,~

Hypotheses one and two were tested by analysis of variance
of the effect sizes following the Meta-Analysis rationale.
H :
3

There is no relationship between program

effectiveness and the following six P rogram Content
Factors:
1.

Word Study/Vocabulary

2.

Study Skills

3.

Notetaking

4.

Critical Reading Skills

5.

Reading in Content Areas

6•

Rate/Flexibility

H :
4

There is no relationship between prograra

effectiveness and the seventeen

Prog~am

Operation Factors

listed be lol-l:
1. Tests used diagnostically
2..

Students informed of strengths and weaknesses

3. Student participation in planning
4. Student participation in evaluation
5. Use of time for lecture and demonstration
6. Use of time for discussion

7. Use of time for practices

Group needs

8. Use of time for practices

Individual needs

9. Size of group
10. Number of class meetings per week
11. Length of class meeting

12. Duration of program
13. College credit given

--.
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14.

15.

a.

Program compuls oz.· y:

a 11 f re sru:1en

b.

Program compulso r y:

"High-risk freshmen "

c.

Program volunta ry

Total hours of instruction

Hypotheses three and four were t ested by the .Pearson and
Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient.

The .05 level of

significance was adopted to test the null hypot heses.
St:<JT!..IT@.!:Y of t he P .r ocedu r e of the Invest i oat ion
The problem investiga ted in this study involved u se
of the Me t a-Analysis procedure to integrate the vast bod y o f
reading-s t ud y literature in order to determine if coll e ge
and university reading and study programs generally proved
beneficial to those participating in them.
The overall procedure involved:

(1) collecting and

analyzing published research reports and disserta t ions which
reported the effectiveness of such instructional programs in
quantifiable terms, {2) identifying program content and
operatim~l

factors in those st u dies which met the research

design crit e ria, and {3) integrating these findings into a
model(s) for developing and/or assessing college and
universit y reading-study programs.
Ch3pter 4 will identify the results of this analysis.

Chapter .cl
RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
In this investigation the Meta-Analysis procedure was
employed in order to integrate the reported results of
published reading-study literature to determine if college
and university reading and study programs generally proved
beneficial to those participating in them.
procedures were utilized to recover these

Extensive search
data; howeverJ the

resulting number of studies which met the specified criteria
was more limited than had been anticipated.

Numerous studies

either did not have adequate research controls, did not
present quantifiable data, or did not provide sufficient data
upon which to apply the Meta-Analysis statistic.
studies comprised the sample for the

Twenty-eight

~ Heta-Analysis,

and this

sample represented 6,046 students of which 3,390 were
participants in a reading-study program and 2,656 served as
controls.
The purpose of this chapter is to report the results
of this procedure and to present data necessary for
pretation of the findings.
follows:

i~ter

The chapter is organized as

(1) Findings Relative to Hypothesis 1; (2) Findings

Relative to Hypothesis 2; (3) Findings Relative to Hypothesis
3; (•.]) Findings Relative to Hypothesis 4; and (5) Surn.rnary of
the Findings.
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I.

FINDINGS RElATIVE TO HYPOTHESIS 1

the rr.ectn gains of the reported
measures) for thP
The

t

d~endent _y_~ri ables

(outcome

rea twent a nd ccmea r ison grotl!)..

Heta-.~nalysis

procedure proposed by Glass

1

involved the collection of effect size data for each treatment.

The effect size was defined as the mean difference

between treated and control subjects divided by the standard
deviation of the control group. 2

For hypothes i s 1, whenever

the treatment group was measured on more than one dependent
variable, composite effect sizes were

computed~

defined as the mean of all reported effect sizes.

These were
One

composite effect size for each treatment group >vas figured;
thus all dependent variables, regardless of their specific
nature, were pooled in order to determine what multiple
benefits were derived from instruction.

The dependent t-test

was used to determine if the criterion for the two groups
differed significantly.
Table 8 ·contains the composite statistical findings

for the Meta-Analysis for this hypothesis.

Sixty-six

treatment effect sizes were computed from 28 individual
studies, which represented the total sample of 6,046 students
who were reportedly enrolled in college reading-study programs

1

Gene V. Glass, "Primary, Secondary and Meta-Analysis
of Research" Educational Researcher, Vol. 5, No. 10 (November,
1976) 1 3-8 •
2

Ibid., p. 6.
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from 1960-1977 or who served as subjects in control groups.
The mean effect size for these sixty-six

treiltrnent~ WdS

with a standard deviation of effect size of 1.76.

0.94

On the

average the treated group mean was .94 standard deviations
above the control group mean on the composite of a 11 outcome
variables.

Statistically significant (.05) gains were made

by treated subjects over the untreated control subjects.
Hypothesis 1 was thus rejected .

Reading-study instruction

on college and university campuses did

prov,~

beneficial for

those students who participated in such treatment.

Table 8
Effects Of College Reading-Study Instruction:
Integration Of Effect Sizes Of All
Dependent Variables
Mean Effect Size • • • • • . • • •
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
Standard Error of Effect Size
t- ratio
. . . . , . . . . . . . .
Critical value for t-test
• • • •
Degrees of Freedom • • • • • •

•
•
•
.
•
•

•
•
•
.
.

•
•
•
.
•

• •
• •
. ~
• •

c

•

•

.941
1.763
.269
3.498
1.999
65

Figure 1 further illustrates the effect of instruction
as an assumed normal distribution following the reporting
method introduced by Smith and Glass.

3

It does not represent

a distribution of individual scores, but rather a distribution
of effect sizes as reported in the 28 studies examined.

3
p. 4.

The

Figure adapted from Gene V. Glass, op. cit., (1976),
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average of all types of instruction moved the treated group
above 83 percent of untreated control groups as pictured in
Figure 1.
This represents the composite effect of readingst 11dy instruction in relation to untreated control groups
based on the 66 effect. sizes computed from 28 individual
studies of students enrolled in college reading-study
instruction programs.

.9Jf. e-x

,.-, ... ,

,.-J-

CONTROL

,

--- --

,

I
I
I

/
I'

,, ,-'

'

TRE.>\ TED

'\,

'\

' ' ,_

-- -- ....

~

----

----------------~--+------------------- 50 percentile

83 percentile

Figure 1
The composite effect of reading-stucy instruction in
relation to untreated control groups, based on 66
effect sizes computed from 28 individual studies
of students enrolled in college and university
reading-study programs. It represents 6,046
treated and untreated subjects.
4r = Standard Deviation
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II.

FINDINGS RELATIVE TO HYPOTHESIS 2

Hypothesis 2 stated:

There is no difference

r;..;'?twe ~~n

the mean gains for treatment and compar1son groups in__ihg
following variables:
1.

Reading Rate

2.

Comprehension

3.

Reading Efficiency

4.

Grade Point Average

5.

Vocabulary

6.

Study Habits

This hypothesis focused on dependent variables, the outcome
measures being assessed, to answer questions .relating to the
specific nature of gains made by participants in the
individual studies.

Only five studies reported gains in

terms .of Reading Efficiency, a variable of interest which
had been computed by multiplying rate times comprehension.
This information was transformed to provide both rate and
the comprehension scores, and thus Reading Efficiency was
deleted from the variables considered in the Meta-Analysis.
This hypothesis was also tested using the dependent t-ratio
statistic.

Table 9 reports the findings for the five outcome

measures examined.
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Table 9
The Effects Of College/Universit y Instrt.:ction In
Reading-Study Skills: Integration Of Effect
Sizes For Five Depe n dent Variables
READING RATE
Mean Effect Size • • • . • • • • .
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
Standard Error of Effect Size
t- rat i 0
e
e
e
e
Critical Value . • • • • • • • • •
Degrees of Freedom .
•
II

II

II

II

II

•

II

II

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

II

II

•

o

•••

II

6

• •

1.947
4.130
.810
2.403*
2.060
25

COMPREHENSION
Mean Effect Size • • • • • • • • • • • • .
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
• • • •
Standard Error of Effect Size • • . • • .
t-rat.:i.o . . . . . . . .
. .
. ..
Critical Value • . . . • • • •
Degrees of Freedom • • • • • • • •

..

.349
.551
.123
2.837*
2.093
19

GRADE POINT AVERAGE
Mean Effect Size • • • . • . • • • • • • •
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
Standard Error of Effect Size
• • . • • •
t-ratio . . . . . . . . .
e
Critical Value • • • • • . • • • • • • • •
Degrees of Freedom • • • . •
• o •
5

Cl

0

. . . . .

.525
.913
.210
2. soo~·

2.101
18

VOCABULARY
Mean Effect Size . . • • • . . • • • •
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
Standard Error of Effect Size
t-ratio
. . . . . . . o • • • • • • • .. •
Critical Value . • . • • • • • • • • • • •
Degrees of Freedom •

.459
.513
.171
2.684*
2.305
8

OTHER STUDY HABITS
Mean Effect Size . . . . • • • . •
Standard Deviation of Effect Size
Standard Error of Effect Size • • • . • •
t-ratio . . e • •
•
Critical Value • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Degrees of Freedom • • • • • •
• •
0

*Indicates

0

•

•

•

level of significance at .OS

•

0

•

•

.273
.419
.148
1.844
2.365
7
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Significant gains were made for treatment groups over
the control groups in four of the five variables tested; in

= 2.405); in Comprehension (t = 2.84); in
Average (t = 2.5) and in Vocabulary (t = 2.68).

Reading Rate (t
Grade Point

The mean effect size gains made in Comprehension, Grade
Point Average and Vocabulary appear to be comparable, wh.i.le
gains made for Reading Rate are appreciably larger.
second null

~ypothesis

The

was rejected due to the significant

gains obtained.
Gains made in category five, Other Study Habits, were
not statistically significant.

Due to the small number of

studies reporting, statistical significance was not expected
for the seven effect sizes included for this variable.

Of

the seven studies, six measured -changes in Study Skills
Habits and Attitudes, and one measured mid-term grade
changes.
To illustrate these gains graphically assumed norrr.al
sampling distributions were drawn following the Smith-Glass
procedure.

These represent the percentile change students

derive from such treatment.

Figure 2 portrays the findings

relating to changes in Reading Rate and Comprehension, and
Figure 3 the changes in Grade Point Average, Vocabulary and
Study Habits as compared to Control groups.
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Figure 2
Normal curves depicting the effects of treatment with
college and university students in relation to
Reading Rate and Comprehension benefits as
compared to untreated control groups.
~

= Standard

Deviation
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Normal curves depicting the eff e cts of tre a tment
with college-university students in relation
to Grade Point Average, Vocabulary and
Study Habit benefits as compared to
untreated control groups.
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The depe ndent variable whi ch r egist ered the largest
g a in was

1n

Heading Rate moving treat ed students 1.94

standard deviations, or 97 percent above the control group
on this aingle variab l e.

Twenty-s ix studies measured Rate

changes prior to and following instruction.

The standard

deviation of this Rate change indicated a considerable range
in reported treatment effects from a minimum of -0.02 to
maximum of 21.43, noticahly larger than the range reported
for the four other variables.

The analysis of data in

T~b l e

10 suggests that some reported studies were great ly supe rior
to others in changing students reading rate patterns.

It

may also suggest that reading rate responds more readily
to treatment and/or testing than do the other variables
measured.
Typically students in treatment groups would increase
their z·eading rate by 100-150 words per minute (WPM).

These

figures were obtained by figuring a mean standard deviation

(67.04) for all twenty-six studies reporting rate effect
sizes and multiplying this figure by the obtained mean effect
size (1.947) which produced an average WPM gain of 130.52.
The gain noted for Comprehension was also
statistically significant.

Interpreted in relationship to

Reading Rate gains it indicates, as other researchers have
noted, that students receiving instruction in college readingstudy programs increased their rate appreciably with smaller,
yet also significant increases in comprehension.

In other

words, they were able to read college materials faster with
greater understanding.
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Table 10
Range And Standard Deviations Of Effect Sizes
For A 1 1 De p endent Va ri a bles In 1"-renty-eight
Studies Included In The Meta-Ana1y5is

Variable
Reading Rate
Comprehension
Grade Point Average
Vocabulary
Study Habits

Standard
Deviation

Minimum
Effect Size

4.130
.551
.913
.513
.419

-0.02
-0.38
-0.75
-0.12
-0.48

Nctxirnum
Effect Size
21.43
1.59
2.50

1.50
• 73

Mean g a ins in benefits as measured by Gr ade Point
Average effect

sizes were sta t ist ically sign ifi cant and were

an unexpected benefit of instructi on identified by the HetaAnalysis.

Grade Point Average mea n gains made by the treat-

ment groups were gathered at the termination of instruction
although several studies collected data at additional times
following instruction to determine cumulative benefits.

For

the purpose of this investiga t ion, only immediate postinstruction Gra de Point Average effect size .was computed.
Thus additional post-instruction losses or benefits were not
reflected in this

statistic.

Based on the definition of effect size as

(XE - Xc ) '
I

an estimate of the magnitude of the Grade Point Average gain
was obtained by multiplying the mean GPA standard deviation by
the obtained mean effect size.

This equation yielded a

typical GPA advantage of .37 which would be rrade by students
enrolled in reading-study instruction over non-participants.
As noted previously, this advantage does not include any

S
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cumulative gains realize·:t by

~.;t.ud e ~-,t•s

increased ability to

read text materials and to comprehend more efficiently which
might be reflected in post-in s truction grade point averages
measured over longer time sequences, for example over one,
two or three semesters.
Supportive Data
Statistics were also collected from fifteen
individual studies, representing an additional 1,165 students,
which reported their effects in quantifiable form but did not
utilize control groups in their investigations and were
therefore not included in the overall Meta-Analysis.

They

have been reported here to illustrate the similiarity of
tindings for hypothesis 2.
Treatment Gain Ratios

~ere

computed for this group

utilizing a formula suggested by B.H. Hopkins, University
of Pacific School of Education.

The formula used for this

calculation was:

Treatment Gain Ratio =

{ xpost

X

pre

)

In Table 11 the findings are presented from a comparison
of gains made by groups with controls and groups without
controls on the five outcome measures tested in hypothesis
2.

-·
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Table 11

Rel ative Treatment Gain Ra tios Compa ring
Trea tme nt With Control Gr oups And
Treatment Wi thout Control Groups
Treatment Gain Ratio
With Cont rol Groups
Mean

= 1.94
.35
.53

= 26
20
19

.46
.27

9
7

The

N

Treatmen t Gain Ratio
Without Control Groups
Reading Rate
Compre h ension
Grade Point
Average
Vocabulary
Study Habits

Mean

= 2.23

.49
.55

= 13
13
5

• 73
.40

lJ_
5

N

similarity of these findings lends additional

confirmation to this hypothes i s based on the effect size .
ColleQe

~tudents

do benefit s ignificantly by re adin g-study

instruction as measured by the dependent variables most of t en
examined.

The reported variables used were Reading Rate,

Comprehension, Grade Point Average, Vocabulary and St.udy
Habits.

Figure 4 further illustrates graphically the

similarity of these findings using a histogram.
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The histogram illustrates the relative
comparison of gains for groups with
control and groups without cnntrols
on the five outcome measures
examined.
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II I.

FIND ING S RELATIVE TO HYPOTHESIS 3

This hypothesis stated:
bet~teen

mea s ured prog ram

There i s no relations hiR

€.~ffect ive ne s~- <md

the followj;...nq

0. ~

Program Content Factors:
1.

Word Study/Vocabulary

2.

Study Skills

3.

Notetaking

4.

Critical Reading Sk ills

5.

Rea ding in Cont ent

6.

Rate/Flexibility

Areas
The majority of studies d i d no·t suffic i ent.l y repo rt
content fac t ors for the inves tigat or to eval uate them withont
making broad assumptions not deemed <:1ppropriate to scienti fic
inquiry.

It should be noted, hovrever, that when a content.:

factor was not reported, this did not mean it ha.d not been
included in the instructional process.

Findings which

supported hypothesis 3 were not conclusive due to the small
number of studies providing adequate information to evaluate
using Fairbanks ' list.
The obtained Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient s
between inclusion of the six Program Content Factors and
effect size are presented in Table 12.

An examination of

this table will indicate that the magnitude of the coefficients is consistently small .

The researcher utilized a

reporting form with two coded numbers:

the number 1 signified

the reported inclusion of the factor, and 9 indicated
inclusion was uncertain.

Thus a negative correlation

coefficient indicated studies which included that specific
factor made greater gains.

2:28 '

Table 12
Point Biserial Correlation Coeff icients Of Six
Program Content Factors And Program Effects

(N
Frog ram
Content
Factors

Rate

= 66)

Compre.

GPA

Vocab.

Other

Composite

PCF 1
Word Study

.022

.022

.076

.023

-.014

.044

PCF 2
Study Skills

.137

-.020

-.137

.159

-.190

.170

PCF 3
Notetaking

.125

.124

.020

.135

-.095

.144

PCF 4
.031
Critical Reading

-.088

.099

.105

.018

.069

PCF 5
-.003
Content Reading

-.391*

-.063

-.375*"

.068

-.042

PCF 6
-.054
Rate Instruction

-.345*

.131

-.181

.135

-.084

*critical value for r with N

= 66

is

jrj

~

.250

Three significant negative correlations were obtained
between inclusion of content factors and effect size.
indicated:

These

(1) Comprehension was beneficially influenced by

instruction in Content Reading (PCF 5) and (2) by Rate
Instruction (?CF 6); (3) Vocabulary effect sizes also
appeared to have been influenced by instruction in Content
Reading (PCF 5) .

However correlations for these variables

were inconclusive, again due to the small number of studies
reporting Program Content Factors.

Slightly greater effective-

ness was indicated by programs reporting inclusion of the
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Content Factcrs over ·t hose 'Nhich did not inc l ude those
Factors or did not report inclusion, although they were no-l:
of statistical significance.
IV.

FINDINGS RELATIVE TO HYPOTHESIS 4

This hypothesis stated:

There is no relationspJ2

bet-vreen 12rogram effectiveness and the .fi.f_teen Program
QP.eration Fa ctors listed below:
1.

Tests used diagnostically

2.

Students informed of strengths and weaknesses

3.

Student participation in planning

4.

Student participation in evaluation

5.

Use of time for lecture and demonstration

6.

Use of time for discussion

7.

Use of time for practice:

Group needs

8.

Use of time for practice:

Individual needs

9.

Size of group

10.

Number of class meetings per week

11.

Length of class meetings

12.

Duration of program

13.

College credit given

14.

a.

Program compulsoryt

All

b.

Program compulsory:

"High-risk freshmen"

c.

Program voluntary

15.

Total hours of instruction

fresr~en
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Proa~

Of2erat ion Factors 1

t h~h

8

Table 13 reports the Point Biserial Correlation
Coefficients obtained for inclusion of the first eight
variables of hypothesis 4 and effect size.

The reporting

form utilized in analyzing these factors was the same one
used in analysis of Program Content Factors .

Hhere factors

were reportedly included they were coded 1; where the
factors were uncertain, they wen::= coded 9.
studies reporting inclusion of factors 1
judged small.

The number of

th~ough

8 was

Thus the analysis of those Operation Factors

dealing with the use of class t ime and the extent of student
part.icipation yielded inconclusive results.
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Table 1 3
Poin t Biserial Correlat ion Coefficients Of Eight
Program Operation Factors And Pr-ogram Ef f ect s
{N

Program
Operation
Factor

= 66)
Vocab.

Other

Composite

-.158

-.138

-.253*

.018

-.091

-.074

-.062

-.010

.021

.001

.014

.003

-.143

.070

-.015

.022

.010

-.134

-.105

-.051

-.055

-.271*

- .199

-.118

-.087

.004

.012

-.273*

.197

-.108

-.004

POF 7
-.046
Group Practice

-.231*

.018

-.165

.143

-.128

-.027

-.339*

.134

-.205

.221

.006

Rate

Compre.

POF 1
Diagnosis

.021

-.190

POF 2
Ss Informed

.031

POF 3
Ss Planned
POF 4
Ss Evalua te d

.071
POF 5
Lecture & Demo •
POF 6
Discussion

POF 8
Ind. Practice

• 051

*critical value for r with N

GPA

= 66

is jrl ~

.250

Program Operation Factors 1 through 8 having to do
with student's use of class time and the extent of student
participation indicate some favorable influence on effect
size measures of Comprehension, Grade Point Average,
Vocabulary and Study benefits.

Only four of these relation-

ships were of statistical significance.

Three of the eight

factors were of statistical significance in Comprehension

-
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effect size.

th~ t

This suggests

s uch diagnostic instructional

techniques and involvement of s t udents does significantly
enhance stud ent comprehension in re ading-study courses.
Seven of the eight factors h ad low negative correlations wi t h
Vocabulary effect size
developing Vocabulary

indic~ting
sl~ills

greater effectiveness i.n

was found in programs including

these content factors, although none was of statistical
significance.

In every case effectiveness of the program

favored those studies '.Vhich reported inclusion of diagnostic
and participat ory instructional methods, although few
relationships of statistical significance were obtained.
Proqram 0Rera ti on Factors 9 through 15
Although additional information was reported from a
greater number of studies for operational factors 9 through
15 which dealt with (1) the size of groups, (2) the number
and length of class meetings and (3) the duration of programs,
the sample reporting complete data for all factors was still
disappointingly small.
inconclusive.

The findings -rrere necessarily

Table 14 reports the correlation coefficients

obtained for variables 9 through 15 of hypothesis 4 with the
number of studies reporting that factor.
Group Size (POF

9~.

No significant findings were identified

comparing the size of the group (POF 9) with program
effects.

These data do not warrant a conclusion that small

groups made greater gains.

The divisions utilized to identify
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g r oup size s we re as follows:

11 - 20; 20 or more.

g rou p s from 1 - 5; 6 - 10;

The majorit y of studies (N = 38)

reported instructional groups o f 11 - 20 or more.

These

divisions, viewed retrospectively, were not adequate to
identify the more individualized nature of some programs and
were restricted by the reporting problems.

Interestingly,

program reporting for this factor was generally complete with
53 of the 66 treatments reporting group size.

Future

analyses of group size should reflect program organization
which provid2 both individualized and small group instruction
in combination with large group sessions.
Number of weekl.Y class _meeting s (POF 10).

The number of

class meetings per week influenced Reading Rate and overall
benefits significantly.

Two or three class meetings per

week appeared to produce greater gain in general, and in
Rate gains in particular.

The majority of studies (N

= 35)

reported meeting 2 or 3 times weekly; only four studies
reported meeting as little as once a week and four reported
meeting five times weekly.
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Table 14

Correlation Coe ff i c i ent s Of Seven
Program Ope r at ion f<~ clcr s A nd
Program Effe cts
Program
Operation
Factor

Rate

Compre.

GPA

Vocab.

POF 9
Group Size

• 26
N=24

.46
N::l8

-.18
N=l4

.22
N=7

.25
N=7

.23
N=35

POF 10
Number Meets

-.54*
N=22

.11
N=l9

-.51
N::l2

.59
N=8

-.53
N=7

-.44
N=31

POF 11
Length/Hours

.73*
N=25

.04
N=l9

.27
N=13

.53
N=7

.40*
N:::35

FOF 12
.005
Duration/Weeks N::26

.19
N=20

.13
N=l5

N=9

-.53
N:::7

N::=38

POF 13
Credit

.11
N::lS

.36
N=l2

.28
N=l2

-.81
N=3

POF 14
Attendance**

.53*
N=21

.25
N=15

-.41
N=l2

-.10
N::S

.56
N::6

.27
N=31

POF 15
Total Hours

-.33
N::26

.05
N=20

. 03
N=l4

.39
N=9

-.35
N::8

-.19
N=38

.33

Other

Composite

-.015
.11
N::25

*statistically significant at .05
** Compulsory or Voluntary
Length of Class Heetings/Hours ( POF 11).

The length of each

class meeting was favorably associated with both Rate and
Composite benefits.

Two hour sessions appeared to produce

the most favorable results.

However, meetings were reported

to have lasted for one hour by forty-four studies and only
seven studies reported meeting two hours or more.
Correlations wit.h the Duration of f'rogram/Weeks
(POF 12), Credit or non-credit status of Programs (POF 13)
and Total Hours o f Instruction (POF 15) and effect size did
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not yi eld any statistically significant findings.

However

POF 12, the Duration of Programs s ugge sts programs less than
a full semester may produce greater benefits, and this
question should be explored i n greater depth when the repor t ing
issue has been resolved.
Required o r Vo lunta r y Attendance (POF

ill·

A slight tendency

was observed in volunteer programs to produce greater gains
in RateJ but this finding was not consistent across other
variables .

The required attendan ce category included two

divisions, these programs requiring participa ti on from .. all
frest>.men," and tho5e requiring such participation from "highrisk students."

Tvrenty-six s tudies reported voluntary

attendance in their reading-study programs and twenty required
participation.

Of these twe nt yl nine required attendance

from "all freshmen" and eleven required attendance from
students identified as low-scoring, special admission and/or
"high-risk" students.

An additional twenty studies did not

comment on this factor.
Although findings from hypothesis 4 were generally
inconclusive, favorable program tendencies and benefits in
Reading Rate and in Composite benefits were indicated in
those programs meeting two to three times per week for less
than a full semester.

Six additional computer runs were made

subsequent to these initial findings.

The purpose of this

sub-analysis was to check any significant findings identifiable
in Developmental Programs where reporting appeared to be more
complete,

These probes all yielded similar results to the
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finding reported above.

Incomplete program reporting has

limited the conclusions which can be drawn from this aspect
of the investigation.
V.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

The purpose of this investigation, as stated in
Chapter 1, was to integrate the reported results of readingstudy literature in order to determine to what degree college
and university pr·ograms proved beneficial to participants.
The procedure utilized for this investigation was the MetaAnalys.5.s, a recently introduced statistical procedure which
permitted the investigator to compare effects of treatment
and to integrate overall benefi ts of various treatrnents .
Through this procedure 28 studies yielding 66 effect sizes
based on a sample of 6,046 students were subject ed to the
statistical analysis.
Based upon this analysis, null hypotheses 1 and 2
were rejected:

program effects were found to be significant

in those studies reporting outcome measures.

The average

student receiving reading-study instruction showed a 1.763
standard deviation benefit over the untreated group.

In

other words, the average student receiving college readingstudy instruction vras "better off" than 83 percent of
untreated students.

Treatment gains also significantly

surpassed control gains in four of the five variables where
adequate data was reported.
Rate~

These ga1ns were in Reading

Comprehension, Grade Point Average and Vocabulary, and
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these ga1.ns appeared to be rel-..tively consistent when
compared to treated groups without controls.

Reading Rate

gains exceeded all other variables, on the average moving
treated students to the 97th percentile over control groups
without treatment.
For analysis of hypothesis 3 and 4 it was found that
the majority of studies simpJ.y did not adequately report
either content or operational factors to allmv any conclusive
findings to be drawn.

Several significant correlations l!ere

obtained from those aspects of instruction which wer:e
reported more completely.

These indicated (1) A slightly

greater effectiveness was identified vith p r ograms reporting
inclusion of the six Program Content Factors (listed on
page 227), and {2) Effectiveness of the program fa v ored those
studies which reported inclusion of diagnostic and
participatory instructional methods (discussed on pages
231-232).

Reading-study instruction in college and

universities does significantly benefit participants, but
statements as to program factors -which influence program
effect were not identified in this study due to the serious
deficiency of reporting content and operation factors.

\

I

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND HECOHHENDATIONS

While rapid growth of r eading-study programs on
college and university campuses across the United States
has occurred within the pa s t few decades, this gro\o.'th has
frequently been characterized in professional writing by
diversity in method3, materialsJ content and operation.

The

primary problem addressed in this study has been to integrate
the findings from this literature to determine if coJ.lege
and university programs generally were beneficial to
students

particip~ting

in them, and to inquire into t h e

'following sub-problems:
1.

For what student groups were college-reading

programs designed?

Were programs designed to fulfill

remedial/corrective, supportive, developmental or unspecified
functions?
2.

What program content and· program operation factors

were identified within the published reports?
3.

~vhat

relationship, if any, existed between program

content and operation factors and reported program effects?
Extensive search procedures, both manual and computer
assisted, were utilized to identify research r eports and
dissertations published between 1960-1977 relating to the
effectiveness of college reading-study programs.
238

It was
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assumed those published reports

~nd

dissertations repre sented

a typic a l range of college reading-study programs in the
United States during that. period.

The question was raised

if t-"€rhaps only the more successful programs reported their
findings or if publishers might exercise bias by selecting
only successful studies for publication.
ma~ual

both the

Care was taken in

and computer literature search to include as

large a base of studies as possible, and both published
articles and disse z·t ations "''ere included.
noted

In addition it was

that of the twenty-eight control studies examined in

depth and included in the Meta-Analysis, fifteen reported
negative effects as compared to their control groups.

The

literature examined thus appears to have included some
· representative samples of both "successful" and "unsuccessful"
programs.
Sixty-six studies were located which utilized adequate
to good measures of research control in reporting program
results.

Of these, twenty-eight reported their data in

useable statistical form, which included reporting mean
gains between treatment and comparison groups in one or a
combination of the following five variables:

changes in

Reading Rate, in Comprehension, in Grade Point Average, in
Vocabulary and in Study Habits.

These twenty-eight studies,

which included sixty-six treatment effects, rep r esented
6,046 students enrolled in four year college or university
reading-study programs or who served as control groups.
additional fifteen studies,

represe~ting

1,165 students,

An
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repor ted program effe cts in u se.:1ble quantif ia ble form bu·l ll id
not use control groups ir. their investigations.

These -w·ere

not included in the Meta-Anal ys is but were analyzed and
reported in Chapter 4 in order to compare their similarity
of findings for hypothesis 2.
To integrate these data the Meta-Analysis procedure ·
introduced by Glass

~~s

utilized.

"Meta", a Greek word

meaning beyond, above or over, was used to refer to analysis
of a large collection of individual statistical results for
the purpose of integ r ating their findings.

1

Glass propose d

this technique, beyond both p r imary and secondary analyses
of data, in order to "extract the message" behind the vast
body of research studies.

2

The procedure utilized "effect sizes" statistics
for each treatment outcome reported.

This "effect size" as

measured on the outcome variables (for example, Reading
Rate)

was the difference between treated and untreated

groups divided by the within group standard deviation.
Each effect size thus became an observation and inferential
statistics were applied.

The dependent t-test was used to

determine if the treated groups differed significantly from
their comparison groups.
report~d

Each study was also examined for

inclusion of (1) the six content factors,

(2) the

seventeen operational factors, and for (3) program effects.

1

Gene Glass, "Primary, Secondary and Meta-Analysis of
Research, .. Educational Researcher, Vol. 5, Number 10,
(November 1976), 4.

2 rbid.
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Serious problems of program

repo~ting

during this analysis phase of the study.

were noted

Published reports

and dissertations of college reading-study programs
frequently did not include sufficient information to pennit
subsequent investigators to determine program content and
operational practices without making broad, unwarranted
assumptions.

While reports frequently did include lists of

the materials used in the program, they often did not specify
(or even hint) as to the actual course structure, the sequence
of skills taught, course goals, or in other ways indicate the
actual content of the reading-study course.

The investigator

did not assume that skills -...rere included in the course unless
they were mentioned, although in several cases the texts
used were known by the investigator to ha'-l e included those
specific skills.

However, while content and operational

practices were not reported as included, the reader is
cautioned not to assume they were not taught.
This paucity of reporting information about program
content was a limitation to the present investigation.

A

considerable number of investigators either gave no indication
of program content or dismissed course descriptions with
broad catalog type generalities "Yrhich indicated the course
consisted of "college reading skills" or "skills designed to
benefit college students."

While such descriptions would be

appropriate in catalogs and one could assume that a readingstudy course would include "beneficial reading skills, ..
such ambiguity in reporting professional endeavors was
unfortunate.

More precision in the area of content reporting
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which would enable investi ga t or s to

l ~1ow

what content a given

course included, what made it d ifferent from any other, or
what treatments contributed to the effect would cert a inly
~nnance

future analyses.

Fairbanks ' lisl ing of possible

content a nd operation factors should provide direction in
this regard.
After this analysis of individt,;.aJ. studies, the
resulting stat istics were key punched on i ndividual cards
and p r ocessed through the comp ut er facilities at the University
of Pac i fic.

The statistica l a nalysis used -vras contained in

The St a tistical Pa c ka ge

I.

fQ.!

the Socifll. Sciences {SPS§l.

3

CONCLUSIONS

Four hypotheses were tested using these statistical
procedures, and the following conclusions have been drawn as
a result of this examination:
1. ,

College reading-study programs were found to have

statistically significant overall beneficial effects on
students participating in such instruction.

2.

Treatment groups surpa ssed untreated groups on four

of the five specific variables tested indicating that
students who participated in such instruction made greater
gains than non-participants in Reading Rate measures, in
Comprehension, in Grade Point Averages and in Vocabulary

3 Nonnan H. Nie, C.H. Hull, J.G. Jenkins, K.
Steinbrenner and D.H. Bent, St<1tistica J Pac kaae for the
Socia 1 Sciences, 2nd ed., New York r McGra w-r-l'I ll Book Co.,
1975.
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measures.

Reading Rate

ga~ns

exceedt?d all other var.L:tbles

examined, on the average moving treated students to the
97th percentile of control groups without treatment.
3.

The majority of studi es did not adequately report

content and operational factors to allow conclusive findings
to be drawn.

The number of s t udies reporting complete program

operation and content factors was small; however severul
significant correlations were obtained -with those programs
reporting more complete data.

For

hypotl~sis

3 1 programs

which reported inclusion of the six content facto r s appeared
to have a slightly greater effectiveness.

For hypothesis 4,

program effectiveness favored those studies which reported
inclusion of diagnostic and participatory instructional
methods •
.!.._ Conclusions for Sub-problem 1
In order to respond to the question posed in subproblem 1 regarding the student groups for which programs
_were designed, studies were categorized based on their
description of the student population participating in
reading-study instruction.

The categories utilized were:

(1) Remedial/Corrective Programs which included students
designated as low-achievers, "high-risk", "disadvantaged"
or students identified by

son~

statistical criteria such as

entry scores below the prevailing college admission level;
(2) Academic Support Programs were generally those which
identified their population (often second semester freshmen)
as students with deficient academic achievement, those on
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academic probation due t o lovr grade poin ":. averages, or some
similar designation; ( 3) Developmenta l Programs vle!:·e typicall y
those designed for all entering freshrnen or open to any
student seeking to improve read ing-study skills;
(4) Unclassified were those programs which did not provide
sufficient information about the population to fit any of
the above categories.

All studies in this

investig~tion

were reported using this categorization and have been
included in the charts in Cr!Clpter 2, Revie"lv of the
Literature.
A statistical analysis comparing effect sizes and
program content and operation factors using the
classification above did not yield many statistically
significant differences between programs, possibly due in
part to the small number of studies reporting adequate data.
Thus this aspect of the investigation was inconclusive.
Further analysis was conducted using Developmental Studies
only where reporting appeared to be more complete and
utilized more control group data.
no significant findings.

Again, however, there were

Thus, while programs appeared to

be identifiably different based on their description of
student participants and program function, no statistically
significant differences between program effects and the
categories of participants were revealed.
Conclusion for Sub-problem 2
Since content and operation factors were not
reported

adeq~ately

in the studies examined, and since no
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statistically significant dif f erences in program
and program categories were identified, a

effect~

cross-tabulatio~

of progra ms reporting inclusion of the content and ope rati o n
factors \oTas made which revealed minor program differences.
?rogram Contt:;nt Factors.

These generalizations about

similiarities and/or differences of Content have been

dra~1

for programs in all three categories:

1.

Approximately one third of Remedial/Corrective

programs reporting provided some attention to all content
factors.
2.

The content of Academic Support Programs a ppea r ed

to emphasize Study Sldlls .,.Tith some attention t.o Notetakin g
skills.
3.

Those Developmental Programs reporting cont ent

factors appeared to emphasize Rate Instruction, Study Skills,
Critical Reading, with some attention given to Word Study.
Twen-ty of the twenty-six Developmental Programs r·eported
inclusion of Rate instruction.
Program Operation Factors. *

As noted previously, program

operation iactors 1 - 8 were not reported by a sufficient
nillnber to include in a sub-analysis.

*A

Factors 9 - 15 were

more complete discussion cf operational. factors
and practices, unrelated to program content and program
effect, was given in N.C. Devirian, Gwyn Enright and Guy
Smith, "A Survey of Learning F rogram Centers in u.s.
Institutions of Higher Education," Procee dings of the E-ighth
Annual Conference, (Ln.p.j: Western College Reading
Association, 1975), pp. 69-76. It ·has been reviewed on pages
32-34 of this dissertation.
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reoorted more f requently, howe ver, and t h ose progra m
similarities and generalizations were as followss
1.

For Remedial/Corrective Prog r ams, the majority of

studies reported groups of 6 - 10 students which met three
times weekly for one hour from eight weeks to a semester.
Seventeen programs in this category reported offering
reading-study programs for academic credit and three
reported the course was not offered for credit.

Class

ti~e

was generally used for discussion but included both group
and individual practice of whatever skills were being taught.
2.

For Academic Support Programs, no pattern of group

size or nu.rnber and length of weekly meetings was discernible
in the small nu1nber of studies reporting.

Programs generally

were less than a · semester in duration and typically involved
non-credit discussion groups.

Of the four Supportive

programs reporting required or volun4.:.ary attendance, thi·ee
were volunteer and only one was· compulsory.

Only one program

of the seven in this category reported any attempt to
diagnostically assess the participants' reading-study problems,
although such assessment may have taken place and not been
reported.
3.

Developmental Programs reported larger size groups,

usually 11 - 20 participants or more, and sessions which
included both lecture and demonstration as well as
opportu~ity

for both group and individual practice.

Ten

programs reported meeting two times weekly and ten met three
times weekly or more, and these meetings usually were £or one
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hour; only two programs reported two-hour

sess~ons.

majority of Developmental P r ograms repo rted

The

eight~we ek

to

full semester-length pro grams with volunteer students
receiving credit for attendance.
4.

Longer hours of instruction did not appear. to

influence prog r am effectiveness in any of the program
categories examined.

Program effective ness appeare d t.o he

related to factors other tha.n length and duration of
instruction.
Co~~s ions

for Sub- p rqblem 3

This aspect of the investigati o n d ealt vrith the
relationship betvreen program content and operationa l factors
and reported program effects.

While programs were found to

have statistically significant benefits to student
participants, inadequate program descriptions of the six
content factors and fifteen operation factors which
influenced these benefits did not permit conclusions to be
drawn which were statistically supported.

A serious

deficiency in program reporting was identified in that the
reading-study programs repor t ed in both published literature
and unpublished dissertations frequently did not include
adequate descriptions of the treatment their participants
received.

Hore precision in the reporting of program content

and operation factors would enable subsequent investigators
to determine what treatments contributed to more effective
programs and would certainly enhance program evaluation and
analysis.

Fairbanks' list of the cont ent and operational
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factors <:.1 ppee1 rs to be a v alid i nitial comp .i. l ation of the types
of skills reading-study p rofessi ona l s believe "should be
taught" in college reading - s tudy progra ms .

It could also

serve as a guide for program r epor te rs in determining wha t
actually has been taught and wh at relationship ex i sts bet ween
content and operation fac t o r s amo n g more effective prog r ams.
II.

RECOMNENDATIONS

As a result of this s t u d y, recommend a t i o n s are
offered in the following area s:

(1) Recommenda t i ons for

Further Research and ( 2) Recornrne ndat ions for Col l ege Read in gStudy Programs.
Recommenda tions
--·--

--- -

-

for Furthe r Re s ea rch

The follm-Ting recorn..rnendations for further research
have been suggest ed by the present invest igation.
1.

The present study at t empted to

sy~thesize

and

integrate findings from an extensive body of reading
literature but ended w·ith a disappointingly small number of
experimental studies which provided adequate data for the
Het a-A n aly sis procedure.

Fu t ure Heta-Analyses of college

reading-study programs shoul d be undertaken but should
include findings from community college and other postsecondary college settings which provide instruction to a
broader population group to determine if such instruction
(a) does indeed prove to be consistently beneficial, and
(b) if categories of instruction such as the Remedial/
Corrective and Developmental Programs do reve a l significant
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differences .in content and ope rati on, and (c) to identify t h e
nature of these differences.
2.

The Meta-Analysis does appear to be a valuable

method of extracting 1cnm-rledge from accumulated individual
studies and is a "complex and important methodological
problem deserving of further attention" as Smith and Glass
suggest.

4

However, from the experience of this investigato r

it demands team efforts and should not be the project of a
single investigator.

The amount of reading and multiple

analyses alone preclude such solo endeavor.

3.

Additional research attention should be given to

the reporting of content and operational patterns of college
reading-study programs in order to identify effective program
options for the various college · populaticns.

While no one

program would appear to be singularly appropriate for the
entire · college population any more than any single "model"
Chemistry, Mathematics, or English course would be, a
recognizable content for such courses should be identifiable.

4.

Further investigations into the characteristics of

college readers in relation to the amount of time they spend
in reading and study prior to and following reading rate
instruction should prove interesting.

Grob investigated one

aspect of this issue with secondary students and found
excessive amounts of time were spent by students with slow

4

Nary Lee Smith and Gene v. Glass, "Meta-Analysis of
Psychotherapy Outcome Studies," American Psychologist, Vol.
32~ No. 9, (September 1977), 760.
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reading rates, a finding which

~~s

not unexpected.

5

The

relationship between this slow rate and attrition awong the
college population would appear to be a productive aspect
for investigation, particularly noting the significant gains
in reading rate identified by this study.
5.

The whole issue of participation i n a college

reading-study course and its influence on withdrawal rate s
and/or subsequent completion of a college program "'•as not
conclusive.

vlhat effect increased student efficiency has on

completion appears to demand further synthesis of existing
studies.
Recorr~endations

for College Reading-Study Programs

The unforeseen reporting problems make any model
program conjectural until research can provide more complete
reporting data.

However, programs which reported greater

gains, as well as the prevailing consensus of professional
expertise, provide some guiding principles for program
developers.

The following

reco~~endations

for college

reading-study programs were neither totally supported nor
contradicted by the research, but are based upon the
professional judgement of the investigator unless indicated
othen1ise.
Three of the six guidelines identified by the

5

James A. Grob, "Reading Rate and Study-Time Demands
on Secondary Students," Journal of Reading, Vol. 13, No. 4,
(January 1970), 285-288, 316.
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Fai rba.nks '

study appear to ha.n : 0C!Q n suppor-ted ·! Jy this

investiga tion and by the broad r eview of

progr~ms

and ilre

includ e d here:
1. College students participating in a college
re a ding i mpr ovement program should be ma de aware o f
their spec ific difficul t i es in reading and the means
by which they can correct the m.

2. Involvement of the college s tudents participating
should be e n c o uraged in a l l phases of t he program :
diagnosis. evaluation, und skills practice oriented to
their o1trn part i cular needs.
3. College reading i rnproveli't ent progra ms shoul d be
ge ared to meet the needs o f individ uals, either throug h
t.he offering of options, or the use of indivi d ualized
assignments , or both. Care shou l d be taken to ~void
the "depe r son a lization" of t he program hc.n,;ever .
The foregoing princip les app2ar to be valid for
programs in all three area s c ategorized , for Remed ial/
Corrective, for Academic Support Programs as well as for
Developmental Programs.

They appear to be essentia l in

Remedial/Corrective Progra ms, and some aspect. of diagnosis
or self-assessment should be a sine gJ:!f! !lQ!l for programs in
both other categories.

To conduct ei t h e r a Remedial/

Corrective or Academic Support Program without first
determining, for example, if p art ic i pants have adequate
reading ability, is to make broad, knfounded

asst~ptions

about those participants, and possibly to provide "frustration
level" instruction.

The reader is referred to the discussion

6
.Harilyn Fairbanks, "On Analytical Study of the
Relationship of Specified Features cf Reported College
Reading Improvement Programs to Progra m Effect on Academic
Achievement," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, West
Virginia University, 1973), Un i versi ty ~!ic r ofilms, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, 73-12,938, p. 165.
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of hypothesis 4 ( pp. 2 31-2) for su pportive dat a identif .icd by

this study.
In addition to the Fairbanks' g uidelines, the
following specific recommend atio::1s are made f or programs in
each c a tegory.
Remedial!Corrective Pro_grum Reco;rJl:lendo_t i_sms.

The

recommendati ons for Remedial/Co rrect ive Programs are largely
b a sed on intensive examination of programs vlith greater
reported effe ct sizes and are a s follows:
1

Instruction in Word Study, in Study Skills, in

Not eta lci ng, in Critical Reading and 1n Content Reading should
be included following specific diagnosis of students'

difficulties in (at least)
word attack skills.

readi~g

rate, comprehension and

Limited attention to increasing

students' Reading Rate may be included where indicated, but
should not be a major emphasis of the p r ogram.
2.

Required program attendance and use of diagnostic-

prescriptive application techniques appears to enhance
efficiency in Remedial/Corrective programs.
3.

Adjunct counseling services as part of the diagnostic

process may prove

l~neficial.

The context should st r ess the

relationship of study skills-motivation- counseling .
~

4.

Programs should continue for several months preferably

one semester.

One hour class periods should be scheduled two

or three times weekly.
be

granted.

Some form of credit recognition should
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5.

While discussion methods a ppear to prove benefj_(.:i a l,

considerable emphasis should be given to practica l methods
of transferring newly acquired reading-study skills to other
content areas ":here students experience academic ch-:1llenges.
Critical Reading practice with actual college course
materials should be included in both small group and
individual sessions.
Programs in the Remedial/Corrective catec;_TOry did not
produce large effect sizes comparing treatmt::nt to control
groups, although several beneficial programs

wep"O~

identified.

Programs in this category also appeared to have greater
difficulty selecting control groups and in controlling for
selection bias in their experimental design.

Four studies

provided both good experimental design and beneficial effects
to the participants and are recommended for further study.
Clark (1963},

(1971).

7

Ikenberry (1966),

8

9
Phillips (1969) , Ratekin

10

7

clifford H. Clark, "An Analysis of Reading
Deficiencies and Corrective Treatment Among Fresrunen
From the Pacific Area Enrolled at the Church College
Hawaii," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Brigl1am
University, 1963), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,
64-2998.

Students
of
Young
Michigan,

8

s.o. Ikenberry and others, "Effects of Reading-Study
Skills Improvement and Reduced Credit Load on Achievement and
Persistence of Failure Prone College Fresh~en: A Pilot
Study," U.S. Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC
Document ED 022 654, 1966.
9

George o. Phillips, Sr., "The Relative Effectiveness
of Three Instructional Approaches Upon the Reading, Study
Habits and Attitudes, and Academic Ferformance of Disadvantaged Black College Frest>.n1en," (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1969), University
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reported in t:he reading-study l iteratu re from this c at ego ry.
The following recommendation 3 have 1:..--een made based on the
results of those programs which we re reported:
1.

Programs should provide opportunity foz: diagnosis

and/or self-assessment prior t o prescriptive instr ucti on
designed to remediate deficiencies which may have con tr ibuted
to the academic difficulty.
2.

Some opportunity for supportive co ;Jnsel.ing se r·.;i ces

appears to be beneficial.
3.

Limited course loads combined with both cl cademic

skills instruction and supportive coun seling intervention
appear to be beneficial to students on academic probation.
4.

Required participation does not appear to limit

program effectiveness in this category, but this aspect of
instruction should be investigated further.
Additional attention is needed to methods of
retrieving additional guidance-counseling studies.

Study-

guidance-counseling reports which may have utilized other
methods in their treatment ¥o'ere not identified in the extensive
literature search conducted during this investigation.
Three investigators reporting programs in the Academic
Support category which produced larger effect sizes than their

Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 70-15,460.

10

.
.
.
Ne d Rate k l.n,
"T h e Effect of T'"o D.1fferent
Readl.ng
Programs for Cultural.ly Disadvantaged College Fresf>.men."
U.S. Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC Document
ED 053 867, 1971.
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controls appear to "Ylarrant addition21 study for p.:-ogram
developers:
Kaye (1971) •

r<oth and Peiser (1967),

11

<\r~thony

(1971),

12

13

Develo_pmen_~;pro ar am

Recornmendati_Q!12.•

The following

recommendations for programs in this category are ma.de:
1.

Developmental Programs should be voluntLiry rather

than required.

2.

Instruction should be provided in Critical Reading,

Study Skills, Content Reading and Rate instruction with some
attention to Word Study in an overall developmental approach
designed for all interested students and not lim ited to
entering freshmen.
3.

Diagnosis and remediation for students with defic ient

rateand comprehension problems appear
greatest benefits.

to produce the

This is supported by additional research

that suggests students with slm-r reading rate spend dis.
proport1onate

.
.
14
amounts of t1me read1ng.

11

R. Roth, H. Mauksch and K. Peiser, "The f\!onAchievement Syndrome, Group Therapy and Achievement Change,"
Personnel and Guidance Journa l, Vol. 46, No. 4, (December
1967).
-

12

stephen J. Anthony, "The Effects of a Study Skills
Course and a Self-Understanding Program on Low Achieving
College Students," (Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Pittsburgh. 1971), University Nicrofilms, Ann
Arbor, r!ichigan, 71-26,151.
13

Robert A. Kaye, "The Effectiveness of a GuidanceCounseling-Study Skills Treatment Program on the Academic
Achieverr.ent of failing College Freshmen," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University o f Connecticut, 1971),
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 71-18,419.

14

Grob., op. cit.
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4.

Dia gnos tic-pa r t i ci p~tory

appear to be mo st e f f e c t ive .
Fairbank's recomme ndat i o n

ins t ructi o na l met h ods

Th is .is support i ve o f

re ga .z:-dir~g

i nv o lvement o f student

participants i n all phases of t he p rog ram .

5.

Programs meeting

t l-!0

t o th ree times v/eek ly but for

less than a semeste r appeared t o be mor e effectiv e in
Developmental Progra ms.
6.

Individual and group pra ct i c e vdth act u a l college

reading ma t erials should be pr ov i ded vdt h oppo rtun ities for
student s to rece i ve profession a l assi sta nce or gu i da nce as
needed.
A "model course" in Ana l yt ical and Criti c al Readin g
at the college level was adopted by the Northern Californi a
Comn1Unity College Reading Assoc i a tion for consideration for
college and university transfer credit.
rationale supporting such courses

This course and the

appears to incorporate

many of the recom.tnendations for Developmental Programs at
four-year colleges and universities cited above a nd has been
included in the appendix.

The argument presented for such

courses by June Dempsey, Chainna n , Division of Developmental
Education, San Joaquin Delta College and former President of
the Western College Reading Association, was that the ability
to read actively, creatively, and critically was an open-ended
combination of skills that must be polished and refined
throughout a life-time.

She suggests, furthermore, that

these skills are
• • • as far removed from the simple skill of
reading and understanding the average run of "adult"
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rea d ing material as calculus and hi gh0r ~athemati cs
a r e removed from simple ar i thmeti c.
I ncreased
sophi sti cation in the ar ts of readi ng i s by no means
aut omati c. The average st.udent is a s likely as net
to remuin a relat i vely fumbling , inefficient r e~de r
throughout his college c ~ reer . • • without further
training and directior.. 1 ~
The course rationale, a description of objectives, and a
brief suggestion of content h a ve been included as presented,
in Appendix F.
Programs 1n the Developmental category \'l'hich were
most effective and offer valuable guidelines to program
developers ,.,-ere described by the f ollowing write r s:

E.

.
( 1960 ) , 16 R. Long (1962), 1 7 Bryan {1971), 18 Herman
\'lr1ght
.
) , 19 Brandt (1975), 20 , and McHargue (1975). 21
ll972

15
.
.
.. .
June Dempsey, Memo to Conunun1.ca t 1ons D.:. v 1.s.1on
regarding model course in Analytical and Critical Reading
adopted by the Northern California Communi ty College Reading
Association, Part I Rationale. The entire memo and model
course proposal has been included in the appendix, page 261.
16

Eugene s. Wright, "An Investigation Into the Effect
of Reading Training on Academic Achievement Among F rf".::shmen in
the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Minrlesota,
1960), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 61-685.

17

Roberta Ann Long, "A Printed Materials-Centered
Approach Compared with a Machine-Centered Approach for
Improving the Reading Efficiency of College Students,"
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Oklahoma,
1962), University Hicrofilrns, Ann Arbor, Hichigan, 62-5880.

18 t.r1'111' am B
.•
ryan, "The Ef:~ec t '1veness o f a Deve 1 opmental
Reading C0 1.lrse in a College of Nursing," U.S. Educational
Resour-ces Information Center, ERIC Document ED 059 025, 1972.
19J.E. Herman, "TeE
h
f feet of a Read1ng
.
Improvement
Program upon Academic Achievement in College," (Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Connecticut, 1972).
20
.
James D. Brandt, "lntermal vs. Exterrnal Locus of
Control and Performance in Controlled and Motivated Reading
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The study by Bryan ( 197 1)

pn.~ehced

the Jargest effec t

sizes

found in the investigation.
Surnmary
Research as to the value of college reading-study
instruction and its

effect on a number of variables has

been conducted extensively throughout the United Sta te s and
has been shown to be beneficial to students vrho participate.
As Perry pointed out in his 1959 review o f the
Program,

22

l~ rva rd

college students spend a considerable time in

reading and study, and faculties are concerned that such
hours be productive.

The grovrth of college r ea.dir:g-st v.dy

pt·ograms has been but one indication of this concern.

h'ith

the acceptance of life-long learning concepts and develop··mental education, the place of a reading-study course on the
college and university campus can be acknm.;ledged and
accepted vrithout prejudice.

This stance parallels the state-

rnent attributed to Goethe at age seventy-one which was used
to introduce this investigation:

"I have spent my lifetime

learning to read."

Rate Improvement Instruction," Journal of Collnseling
Psychology, (September 1975), pp. 377-383.
21

' h ae 1 R. McHargue, " A C ompar1son
.
N.lc
of Classroombased and Self-Managed Academic Reading Efficiency Training
Programs,'' (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Stanford
University, 1975), University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 76-5771.
22

.
W1'11'1am G. p et-ry, "Stu d ent' s Use and N1suse
of
Reading Skills: A Report to a Faculty," Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 29, No. 3 {St~mer 1959), 193-4.
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Li s t of

Desc r i~tive

Terms

The following terms were u s ed to r e trieve
bibliographic entries from the ERIC Data base at t he
University of California, comput e r terminal, Davis.

These

entries were first verified by manual search of the
literature.
College Reading Skills/Programs
College Reading Skills/Experimental Investigations
College Reading Rate/Comprehen sion
College Reading Centers
College Rea ding Improvement
College Readers
College Reading Materials/Programs
Critical Reading Skills/College-Higher Educ ation
Reading/Study Skills/College-Higher Education
Reading Improvement/Higher Education
Reading Improvement/Academic Achievement
Reading Skills/Higher Education
Reading Research/College-Higher Education
Reading P rograms/College-Higher Education
Reading Habits/College-Higher Education
Learning Centers/College-Higher Education-Adult
Learning Skills/College-Higher Education-Adult
Study Skills/College-Higher Education-Adult
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Inter-rater Re liabili t y B ~sed on a Random
Sam ple o f Five Studies with Three Rate r s

\-i i J.l i_<lill..S_ _

Sanders

Barrick

Sv/alm and Cox (1971)

3

3

3

Anthony

(1971)

2

1

.1

H. Rose

(1964)

3

3

3

E. Foxe

(1966)

2

3

2

Beasley

(1964)

3

3

3

Study/year

The reliability of ratings was measured using analysis
of variance formula suggested by Winer .1 The formu.la
used was:
MS

MS

r

=

betw·een studies

within studies

MS

betv1een studies

r

r

-

= .79

with three raters

The criteria as specified on page 10 of the dissertation
was (1) Adequate control with good design, (2) Moderate
limitations, and (3) Serious limitations.

B.J. Winer, Statistical Principles in Experim~ntal
Design, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., {1962), p. 130.
1
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I n ter - ra t er Re l iabi l i ty Ba s e d on a Random
Sample of Ele v en Studies with Two Raters

§.tudzlyea r

Sande rs

Wil liams

Ge rt.-er

( 1966)

2

2

Risenmay

(1965)

2

2

E. Wright

(1960)

1

1

M. H'.lnter

(1975)

2

2

rHlson

(1968)

2

3

McHargt::e

(1975)

1

1

c.

Clarlc

(1963)

1

1

Mattilla

(1960)

2

2

G. Wright

(1973)

1

1

Santucci

(1972)

2

2

G. Phillips

(1969)

1

1

The reliability of rating s waG also measured by the
formula suggested by Winer2 and cited on page 130.
The formula was:
MS

r =

MS

w

B

MSB

r =

.93 with two raters
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MODEL COURSE
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TO:
FROM:
RE:

. .

~;1V lSl OO

June Dempsey
For your information and cons ideration. A model
course in Analytical and Critical Reading at t he
college level has been a d opt ee} by thP r-. tJ rthern
California Community College Rea d ing Ass ociation.
This course description vrill b2 submitted tc the
colleges and universities for cons ideration for
transfer credit.

RATIOr--ALE

While courses in composition and ex pos it ory writings
are generally accepted as a useful and even r:ecessa.ry p;::.rt
of the college experience in most four-yea~ school s , n o such
situation exists with regard to the sister skill of readi ng .
On the contrary, two assu:nption s seem gene ra lly to be race;
the first that reading is a far more elementary skill t han
writing, and the second that it is a closed or fini te skill,
or at least that after a cer tain point fur i:.her deve.io p:ne:nt
will be automatically induced by the mere purs ui t of t: !-:e
activity--by continued and extended reading. Anot1ler
frequent asswnption is that a nything the student needs to
know about reading, has been, or should have been, acq•.lired
by the end of hig-h school at the very lo. test.
In sc· far as
any improvement in this art or skill is possible or d·2sira ble,
it is expect.ed to occur automatically as a result of
exposure to the more difficult and complex reading matter
the student will have to deal with in his college career.
The ability to read actively, creatively, and
critically is, hm.;ever, an open-ended skill that can be
polished and refined throughout a lifetime. It is as far
removed from the simple skill of reading and understandin g
the average run of "adult" reading material as calculL.;.s and
higher mathematics are removed from simple arithmetic. The
average student is as likely as not to remain a relatively
fumbling, inefficient reader t.hre>ug::.out his college career- or
at least not nearly as efficient as he could t.ecome >-i i·::.h
some further training and direction. He may even deteriorate.
And yet, university faculties and administrations, while they
accept ~riting courses, (perhaps as a necessary evil),
generall y reject the idea of cc~rses in reading, ?O-labelled,
as undignified ~nd demeaning in an academic atmosphere. We
say so-lat-e.!_led because, in fact, many of the skills of
analytical, criticc>.l, judgmental re2cl ing and thinking are
taught in cours es in philosophy, ps y chology, and literary
appreciation and as an accompaniment to expository writing
courses. The arqmnent presented here for establishing a
formal reading course thut may be taken for credit in the
four-year co l leges, is not that it will introduce anything
novel or innovative into the curriculu.'Tl, but that such a
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course \·rill give more opportun i t y to a greater n ~anl:::>E": r of
studen t s to study more inte nsively w~~t is alr ea dy accepted
in principle as "wor t hy" a nd ta ught i ! ., the unive r:si ties ,
but to too few students and on too n ar row a scale.

COURSE 'I'ITLE

Analytical 9nd Criti cal Readinq
2 class hours, J. lab hour, 2 units credit

PREREQUISITES:

Demonstra t ion of reading pro f iciency at or at
least near the college f resh.rr.an level, 0~
consent of the instruct or.

OBJECTIVES: I.

Increased proficiency in thE.: fo11mdng
areas:
A.

The reading and understand.:i.ng of
prose .

exposito ~ y

II.

B.

The analytical and critical skills
necessary for the comprehension,
interpretation, and ap preci a tion of
college level readi n g material,

C.

The a.bility to vary read i ng rate in
accordance with the difficulty of the
material and the purpose for which it
is being ~ead.*

An intensified awareness of reading as an art
i.e., a complex aesthetic and intellectuc--:.1
activity that goes far beyond the mere
mechanical skills of acquiring information
from the page of print .

* ~'ihile

the current anti-intellectual trend tm.ra rds "speed
reading" is generally as much deplored by merr:bers of college
reading staffs as it is by the average faculty member (in
literc;.ture or physics departments, for examp le ), it must be
recognized that there are students whose reading is
cripplingly slow, and that these students must be helped to
develop a reading style and reading comprehension techniques
that will enable them to reach their natural rate of reading
(which will vary from individual to individual).
It goes
without saying that the depth and difficulty of the material
and the purpose for which it is being read must always be
taken into consideration in working with the "speed" factor.
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III.

IV.

An understunding of the relationships
between _reading and the other communicat i on
media, and an appreciation of the unique
contribution each makes to our awareness
and understanding of reality.
An increase in the student•s a wareness of
his reading behavior, to be obtained by
giving him opportunity, by means of an
on-going series of analytic exercises: to
make a systematic evaluation of his reading
habits. The purpose of these exercises will
be to uncover strengths as weJ.l as >-:eal<:: ;.iess Ps
and not merely to determine the areas in
which there is need for improvemer:.t.

PROCEDURES

I.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis will be an on-going precess
throughout the course and will consist of
both standardized tests and informal
exercises.
The standardized tests 'iiil1 give
quantitative, more or less objective,
measures of vocabulary, of level and
speed of comprehension, of ability to
make correct infe:.ences, and of powers
of critical thinking, while a continuing
series of informal tests and reading
exercises will attempt to present the
student with more analytic-descriptive
picture of what is actually going on
when he is reading--with a view to giving
him greater insight into his patterns of
perceiving and thinking, his "cognitive
style."

II.

Techniques for Improving Reading
A.

Vocabulary st udv. 1\ords . wi.Ll be studied in relation
to the context in which they are encountered. This
in no way implies, however, thut meaning is to be
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deriv ed exc lusi vely, or Ave n pri ma rily from
cont ext.* There will b2 e x ten s ive work with t he
dict ionary , wit h howeve r , ewphasis on the fact
that all writers o f st <:! tu re tend to de.\)art fr om
rigid dictiona:-y definitions and i mpa rt their Oi-m
distinctive fl avor and subtlety of weaning to many
of the words the y use .

* The

B.

Phrase Readj._J29_..
F-h ra se reading will 1:€ e mph a sized
as the most e ffe ctive procedure for deveJ.oping both
depth of meaning ::2nd inc reased speed of cor:lpn:'ht:.nsion.
( Actuall y , the label phr.3.1s~ re_adj_r._g i s v.
misnome r; a be tter term i-.'O')_ld ':.Je reading bv ~ nLt_~
of meaning, since the se units may somet i mes consist
of single words, and at other ti~E s of comp l ete
subject-verb sentence s .) Hhen a stud e nt i s reading
in these •units o f meanina' he is adjus ting th is
readj ng rhythm to <:l ccord \., i th the rh yt h:rt o f the
writer's thought and prose.

C.

~_§nee

Hea ninq . Sentence s •..r i ll be studied and
analyzed in detail to deve l op precision a nd
exactness in under standing con::ent. In add.i.tlon
students will be made a ware of the f J o •tr of :mean ing
that exists between s entences, often as a re s ult
of their mere juxtnpo sitio '1. 'rhe y mt..:st learn to
recognize how each sentence relates to the preceding
one or ones. Do they repe at, clarify, deny,
modify or enlarge t h e orig inal s t at ement ? Do they
stay on the same thought or more forward in time
or in the progression of ideas?
{Unsophi st icated
readers are often tota lly una ware of this flow.)

D.

Paragraph Study. Paragraph study vlill deal ;.rith
the structure and organizat ion of paragraphs (main
idea, supporting details, cause and effect, etc.).
Hmvever, the main emphu sis >>ill be on analysis of
the content, and on the reader becoming aware of
the writer's specific purpose in writing that

con~on procedure among students of free-for-all guessing
of word-meanings as they read, \-.: i tho ut confirma ti on fr·om
other sources, has a more lasting ef fe ct than the inunediate
disaster of misinterpretation of the text.
On a long-term
basis it may be one of the factors most respons i ble for both
stunted vocabulary growth and for the generali z ed feeling of
confusion and bafflement as to what the writer is trying to
put over that so many students suffer from.
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p a r t icular pa raqraph.
C\'l i.\ .:.> hi~; intcnti on to
describe, t o inform, to tel2. ho;.~, why, in H~at
manner, with what re sult, etc.?)
III.

Reading Content

The reading techniques vl i l l be taught
in the context o f lange~ selections
wh ich may consist of essays or oUler
expository writing. literary fiction
or poetry. Their conte:1t v:ill be
organ ized around one or mo re central
topics or fields of knowledge so that
the student will be learning as well
as "let:n-ning to learn."
'rhese topics should be sufficiently
broad t o embrace more than o ne
academic discipline and of sufficient
int rinsic value and appea l to the
student to repay the time he will
spe nd studying anc'l working ~ori th
them. A few examples o f possible
topics which might lend themselves
to fulfilling these require ment s
are lis te d below:
Man's Concern with Death
Crime and Funislune n t
Love and Sexuality
Man and the Supernat ural
Parent and Child Relationships
Man's Concept of T ime

IV.

Evaluation
Two dimensions of the student's achievement will be ta k en into account.
He will be requir·ed
to:
A.

Give concrete evidence of having acquired new
information and new insights from the conten t o f
the readings, and of having incorporated them int0
his existing body of Y~owledge.

B.

Show measured improvement in the techniques of
reading •.• as de:nonstra ted by comparison of pre
and post testing at the beginning and end of the
course .

c.

A subjective written or oral, account of what the
course experience has meant to him and the ways
in which he sees himself as having gained from it.

VI 'l'A

Na me :
Residence:

Vict oria Hun t er Sa nde r s
212l s. Ja c k To ne Rou d
Stockton, Cal i f o rnia 95205

Stockton College (1 9 49) A. A . Degree
(~iberal

Arts/La•,v)

College of Pilcific (1957) B.A. Degree
(Education/Psycholo gy)
Stanford University (1962) Ce r ti ficate .
( '1'-V and Film Product i on , Su:rimer l nst J. t. ut e)
University of Pacific ( 19 69) "L A . Degree
(Education, Curriculum a nd Instruction )
Universi t y of Pacific (197 9 ) Ed.D. Deg r ee
(Educa tion, Curriculum and. Instruc t ion)
Dissertation title:
"A Me t a-Anuly s i s: The Relation s h i p
of Program Content and Operati o n Fa ctors to Mea sured
Effective ness of College Re ading -.St ud y P rogra ms."
Credentials held:
Secondary, Life.

General Eleme ntary, Life and Standard

Professional Experience:

May 1976 to present:

Director of the Learning Center,
University of Pacific; completed
doctoral studies.

1975 - May 1976:

Graduate Fellowship, University of
Pacific.

1969 - 1975:

Vocational Communications Skills
Specialist, Franklin High School,
Stockton Unified Schools; Developed and
directed a laboratory reading-study
program for vocationa l students; an
exemplary de monstration site for
California State Department of Vocation al
Education.

1969:

On sabbatical leave, completed Master's
thesis, a 16mm color-sound film (30
min.) entitled:
"Behind the Hask: The
Application of Manipulative Instructional
Aids in the Teaching of Social Studies
with Economically Disadvantaged Students."

1963 ·- 1969:

Teacher, Social Studies and English
(7th Grade), John Marshall Junior High,
Stockton unified Schools.
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1962 - 1963:

On leave:
lands.

traveled to Mediterranean

1961 - 1962:

Teacher (6th Grade), Or o Ma d re Schoo l
District; Taught all subjects in a
rural mountain community.

1960 - 1962:

T-V teacher, KVIE Educational TV (Channel
6); Releas ed part -time to orqanize and
teach seve1·aJ. series, including r. .i'H.:..IFC)HNIA
STORY AND CALI FORNIA CLOS E-UPS (4-6th
Grade), FOJ. f< FESTni:e:L
a l . ;· also did
public relations appearar.ces ar, d v!orked
with in-service groups.

:-et

1960 -

1961~

Teacher, Social Stud ies and ?. rt {7th
Grade), John Marshall Junior High,
Stockton Unified Schools.

1957 - 1960:

Teacher (5th and 6th Gt·ades), Fair Oaks
Elementary, S t ockton Unified Schools.

1953 - 1957:

Teacher (1st and 2nd Grades), Ha rr Lson
Elementary, St.ocl~ton Unified Schools.

1950 - 1953:

Teacher (1st and 2nd Grades), San Rafael
City Schools.

1949 - 1950:

Teacher (1st and 2nd Grades), Harmony
Grove School, San Joaquin County Schools .

Professional Writing and
Publications:

Publicati~·

STAGECOACH DAYS with Elizabeth Harr.ma, Lane
Book Co., Menlo Park, Ca., 1963.
SAILS TO RA:LS with Ha nm:a, Hurd and
Ewing, Lane ~~gazine and Book Co., Menlo
Park, Ca ., 1969.

FROM

Video scripts:

Authored more than 30 scripts for Educational
Television, KVIE, for the series' CALIFORNIA
STORY, ~ALIFORNI A CLOSE - UPS, et al. Wrote
and produced FOLK Ff'~$_TIVAL , a series of T-V
specials for KVIE Community Television,
1960-63.

Editor:

Educational Television Classroom Viewers
Guide, KVIE-TV, 1961-1963.

Special projects:

Co-authored with Robert DeBord, Vocational
Education Coordinator (SUSD), Elizabeth
Harnrna, Team teacher (SUSD), et al, eight
demonstration projects (six received

_,.,

fundi n0) for the State Department of
Vocational Ed~cation , 1969-1 975.
Co-authored with Elizabeth Ha mma the
Reading por tion of t he Mars hall Junior: Higi:
project, an AB 938 project funded 196q.
Honors Received.
Appointed member of Gov ernor 's History Commission, 1963
Elected to Delta Kappa GaiTma, Honorary Sorority for
Women in Education
Scholarship, Stanford University, T-V and Vid e o Prod~ct ion ,
Summer· workshop 1962
Work recoanized: A National Study to Id entifv O ~tstan~in a
progratn~ in v9_~atio.na1 Educa. t)~o n
l-§pdlc;;r,r:..,=:i~Ti~~r . --··
Disadvantage d St.uqent~, ERI C Doc ument ED 058 415 ,
November 1.971, pp. 15-16.

-roi

Membership in P-rofessic_wal....9X9D. n iz_ac~ ons.
Elected to Phi Delta Kappa and Phi l·:appa Phi, 1977
Internat:i.onc: l Reading AssociaU.on
San Joaquin County Reading Association
California Reading Association
Western College Reading Association
Stockton Teacher's and California State Teacher•s
Association
Natiom1l Education Association
Community Organizations.
First Baptist Church, member of the diaconate 1979-1980
San Joaquin County Hedical Society Auxiliary
Personal Data:
Birthplace and date:

Hollywood, California
De~ember 6, 1929

Parents:

Hilliam Logan Hunter and Alma NacLean Hunter

Husband:

Lawrence P. Sanders, M.D.
1717 N. California St.
Stoclcton, California 95204
Four children - all adults

